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WELCOME

Welcome

A FRESH TAKE ON CONTENT

We’ve been busy over the summer redesigning the
magazine. While it’s true that a desire to bring our
design up to date has been a driver for this, it was
only one of them. Our main aim is to meet your
needs, and readership surveys have highlighted
the demand for management, strategy, technical
and careers material, so we’ve rejigged our content
planning and magazine structure to reflect this.
Another driver is the recent launch of our downloadable iPad versions – see
right – which means we need a design that works well on screen as well as
in print. Hence the clearer online links at the end of articles and new design
features to aid navigation.
None of this means we’ve changed our core offering, and readers will
recognise much on the pages that follow. There are news and technical updates
to keep you abreast of developments affecting the profession, and interviews with
CFOs and other senior figures – our cover feature this month is an interview with
McDonald’s CFO Paul Pomroy FCCA (page 14) and we also talk to International
Accounting Standards Board chairman Hans Hoogervorst (page 36).
There are also insights into the working lives of those at other stages in
their careers, technical articles linking to online questions to help you with your
continuing professional development, as well as longer articles exploring a range
of issues that will affect the lives of finance professionals now and in the future
– in this issue, for example, we look at the changing investor landscape and its
impact on corporate reporting (page 38). We’ve also retained and improved
sections focusing specifically on the corporate, practice and public sectors.
We aim to provide you with a satisfying and useful monthly read that will
help and inspire you in your day-to-day work, strategy and planning, and career
development. I hope what follows goes some way towards meeting these aims.
Chris Quick, editor, chris.quick@accaglobal.com
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NEWS | PICTURES

▼ FIRST FOR LITHUANIA

Lithuania’s president Dalia Grybauskaite
arrives at a European Union leaders summit in
Brussels. Lithuania assumed its first six-month
presidency of the EU in July

▼ DINING OUT ON CUTS

In a bid to boost tourism the Greek government has reduced
VAT on food in restaurants, bars, tavernas and hotels. The cut,
from 23% to 13%, will remain in place until 31 December

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS
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◄ HIGH ENERGY

Despite continued
environmental opposition,
chancellor George Osborne
has unveiled a generous
30% tax rate for onshore
shale gas production in
order to kickstart the UK’s
fracking industry

7

◄ NOT SO DOLCE VITA

Founders of fashion house Dolce & Gabbana
Domenico Dolce (R) and Stefano Gabbana have
received suspended prison sentences for evading
tax on income of around €1bn

▼ BENTLEY DRIVES JOB CREATION

Bentley Motors will build its first SUV car in the
UK. The move will create more than 1,000 jobs
and involve an investment of over £800m at its
Crewe headquarters over the next three years

▲ BANKRUPTCY BATTLE

Detroit’s emergency financial manager Kevyn Orr
must overcome stiff opposition from creditors in
order to obtain bankruptcy protection for the US
city, which is US$18bn in debt

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS
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News round-up
This month’s stories include the Competition Commission’s proposals on FTSE 350 audit
rotation, rising business confidence among accountants, and extending directors’ liability
NO ENFORCED ROTATION

GT FACES £2.5BN SUIT

Grant Thornton could be
sued for £2.5bn by Vincent
and Robert Tchenguiz. The
brothers won a legal action
to force the release of a
Grant Thornton report into
the collapse of Icelandic
bank Kaupthing. The
Serious Fraud Office relied
on this report in seeking
warrants for the arrest
of the brothers, who are
suing the SFO for £300m.
Grant Thornton stressed it
was not party to the court
application and did not
advise the SFO. ‘We cannot
comment further due to our
confidentiality obligations,’
the firm said in a statement.

FCA ENDS ISOFT ACTION
The Financial Conduct
Authority has abandoned its
legal action against former

directors of iSoft plc over
alleged accounting misstatements. It will not pursue
a second retrial in the case
against former directors
Stephen Graham, Timothy
Whiston and John Whelan,
and will drop the prosecution
of former chairman Patrick
Cryne. Not guilty verdicts
have been entered. The FCA
said it was not in the public
interest to take further
legal action. Originally
a management spin-out
from KPMG, iSoft supplied
software to the NHS.

financial advice. It also
acquired the IVA business of
Money Debt & Credit Group.

OLYMPUS CONVICTIONS

Olympus’s former chairman
and president Tsuyoshi
Kikukawa has been
convicted in Tokyo of false
financial reporting, hiding
losses of $1.3bn resulting
from failed investments.
He was given a suspended
three-year prison sentence.
Two other former Olympus
executives were given
suspended sentences of
three years and two and
a half years. The fraud
was exposed by another
former president, Michael
Woodford, who uncovered it
and disclosed the massive
losses. The three convicted
executives admitted
their role in the fraud.

GT ACQUISITIONS

Grant Thornton has acquired
the UK financial services
advisory arm of global
consulting firm Navigant.
The acquisition provides
Grant Thornton with a
45-member team in retail

»
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FTSE 350 companies should
put their audits out to tender
at least every five years, the
Competition Commission
has proposed in its review of
the audit market. However,
it has rejected suggestions
that there should be
mandatory rotation of
FTSE 350 audits. It also
proposed strengthening
the accountability
arrangements over audits
by giving corporate audit
committees alone the
power to negotiate with the
company’s auditors. There
should be a shareholder vote
on whether audit committee
reports contain sufficient
information, it added, and
loans to companies should
not be conditional on their
use of a Big Four auditor.
See ‘Pick me!’, page 18.

ACCOUNTANTS BOTTOM OF THE HEAP FOR SATISFACTION WITH WORK-LIFE BALANCE

According to a survey of 2,000 employees in the UK by recruiter Randstad Financial & Professional,
accountancy professionals are the least likely to be happy with their work-life balance.

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS
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BIG BUSINESS TO MOVE OUT OF TAX PLANNING AS SMEs MOVE IN

One in three large UK businesses is engaged in tax planning, compared with fewer than
one in five SMEs, a YouGov study has found. Adverse media coverage of corporate tax
management is expected to discourage large businesses from efficient tax planning
over the next five years – but also encourage more SMEs to engage in the practice.

LARGE BUSINESSES USING TAX PLANNING
34%

framework still needs to
be fully field-tested, and
it would help prospective
preparers greatly if IIRC
was able to provide case
studies of best practice
across a range of different
organisations.’ The final
framework will be published
in December. More, page 26.

HARBINSON CCAB CHAIR

Anthony Harbinson FCCA
has been appointed
chairman of the Consultative
Committee of Accountancy
Bodies (CCAB) for 2013/14.
He is ACCA’s vice president
and director of safer
communities for Northern
Ireland’s Department of
Justice. Harbinson said:
‘CCAB’s strategy for
2013/14 is to support
growth, ensure financial
stability, transparency and
fiscal honesty as well as
promote trust and value in
the accountancy profession.
We are focusing on this
growth agenda under the
banner of Accountants
Building Growth.’

24%
KEY

TRENDS

Now

Five years’ time

SMEs USING TAX PLANNING
18%

21%
KEY

Now

Five years’ time

AUDIT REPORT REMODELLING
Audit reports will be transformed under a fundamental
reform, the International Auditing and Assurance
Standards Board (IAASB) has announced.
There will be more information about going concern,
the auditor’s independence and, for listed companies,
disclosure of the auditor’s engagement partner. ‘We
expect the proposed new and revised standards will result
in substantive changes to how auditors contemplate and
approach communication to users of their reports,’ said
IAASB chair Arnold Schilder.
See ‘IAASB meeting update’, page 58.

CONFIDENCE SURGES

There has been a big jump
in business confidence in
the UK, indicating a real
economic recovery could
be under way, according to
the latest Global Economic
Conditions Survey by ACCA
and the IMA (Institute of
Management Accountants).
Some 43% of UK finance
professionals surveyed

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

in the second quarter
expressed economic
confidence, compared with
just 24% in the first quarter.
Respondents reported better
access to growth capital.

IR CONSULTATION OVER
The consultation period
set by the International
Integrated Reporting
Council (IIRC) on its

integrated reporting
framework has come to an
end. In its response to the
consultation, ACCA said that
the proposals are ‘a step in
the right direction but need
to be developed further’.
Richard Martin, ACCA head
of corporate reporting,
explained: ‘There remain
gaps in the framework that
need to be fleshed out. The

E&Y REBRANDS

Ernst & Young has
rebranded as EY. The firm
also announced that Mark
Weinberger has taken over
as global chairman and
CEO. He has been global and
Americas head of tax, and
served on the global and
Americas executive.

£5.6M FINE FOR RBS

RBS has been fined
£5.6m by the Financial
Conduct Authority for
reporting failures. RBS
failed to properly report
45 million transactions
between November 2007
and February 2013, and
completely failed to report
804,000 transactions
between November 2007
and February 2012. This
breached FCA rules on
transaction reporting
and its requirements for

ROUND-UP | NEWS

businesses to have adequate
management and controls.
The reporting failures were
caused by systems problems
compounded by the takeover
of ABN Amro in 2007.

DISCIPLINARY UPDATE

Updated independent
disciplinary arrangements
for accountants and firms
have been published by
the FRC. The new scheme
amends the definition of
misconduct, allows the
FRC to conduct enquiries
before launching an official
investigation and creates a
new power to issue interim
orders. It also streamlines
procedures to reduce
delays and increases the
FRC’s independence from
professional bodies by
removing the need to consult
with them before launching
an investigation.

arrangements, which led to
an accounting adjustment.
The investigation into
Nichols will consider
whether Grant Thornton
was independent when it
conducted audits. Regarding
the Nichols investigation,
Grant Thornton said it goes
‘to great lengths to maintain
our independence’. On
Manchester BS it stated:

‘We alerted the regulator as
soon as we became aware of
a potential issue.’ The firm
pledged to co-operate with
both investigations.

NEW PARTNERS

EY has appointed 52
new partners in the UK
and Ireland over the last
year, 9% of whom have
formalised flexible working

11

arrangements. EY said
that as a result it had
maintained its position as
the most gender-diverse of
the Big Four. PwC has also
appointed 44 new partners
internally, along with 11
recruited externally, over
the last year. And KPMG
has appointed 29 partners
and 80 directors from
within the UK firm.

»

NAO CHAMPIONS FRS FOR WGA
The Treasury should recognise accounting standards
rather than Office for National Statistics practices
in defining which bodies to include in the Whole of
Government Accounts, says the National Audit Office.
On this basis, Network Rail and the rescued UK banks
would be shown on the national accounts, which would
also be produced faster.
The NAO also found that the underlying accounting
deficit fell by £11bn in 2011/12. It qualified the accounts
of the Ministry of Defence and the Department for
Communities and Local Government.

KPMG PROBE CLOSED

GT INVESTIGATED

Grant Thornton is the
subject of two new FRC
investigations, relating
to its audits of the
Manchester Building
Society and of Nichols
plc. The investigation into
Manchester BS will examine
the accounting and auditing
of interest rate swap

CFO CASHFLOW CONCERNS MOUNT

Cashflow is an increasing worry for CFOs, with 61% citing late payments by
customers as the principal reason compared with 26% in 2011.
Problems are most severe in regions furthest from London, and for small/private
businesses. According to the survey of 200 CFOs by recruiter Robert Half UK,
managing/delivering growth (26% UK average), audit costs (25%), regulation (23%) and
access to investment financing (22%) were next biggest internal concerns for CFOs.

48%
42%
38%
37%

TRENDS

The FRC has abandoned
its investigation into the
conduct of KPMG, as
auditors of BAE. The
investigation considered the
audit and advisory services
provided by KPMG from
1997 to 2007. But the FRC
concluded that a ‘proper
assessment of KPMG’s
conduct would require
consideration of work
undertaken in earlier years’.
As there was no realistic
prospect of the tribunal
providing an adverse finding
for work conducted so long
ago, the FRC concluded it
was not in the public interest
to extend the investigation.

IS CASHFLOW ONE OF YOUR TOP THREE CONCERNS?
North and Scotland
South West and Wales
Midlands
London and South East

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS
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RTI WARNING

PwC WINS HSBC AUDIT

Fears have been expressed
that HMRC’s systems may
be unable to cope with the
transfer of a further 16,000
companies to real-time
information (RTI) next
April. Kate Upcraft of Isis
Support Services, a member
of HMRC’s customer user
group, said the system
is struggling with serious
implementation problems.
However, a report from Sage
has found that RTI provides
benefits to accountants
in demonstrating their
role as trusted advisers to
employers, although half of
practitioners failed to see
the revenue opportunities
presented by RTI.

PwC has won the audit for HSBC after a competitive
tender. The contract had been held by KPMG.
PwC also won the Hargreaves Lansdown audit from
Deloitte. However, the firm is poised to lose the Unilever
audit, which is going out to tender with the express
intention of changing auditor to comply with best
practice in corporate governance.
Meanwhile, EY has won the audit contract for Spanish
airline Iberia, previously audited by Deloitte. EY already
conducted the audits of sister company BA and parent
International Consolidated Airlines. EY recently won the
audits of BG Group and Land Securities from PwC.

DELOITTE IN LINE FOR FINE
Deloitte faces a substantial fine after it was found by the
FRC tribunal to have fallen short of expected standards
in its work regarding the sale of the MG Rover Group to
the ‘Phoenix Four’.
The tribunal concluded that the firm and its partner,
Maghsoud Einollahi, had failed as corporate finance
advisers to consider the public interest, to identify which
party was the client, or to identify and consider conflicts
of interest.
Deloitte said that it was ‘surprised and very
disappointed with the outcome of the tribunal and
disagreed with its main conclusions’.

DIRECTORS LIABLE

Company directors could
become personally liable
for the debts of their
companies if their behaviour
has been reckless or
fraudulent, under proposals
from business secretary
Vince Cable. Regulators will
find it easier to disqualify
directors in the banking and
other key sectors. People
disqualified as directors
abroad may be banned from
being a director in the UK.
The paper, Transparency
and Trust, also aims to
make company ownership
structures clearer, including
by banning corporate
directorships. A registry
would be established by
Companies House of the
beneficial ownership of all
companies.

MPs BLAME AUDITORS

Auditors helped cause
the banking crisis, the
Parliamentary Commission
on Banking has concluded.
‘The behaviour of bankers
was appalling, but regulators,
credit ratings agencies,
auditors, governments, many
market observers and many
individual bank customers in
their approach to borrowing

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

created pressures in the
same, and wrong, direction,’
said the Commission’s
report, Changing Banking
for Good. It recommended
closer engagement between
banks’ external auditors
and regulators, and greater
protection for internal
auditor independence.

TOO LITTLE DISCLOSURE
Greater consistency
and transparency in
companies’ non-financial
reporting is required,
according to a report
from ACCA and Eurosif.
Some 93% of investors
surveyed said improved
disclosure is required,
while 83% supported the
standardisation of reporting
frameworks for nonfinancial disclosures. Most
respondents rejected the
suggestion that sufficient

information is currently
provided to assess financial
materiality. ACCA said
the survey showed that
EU proposals to improve
reporting through the
use of mandatory key
performance indicators
could be improved on, while
companies would benefit
from guidance on how to put
these into practice.

HMRC CUT CONDEMNED

The decision by chancellor
George Osborne to cut
HMRC’s budget while
also expecting improved
tax-collection rates is
‘counterintuitive’ and should
be urgently reconsidered,
argues ACCA. Chas RoyChowdhury, ACCA head of
taxation, said: ‘Last October
it was reported that the UK
tax gap may be as wide as
£32bn. The size of this figure

begs the question – how is
HMRC going to narrow the
gap when the government is
cutting its resources?’

OECD TAX PLAN

The OECD has produced
an action plan to prevent
multinational corporations
exploiting weak national
tax laws. The OECD said
the plan also provided
businesses with the
certainty they need to invest
and grow. Underpinning the
proposals are new standards
to prevent double nontaxation, closer international
tax co-operation, stronger
rules on controlled foreign
companies based offshore,
and a clamp-down on the
transfer of intangible assets
to low-tax jurisdictions. ■
Compiled by Paul Gosling,
journalist
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BEYOND THE BIG MAC

It’s not just about burgers any more. McDonald’s CFO Paul Pomroy FCCA explains how
the fast-food giant has made it its mission to widen its appeal as the competition hots up

T

2012

Promoted to CFO, UK and
Northern Europe.

2008

CV

he hot spell in July might have been good for sales
at McDonald’s, but it wasn’t without headaches
for its finance chief. As well as running an
85-strong finance team and having a remit that
covers corporate finance, pricing and profitability, Paul
Pomroy’s role as CFO for UK and Northern Europe includes
responsibility for the fast-food giant’s £360m-a-year UK
supply chain. No small task in a business that serves three
million people a day in its 1,200 stores across the country.
‘Sales of our blended ice drinks have been astronomical
because of the hot weather,’ he tells Accounting and Business
at its UK headquarters in north London. ‘So one of my tasks
was discussing how we source more strawberries, more
mango and more yoghurt base, so we can give our supply
chain a bit of a boost.’ McDonald’s, he adds, is one of
Britain’s biggest fruit retailers.
Such a conversation, however, is unusual. McDonald’s
has close and long-term relationships with its suppliers.
‘At the heart of our philosophy is to have a sustainable and
assured supply chain.’ Contracts with potato suppliers, for
example, run for three years. The business focuses strongly
on its 17,500 British and Irish farmer suppliers, taking an
interest in their financial health and enforcing animal welfare
standards – all eggs are from free-range chickens.
‘Like any business you want to get a competitive price,
and as CFO that’s part of my role, but a short-term gain
really is just a short-term gain if you squeeze your suppliers
too hard. Part of my role is to guide our supply chain
team to make sure that, like us, our suppliers have enough
returns and cashflow to be able to invest.’ McDonald’s close
involvement sees Pomroy occasionally donning wellies for onsite visits. ‘A potato farm might sound simple, but then you
see the tractor and picking machine that runs on satellite
navigation and the technology behind avoiding bruising.’
This overall philosophy is part of what Pomroy describes
as a three-legged stool‚ consisting of the company, its
suppliers and its 161 UK franchisees. ‘All should grow at an
equal rate. If one leg gets out of kilter, then it doesn’t last
for long.’ He counts the banks that finance its franchisees
among its suppliers. ‘They’ve started to come to our annual
general meeting with our franchisees and get to listen to our
business plans, obviously under confidentiality agreements.’
This, he says, helps secure good relationships and terms.
Franchisees run just over 65% of the McDonald’s
restaurants in the UK – an average of five each. They take

Became vice president, finance.

2005

Head of commercial finance.

2003

Head of business strategy.

2002

Regional financial controller, London and
the South East.

1996

Joined McDonald’s as a real estate analyst.

1996

Gained ACCA Qualification while working
for Smith & Williamson’s insolvency
practice.

on a 20-year contract, for which they pay both upfront and
ongoing fees, and rent premises from McDonald’s – a global
property giant with real estate assets on its balance sheet
of around $25bn. Franchisees have to work in the business
– investors are not allowed – and undertake a nine-month
training contract. Their backgrounds are varied. ‘Bankers,
accountants, hoteliers, marketers, ex-armed forces, you
name it,’ says Pomroy. ‘It’s like having 161 shareholders
that have access to your phone.’
Franchisees also have to make key investments as they
go, including things like modernising their decor, adapting
their drive-through layouts or purchasing the bespoke
machines that produce the blended ice drinks – fruit
smoothies and frappés – that have been selling so strongly
in the hot weather. Launched earlier this year, these are the
latest moves in a gradual broadening of McDonald’s menu
beyond its core burger and nuggets ranges to widen its
customer base in a tough competitive environment,

»
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TIPS

*
*
*
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‘Always make sure that you are ready
for the next opportunity, and continue
to develop yourself and understand the
business, so that when opportunities
come, your name is there. Selfdevelopment as an individual is
really important.’
‘Always try and visualise and
understand the way your customers
will react to something you are doing.
You need to keep the customer at the
heart of your decision-making.’
‘A lot of ideas come from group
situations or an individual with a spark
that you may not be aware of within
a team. You need to allow people to
bubble those ideas up.’
‘You have to keep on investing. Brands
that continue to evolve are the ones
that continue to invest.’

and to keep up with the public’s changing tastes. Pomroy
himself has been instrumental in this, and is credited for
developing the successful toasted Deli sandwich strategy.
McDonald’s moves its finance staff through different
roles at least every two years. When Pomroy joined from
practice in 1996, he accepted the job without knowing
exactly what role he would initially be placed in. ‘I joined the
brand,’ he says.

Starting position
After completing his week-long stint on the restaurant floor
– compulsory for all new joiners wherever they work – he
started as a real estate analyst, but by 2003 had become
part of a fledgling business strategy team at a time when
the company was focusing strongly on growing through
opening new stores, but starting to realise it had taken its
eye off the ball in terms of changing consumer tastes.
‘My role was to look at opportunities with the head of the
consumer side, to map out what the size of the opportunity
was and how we could fill different gaps. One market we
saw a real opportunity in was lunchtime, specifically a rise
in consumers’ appetites for sandwiches and deli items that
we didn’t really offer. This became the Deli Choices range of
salads and toasted sandwiches, and now we have wraps too.
It gave us more breadth to our menu, and was one of the
turning points in our turnaround story.
‘If you go into the average McDonald’s now in London,
the breadth of customer is so different to what it was six or
seven years ago. You’ll see a grandparent sitting with their
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1,200/34,000

Number of McDonald’s restaurants
in UK and globally

92,000/1.8 MILLION

BASICS
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Number of employees in the UK
and globally

THREE MILLION

Number of McDonald’s customers per day
in the UK

$8Bn/$28Bn

Global net income before tax and annual
revenues in 2012

100%

Percentage of McDonald’s beef sourced
from the UK and Ireland

grandchild, but you’ll also see a business person having
a coffee and using their laptop because there’s free wifi.’
Espresso is now available, part of a coffee range that is
poised to grow further. The overall drinks range is getting
ever wider, and more variants of core and promotional
burgers are set to come.
So is this helping McDonald’s succeed in an increasingly
tough environment? As the subsidiary of a US parent,
Pomroy says he can’t talk publicly about UK financial
results, although global results for the second quarter of
2013 released after the interview show a 2% increase in
sales. In Europe, a fall in sales in France and Germany were
largely offset by a solid performance in the UK.
Pomroy says McDonald’s is doing well in a market that’s
flat to slightly negative. Tighter incomes and rising food
and fuel prices, along with what he describes as ‘the whole
debacle around the integrity of food’ with the horsemeat
scandal earlier this year, are making life tough. ‘It didn’t
help the whole industry to have this furore around,’ he
comments. Not that McDonald’s was affected. ‘We can take
a lot of pride in our supply chain and the fact that we didn’t
have issues with our beef supply, which I knew we wouldn’t.
‘The problem for us is that we are an affordable treat and
if people are going to cut back, they’re not going to cut back
on home-cooked meals – they still want to feed the family.
They’re going to cut back on visits out where it’s a treat.’
Rivals are also feeling the pain and upping their game.
Pomroy points to pubs and chains such as Café Rouge
opening at breakfast time, and Costa’s move into petrol
stations. This is on top of increasing competition from
players as diverse as Pret A Manger, Subway, Burger King,
the pizza chains and KFC.
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▌▌▌‘WE CAN TAKE PRIDE IN OUR SUPPLY CHAIN
AND THAT WE DIDN’T HAVE ANY ISSUES WITH
OUR BEEF SUPPLY, WHICH I KNEW WE WOULDN’T’
Over the last four years, McDonald’s has increased the
number of outlets that are open round the clock to about
half of its total. ‘People say it’s just drunk people coming
home from pubs and parties, but actually there’s a huge
amount of people who are active overnight needing food –
nurses, doctors, ambulance staff, security guards and so
on.’ Tough times, he says, mean that retailers need to make
their premises work harder.
‘Those that are winning are the ones that have strategies
that keep the customer at the heart of everything they do –
from decision-making to supply chain to development, right
the way through to what we do in our restaurants.’

Changing image
As well as broadening the range of its menu, McDonald’s
has undertaken what it describes as a ‘re-imaging’ of its
restaurants, starting in 2006 and finishing earlier this
year. Out have gone the red and yellow and hard plastic
seats, and in have come softer hues of green and more
comfortable seating.
This programme is not the end of the story. Future refits
will involve edgier graphics and more contemporary interiors,
along with Samsung Galaxies and iPads for use by customers.
Other technological advances being considered include
ordering at in-store kiosks before collecting at the counter.

Pomroy, 40, and married with a
young son, describes his role as being
extremely commercial, and he leaves
the core financial concerns to his
financial director and his team. ‘There
is no typical day at all.’ He says he
constantly has to consider whether
his time is being invested in the right areas, how he is
adding value and helping guide the right decisions being
made. His European remit covers Ireland, Finland, Norway,
Denmark and Sweden.
In terms of new recruits to the finance team, Pomroy
says that he is always looking for commerciality and
staff that have the ability to present financial information
to a very broad range of people across the business.
Core financial skills, he says, are a given. ‘We’re looking
for people that have that personality that can make a
difference and bring finance to life, who want to be part of
the business.’
His ACCA Qualification has stood him in good stead.
‘In my early career, it was a massive help to me, especially
moving into a retail environment and having that breadth of
knowledge to rely on. As I’ve gone through my career there’s
learning you can still look back on that helps you think in a
different way. It helps you understand the business in a way
that gives you a competitive advantage.’
Pomroy has been at McDonald’s for 17 years, but the
constant change and challenges have kept life interesting.
‘I’ve never got to a Sunday night and thought, “I don’t fancy
tomorrow morning.”’ ■

Chris Quick, editor
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FOCUS | AUDIT TENDERING

PICK ME!

If the Competition Commission gets its
way, the FTSE 350 could be required to put
their audits out to tender every five years

A

udit tenders are an emotional rollercoaster
for audit partners, not unlike a first date. You
take an age (and spend a lot) to prepare and
present yourself in the best light, endure almost
unbearable nervous tension, and then wait to see if it will
be the beginning of a beautiful relationship.
Few will be happy with the news, then, that the frequency
of audit tenders could surge over the next few years. At
the end of July, the Competition Commission released
its provisional decisions on competition in the UK audit
market (see box), which included a proposal that FTSE 350
companies should be required to put their audits out to
tender every five years.
The proposal came less than a year after the Financial
Reporting Council (FRC) added a provision to the UK
corporate governance code recommending that audits
should be put out to tender every 10 years on a ‘complyor-explain’ basis. A few days before the Competition
Commission’s announcement, the FRC published guidelines
on the audit tendering process in response to requests from
the profession and business (see box).
The suggestion that this 10-year timeframe could be
halved has met with mixed reaction. The FRC has concerns
over some of the Competition Commission’s proposals
and the related costs: ‘We have previously urged the
Commission to respect the 10-year audit tendering cycle...
and to give that timeframe the opportunity to prove itself.
The Commission’s proposed five-year cycle for tendering
also removes “comply or explain” in this respect, which is a
central tenet of the UK corporate governance code.’

Need for reform
What is not in dispute is that there are elements of current
tendering practice and of the audit market in the UK in
general which need to be addressed. According to the
Competition Commission’s findings, 67% of FTSE 100
companies and 52% of FTSE 250 companies have not
changed their auditor in more than a decade. The FRC
guidelines were drafted following a series of roundtable
discussions with audit committee chairs, investors, finance
directors and auditors, during which it emerged that current
practice includes a trend for companies to arrange dinners
and social events in order to judge the ‘chemistry’ between
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the prospective audit partner, audit committee chair and
finance director. ‘Investors expressed some disquiet at this
trend as chemistry cannot trump all other considerations,
such as auditor independence and objectivity,’ the FRC says
in its report.
In one respect, the Competition Commission’s proposal
is far less controversial than it might have been. The
mandatory rotation of audit firms is under consideration
by the European Commission (although there are still
several stages for the proposal to get through before it
could be described as definitive) and was discussed by
the Competition Commission, which decided that while its
proposed package may be affected by the EC’s discussions,
it would proceed purely on the basis of its own evidence.
The FRC is opposed to mandatory audit rotation on the
basis that a company should be able to retain the firm that
it believes is best able to undertake its audit.
‘We found that tenders are thorough, fair and transparent
processes which produce effective competition – but we
need to see more of them,’ says Laura Carstensen, chair of
the Competition Commission’s audit market investigation
group. ‘The audit function is too important to be left
undisturbed for longer than five years and while there are
costs involved in going out to tender, we think that they are
outweighed by the benefits of a more competitive market in
which shareholders can have increased trust. We do not see
a competition problem with audit firms retaining business if
they do a good job – but they will have to demonstrate this
on a regular basis.’
The Competition Commission will consider all responses
to its proposals before making its final decision in October.
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▌▌▌SOCIAL EVENTS ARE ARRANGED TO JUDGE
THE ‘CHEMISTRY’ BETWEEN A PROSPECTIVE AUDIT
PARTNER, AUDIT COMMITTEE CHAIR AND FD
Predictably, the response of firms was polarised between
the Big Four, who arguably have the most to lose from
more frequent audit tendering, and the mid-tier firms, who
perhaps have the most to gain.

Diverging viewpoints
‘There are more than four firms that deliver quality, largescale audits,’ says James Roberts, senior audit partner at
BDO, adding that changes such as those proposed by the
Competition Commission were needed ‘to improve a market
that is currently operating to the detriment of business,
investors and the wider economy’.
The Big Four do not agree. ‘Large, global companies are
inescapably complex,’ says Tony Cates, UK head of audit at
KPMG. ‘When these businesses put their audits out to tender
it creates a substantial burden and the process can take up
to two years of preparation. Five-year audit tendering will
feel relentless to many companies, audit committees and
investors, who may see audit quality damaged rather than
improved, with the possible end result that the process of
tendering will become an empty box-ticking exercise.’
The largest businesses seem to agree with him. In a letter
to the Financial Times Robin Freestone, CFO of Pearson and
chairman of the 100 Group of finance directors, said a

five-year tendering system would have
little practical impact. ‘It’s particularly
critical, when seeking assurance on
one’s numbers, to feel confident that
the auditor understands the ins and
outs of the business,’ he said. ‘That’s
why companies rarely change their
auditor, not because of some cosy relationship between
the audit partner and CFO, both of whom rotate through
the company every five years on average anyway.’ The
most likely result of the proposal, he added, would be ‘an
industry in “sham tendering”’, with both company and audit
firms taking part half-heartedly in the knowledge that a
change of auditor is very unlikely.
Tendering comes at a cost, too, although estimates vary
wildly. KPMG told the Competition Commission’s enquiry
that the cost of each tender was something between
£1m and £2.4m for the firm, and between £440,000 and
£980,000 for the company. The Competition Commission
itself estimated that the incremental cost to firms of
participating in 35 extra tenders a year would be up to
£23m, although efficiency savings could reduce that figure.
Realistically, the audit tendering proposals are only
likely to benefit a small number of firms: BDO and Grant
Thornton are currently the only two firms outside of the Big
Four to audit FTSE 350 companies. The decision to switch
auditor is relatively rare, and most of the switching occurs
between Big Four firms. Research carried out by PwC found
that between 2001 and the end of 2011 there were 130
instances of companies switching auditors. In 11 of these
cases, companies switched from a mid-tier firm to a Big

»
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THE FRC GUIDELINES
The Financial Reporting Council’s guidelines were
published in July in the report Audit Tenders: Notes
on best practice. The report identifies the following
key steps to conducting an effective tender:
Establish clearly the aims and reasons for the tender,
and engage with major investors on these points.
Choose which firms to invite to tender based on
clear criteria and the views of investors.
Ensure the audit committee chair leads the process.
Provide the audit firms with adequate information
for them to understand the company’s needs.
Make the decision made on audit quality, not price,
and do not rule out the incumbent auditor without
good reason.
Manage an orderly transition to ensure a
seamless handover.
Ensure the regulatory requirements such as
independence rules are met.
Make use of audit inspection reports.
Specifically, the guidance says that reputation alone
is not a sufficient reason for a firm to be invited to
tender and that geographical coverage, previous
knowledge of a firm and industry knowledge may
also be relevant.
The report says: ‘Audit committee
chairmen have in the past told us that
they find it difficult to distinguish
between audit firms and often use
size or brand as a proxy for quality.
However, other firms may well be
able to do a high-quality audit
and at our roundtables investors
stressed they would welcome a
wider range of auditors being
selected, including outside of the
Big Four.’

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Four firm and there were just four instances
of a company switching from a Big Four
firm to a mid-tier firm.
For the firms outside the Big Four Plus
Two, the issue is largely irrelevant. ‘All that
will happen is that audits will rotate more
frequently around the Big Four,’ says Sir
Michael Snyder, senior partner of Kingston
Smith. ‘And there’s a bigger chance that any
non-Big Four firm that currently has a FTSE
350 audit will lose it because more frequent
tendering will increase price competition. This
won’t do anything at all to increase the range
of firms carrying out FTSE 350 audits.’
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THE COMPETITION
COMMISSION PROPOSALS
FTSE 350 companies should put their audit out to
* tender
at least every five years (deferrable by up to
two years in exceptional circumstances).
The FRC’s audit quality review team should review
every audit engagement in the FTSE 350 on
average every five years, with the results reported
to shareholders by the company’s audit committee.
There should be an end to ‘Big-Four-only’ clauses in
loan documentation.
Shareholders should be asked to vote on whether audit
committee reports contain enough information.
The accountability of the external auditor to the
audit committee should be strengthened, and
the influence of management – particularly
the FD – reduced. As part of this, only the
audit committee should be permitted to
negotiate and agree audit fees and the scope
of work, initiate the tender process, make
recommendations for the appointment of
auditors, and authorise the audit firm to carry
out non-audit services.

*
*
*

*

‘It’s very difficult to say whether the
proposal would result in actual change,’ says
David York, head of ACCA’s auditing practice.
‘At the top end of the market it could create
an artificial merry-go-round as a major
international bank, for example, needs the
reach of the Big Four and will probably
already have two of them already working
for it, which restricts options. The wider
point is that there are two things going on
here in parallel – auditor independence and
audit quality. If we are going to address
both, more radical thinking is needed.’ ■
Liz Fisher, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

‘Europe in a spin on rotation’, page 64
Download the FRC’s Audit Tenders:
Notes on best practice report at
http://tinyurl.com/FRCtender
Download the Competition
Commission’s provisional decisions at
http://tinyurl.com/CCaudit1
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COMMENT | PETER WILLIAMS

The City needs to burst its bubble
While salary remains the biggest motivator for City workers, the calls are getting louder
for a cultural sea change to make firms focus more on customers, writes Peter Williams
Here’s a secret I will share: people who
work in financial services are motivated
to join the sector by the prospect of
earning good money. Shocking, eh? In
an employee attitude survey conducted
by the Chartered Institute of Personnel
and Development, salary was the
most commonly identified factor
that attracted City workers: followed
closely, it should be said, by career
opportunities and then challenging
and interesting work. Enough
employees also mentioned the benefits
package and annual bonus to make it
noteworthy for the CIPD’s researchers.
The money clearly makes up for
other deficiencies; that standard dinnerparty question, ‘so what do you do?’ has
only one in three City workers proudly
proclaiming they work – metaphorically
at least – in the Square Mile. For the
two-thirds majority, the reason for
their social shame is driven by the
way that the City culture incentivises
inappropriate behaviour and that the
pay cheques are still just too big.
The pressure is on the City to
drive forward a range of reforms
on corporate governance – not only
from its own employees but from the
public and politicians – but the pace
of progress appears to be somewhere
between glacial and non-existent.

The MPs on the Business,
Innovation & Skills Committee
recently voiced fears that the year-old
Kay report – which was focused on
creating measures to bring long-term
thinking in equity markets – was
going nowhere. They called for a clear,
measurable and achievable target for
implementation. But their analysis was
disputed by both the government and
the Association of British Insurers –
whose members control about a fifth
of the UK stock market – who sought
to reassure. Plans for an Investor
Forum to improve shareholder/
company dialogue and reforms of
the Stewardship Code, as well as
improving the alignment between pay
and performance, were all well in hand.
We are used to hearing from City
bosses, but less so from the voice of
the rank and file of financial services
workers. Their perceptions of what is
happening in their industry suggest that

they are with the MPs in thinking that
more work is required to rebuild trust
and readjust priorities. The CIPD found
that fewer than half of respondents
rank customers as their organisation’s
most important stakeholder, while a
third consider shareholders to be their
number-one priority.
City workers acknowledge that there
are cultural change initiatives under way
led by senior executives. However, fewer
than a fifth think these initiatives have
been effective in leading to real change;
the rest suggest that the attempts have
been superficial, or only moderately so.
That should be counted as good news
that some parts of the banking sector
are having at least partial success in
changing the culture to become more
customer-focused and more responsive
to the views of society as a whole. In
some parts of the City organisational
values are strong, and are reinforced
through practices such as staff
appraisals and performance reviews.
However, it is clear that other parts
of the industry are largely operating
as they were before the financial
crash and the massive government
bailouts. Values continue to be
ignored, with management failing
to bring to book those who flout the
stated values and even rewarding
them for doing so through promotions
and handsome rewards.
It is really difficult to enforce cultural
change in an organisation if its leaders
neither want it nor see the need to do
so. And that is why financial services
remains a sector under fire, with critics
arguing that it has only just started
on a journey of fundamental culture
change. Those critics want the City to
earn their high rewards by becoming
focused on creating long-term value
for the customer and society. They
will struggle to get their way; for
some, being consistently profit-focused
and resolutely short term is the only
long-term game in town. ■
Peter Williams, accountant
and journalist
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Food for thought
Debate has begun on the conceptual framework for financial reporting, including the ‘mixed
attribute’ model of using both market prices and cost. Jane Fuller dons her thinking cap
It was with relief this summer that
I turned from a boring book about
austerity economics to A Review of the
Conceptual Framework for Financial
Reporting, a discussion paper
from the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB).
Although the early sections suffer
from a legalistic level of detail, there
are many points in the 238-page paper
that will stir up overdue debate on key
elements of financial statements.
An important one is that the ‘mixed
attribute’ model – using measurements
based on both market prices and
cost – is here to stay. The ‘preliminary
view’, put forward in section 6, is that
the selection of measurement method
for an asset ‘should depend on how it
contributes to future cashflows’, and for
a liability ‘on how the entity will settle or
fulfill that liability’. Amen to that.
But having let the flexible genie out
of the bottle, the IASB tries to limit the
options to current market price and
historic cost. Despite all the rhetoric
about investors needing information to
help forecast cashflows, the standardssetter is nervous about the customdesigned nature of cashflow measures.
Yet these are integral to a fundamental
approach to valuation.
The dualist approach sets the scene
for some radical proposals, notably on
the income statement and where to draw
the line between profit and loss (P&L)
and other comprehensive income (OCI).
This goes some way to tackling the
problems that arise from the muddle
between income and expenses from
operating activities and various other
gains and losses, especially those
arising from the remeasurement of
asset and liability values.
Yet it is still a stretch to claim that
the items in comprehensive income
collectively depict the company’s return
on its economic resources. This rings
hollow for knowledge-based companies,
where important internally generated
intangible assets are missing from
measured ‘resources’. More generally,
the IASB continues to skirt round

the information needed to analyse
operating cashflows and profit margins.
More detail in the income statement
would help, with different sections for
different levels of ‘profit’. This happens
at present as an uneasy compromise
between preparers and analysts, with
an inevitable lack of discipline.
Instead, and in response to popular
demand for attention to the P&L,
the IASB is tackling some of the
issues – but in a roundabout way. The
P&L becomes the primary part of
the income statement by default. So
anything not permitted in OCI is P&L.
This turns the spotlight on what is
permitted in OCI:
bridging items, where the (costbased) measure in the P&L is
different from (fair value in) the
balance sheet;
mismatched remeasurements
of linked assets, liabilities
and/or transactions;
transitory remeasurements,
recognising the long-term nature of
the asset or liability.
The last is an exciting new category
that goes with the anti-short-term
zeitgeist. Unlike the other two, it
includes gains and losses that may
never be ‘recycled’ to P&L after some
relevant trigger such as realisation.
So, we are heading for an OCI
that is better defined than the P&L.
But I am uneasy about the use of
this section to reconcile two different
approaches to accounting: cost-based
and current market price. Sometimes
they are irreconcilable and the real
question is the correct way to account
for an item, such as own credit risk or
hold-to-collect loans. Better to plump
for one method and provide the other
perspective in the notes.
This is just a taste of the issues to
debate between now and January. Time
to put on the thinking cap. ■

*
*
*

Jane Fuller is former financial
editor of the Financial Times and
co-director of the Centre for the Study
of Financial Innovation think-tank
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COMMENT | BARRY COOPER

Fleshing out the framework
There is much enthusiasm for integrated reporting, but awareness and adoption could
be helped by fuller field-testing, says ACCA president Barry Cooper FCCA
By now I hope that many of you will have had the opportunity
to read ACCA’s annual report for the past year, and that you
have taken the opportunity to vote on the motions to be
raised at the forthcoming AGM.
For those of you who have looked at the annual
report, you will have seen that ACCA has continued
to lead the way in incorporating integrated
reporting concepts into its own reporting, by
providing as much relevant – and candid –
information as possible, and all within a report
designed to be accessible and concise.
It is because we have first-hand experience of
integrated reporting that we are ideally placed to
comment on any proposals which encourage more
organisations to produce integrated reports.
We recently responded to a consultation by the
International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) on
the integrated reporting framework, and cited our
own research which shows that many stakeholders
would welcome integrated reporting, seeing in it a
number of benefits such as a focus on the long term.
We believe the IIRC’s plans are right in principle
and there is a significant opportunity for the quality
of corporate reporting to be improved by giving
a more complete view of an organisation and its
prospects over a longer time-frame than is usually
covered in corporate reporting.
However, we believe that the framework needs to be
fleshed out and fully field-tested. We also think it would
help prospective preparers greatly if IIRC were able to
provide case studies of best practice across a range of
different organisations. These would also help promote
adoption and aid compliance in an area where there is much
enthusiasm but little awareness.
As this is my last column as president, I wanted to take
this opportunity to thank my Council colleagues for their
outstanding work, along with all the inspirational
members I have had the privilege of meeting
during my year in office. It has been an
honour and a joy to be your president
and I wish you well for the future. ■
Professor Barry J
Cooper FCCA is
head of the
School of
Accounting,
Economics
and
Finance
at Deakin
University,
Australia

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

ACCA annual report:
annualreport.accaglobal.com
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COMMENT | ROBERT BRUCE

Integrated reporting is going places
There is a palpable cultural shift in how companies present non-financial information, and
those leading by example can inspire others to buy into the concept, says Robert Bruce
The momentum continues to roll
forward. Corporate reporting is subtly
evolving into a much more useful
system. Narrative reporting has
moved into centre-field. Strategy and
business models are emphasised.
Non-financial reporting is expanding
its influence. The traditional financebased information is seen as being
less essential and less influential
in the great scheme of things. The
evolution of integrated reporting is
bringing about a change in thinking
all around the world.
This time it is different. In the
past, people have tried to bring about
change by imposing yet another grid
upon the process. This time we are
seeing cultural change. And that is very
different. It reflects what people want
rather than what someone thinks they
ought to want. ‘We seem to be running
with the grain of what preparers, users,
regulators and investors want,’ says
Jonathan Labrey, communications
director at the International Integrated
Reporting Council (IIRC), as he reflects
on the mass of responses to the latest
proposals for an integrated reporting
framework. ‘Most people are sold on
the concept and the value it can bring.’
It is the central issue of value that
has brought about the change. The
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financial crisis was perceived as being
based on the financials, which were, in
many cases, found wanting. Now the
world wants to view what a company
or organisation is about from a much
wider variety of angles.
‘I think there has been a step
change,’ says Jennifer Harrison,
head of external reporting at
communications giant BT, ‘a really
dramatic shift towards companies
communicating that they are
responsible companies.’ And at the
recent annual Non-Financial Reporting
Conference, organised by Global
Reporting Initiative training partner
Lodestar working with Deloitte and
ACCA, ACCA chief executive Helen
Brand announced that ‘non-financial
reporting is entering a golden age’.

Indications that this is so are
everywhere. There is a growing global
movement towards support for the now
famed Paragraph 47 from last year’s
Rio Earth Summit, which advocated
the embedding of sustainability into
companies’ reporting cycles. The
European Commission and the UK’s
Department for Business, Innovation &
Skills have both introduced measures
that mandate further non-financial
reporting disclosure.

Redefined purpose
On the corporate front, companies
everywhere are trying to expand
the non-financial information they
provide and enhance its relevance and
usefulness. ‘Companies,’ says Sallie
Pilot, director at the global reporting

▌▌▌‘I THINK THERE HAS BEEN A STEP CHANGE…
A REALLY DRAMATIC SHIFT TOWARDS COMPANIES
COMMUNICATING THAT THEY ARE RESPONSIBLE’
consultancy Black Sun, ‘are defining
what their purpose is in society.’
This gradual but accelerating
expansion into new and sometimes
sparsely charted territories will
bring, as integrated reporting
suggests, experimentation. And the
gathering and publication of nonfinancial information may not be
plain sailing. ‘The robustness of the
measurement and the consistency of
the measurement will have companies
scratching their heads for some time,’
says Harrison.
Much other work will have to be
done to capture the real long-term
benefits of all this cultural change. ‘The
overall financial reporting is only one
part of the journey,’ says David Allen,
CFO at engineering project Crossrail.
‘There is a lot of work to be done in
upskilling financial professionals.
Modelling the reporting of forecast
information is a complex task. Add
in non-traditional and non-financial

ROBERT BRUCE | COMMENT

information, and you are adding further
complexity. It is very hard to quantify
that you are doing the right thing.’
But anecdotally it is plain that
there is a huge amount of innovation
already going on. And there is a steady
expansion into the new fields and new
ideas that a sustainability-focused
finance function can encourage.
Some innovative investment
companies are basing their decisions
on the efficiency of companies when
it comes to sustainability, rather than
the old tradition of purely financial
measures and ratios. Finance functions
are finding that ignoring the traditional
view that lowest cost is the only way
to go when investing in future projects
is not only more productive but can
be astonishingly lucrative as a result
of savings across the longer term.
Insisting that suppliers are diverse and
sustainable can produce changes in
attitude, both internally and externally,
which benefit both sides of the old
divide. Equally, collaboration with
unlikely allies in expanding the business
can prove surprisingly effective.

Complete reporting
In all of these the finance function
is discovering new skills and new
ways of applying its fundamental
understanding of the company as a
whole. It is, as Brand pointed out at the
Non-Financial Reporting Conference,
‘all about joining the dots’. ‘It is,’ as
she went on to say, ‘not non-financial
reporting. It is complete reporting.’
There is a new-found freedom
in an increasing number of finance
functions. The reporting world is
undergoing a widespread and now
deeply rooted change. And it has
mostly come from within. ‘The power
of corporate voluntary effort should
be applauded,’ as Russell Picot, group
chief accounting officer at global bank
HSBC, put it at the conference.
But voluntary may not sit well
when it comes to assurance and
regulation further down the line. Where
the problems may arise is where the
new push for broader reporting, and
integrated reporting in particular,
may intersect with the regulators
around the world. ‘The complexity
of the regulatory landscape is very
important,’ says Labrey.
The problem is not just the
different regulatory requirements and
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▼ LEADING THE FIELD

Sainsbury’s, which sponsored the
London 2012 Paralympic Games, is
part of the IIRC’s Pilot Programme
Business Network, which is helping
to gather structured feedback on IR’s
development and practical application

ANALYSING THE INPUT: FINAL FRAMEWORK
The hard work is just beginning at the headquarters of the International
Integrated Reporting Council. The time for gathering views on the
consultation draft of its proposed integrated reporting framework is over
and now the hard work of analysing the responses is under way.
‘We are pleased with the breadth, number and scale of responses,’ says
Jonathan Labrey, communications director with the IIRC. The IIRC has over
350 in its in-tray for analysis, up from the 214 it received when the original
discussion paper was out for consultation a couple of years ago. And added
into the equation is the input received from the more than 100 events it
ran around the world in the last three months of the discussion period. The
technical team is now going through all of this material and will produce
a report recommending changes to the proposed framework. This will be
discussed by the IIRC in October and a revised framework will be published
in December.

objectives. It is that regulation itself
acts as a disincentive to the very idea
of change. ‘Because regulation is so
much about compliance, the mindset
is not to innovate,’ says Labrey. With a
much wider reporting model coming
into being it is important that it is
allowed to evolve.
‘Our big challenge is to see that
regulators understand that it is not
about a mandatory requirement and,
as integrated reporting is the future,

regulators need to ensure there aren’t
regulatory barriers to implementation
and experimentation,’ he adds.
With so much change coming about
right across the reporting world, it
is important to safeguard integrated
reporting’s role as the prime catalyst.
‘The stars are all aligning,’ says Pilot,
‘and that will drive change.’ ■
Robert Bruce is an accountancy
commentator and journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Non-Financial Reporting Conference at www.nfrconference.co.uk/2013-review
Investor and business perspectives on integrated reporting at www.theiirc.org
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The view from

‘

THE BIG CHALLENGES IN FINANCIAL SERVICES
ARE GROWTH AND SUSTAINABLE PROFITABILITY’
LOLA ODEYEMI ACCA, TECHNICAL REPORTING
ACCOUNTANT, SANTANDER UK
SNAPSHOT:
PHARMA
In the pharmaceutical sector,
the economic downturn has
led to a drive to cut costs but
also created opportunities
for more joint ventures to
develop new drugs.
Peter Howarth, operations
director, accounting and
finance at Badenoch &
Clark, says: ‘In general,
accountants in the sector
have moved away from purely
crunching numbers into
a more commercial role,
sitting directly with medical/
scientific teams to give
advice on whether decisions/
products are financially viable.
‘Contract and temporary
roles are being converted
to permanent jobs as many
organisations seek to secure
the commercial expertise that
has been developed in their
finance teams.’
Salary expectations for
a newly qualified ACCA in
the industry in London are
£45–50k. At the CFO level,
salary is at a premium to
other commercial sectors,
with £125–175k being the
normal range.

£580,692m

EFPIA, the European
Federation of Pharmaceutical
Industries and Associations,
valued the world
pharmaceutical market at
£580,692m in 2012. North
America had 41% of the
world market, well ahead of
Europe and Japan.
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I studied microbiology
when I was at university.
After doing an internship
midway through my
course, I realised that
I would in fact prefer
a career that gave me
more options – and
accountancy came to
mind. The opportunities
in accountancy are
endless. Every type and
size of business would
benefit from the services
of an accountant, not
to mention the variety of work for
the accountant and the flexibility in
being able to work in just about any
geographical location.
I joined PwC’s graduate scheme
immediately after graduation, then
I joined Speymill and EY. I work in
a team that is primarily responsible
for preparing the statutory financial
reporting information for Santander
UK. The team also provides accounting
advice to the business on new financial
reporting regulations for the UK
and US, and technically complex
transactions and products.
I feel privileged to work for an
organisation like Santander. One of
the best things about working for this
organisation is the commitment of
my colleagues. There is also a wellconsidered employee benefits package
and the organisation’s commitment to
corporate social responsibility. I was
able to raise over £1,600 for charity
this July largely due to Santander’s
excellent matched donation scheme.
The organisation is very dynamic and
each week we are presented with new
developments, which keep work fresh
and interesting. There is certainly never
a dull moment.

I recently joined ACCA
UK’s Financial Services
Members’ Network
Panel. There are plenty
of advantages in being
part of the panel. It is
an excellent networking
platform and a great
forum for facilitating
the exchange of ideas
that will advance ACCA’s
interests as well as the
career prospects of
members in the sector.
As well as the challenge of achieving
growth and sustainable profitability
in the financial services sector in an
environment of low interest rates,
there is the escalating regulatory
upheaval, balancing incentive
compensation and the lack of public
confidence in the sector. Banks, in
particular, are tasked with rebuilding
asset quality and strengthening their
capital adequacy while also developing
new and reliable sources of revenue.
I have a good work/life balance. I
do not take work home and I do not
work from home. The idea is not to
bring work into my home environment.
That way I can switch off properly and
recharge when I am at home. I also
have other non work-related interests
like photography which I enjoy on
weekday evenings, especially when the
weather is great. I also enjoy cooking
and travelling as well as cycling. One
thing I did recently was to take on a
cycling challenge, riding the 250-odd
miles from London to Paris under
the scorching sun to raise money in
support of Oxfam.

■

Interested in appearing on this page? If
so, please contact Eneritz Corral
eneritz.corral@accaglobal.com
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Anatomy of a modern fleet
The second of our series on fleet management looks at the data that can be
captured about company cars and how it can influence procurement
Rising fuel prices, data on mileage and
fuel consumption, driving standards,
personal use of business vehicles,
whole-life costs… the hapless fleet
manager needs so much information to
run a fleet efficiently that technology,
both in the vehicle and in the office,
inevitably plays a valuable role in
facilitating the process.
Mileage data capture in particular
has acquired a strong imperative with
HMRC’s stated intention to investigate
mileage claims with a view to ensuring
employees pay tax due on private
mileage. Employees’ denials that they
do private mileage will no longer wash.
Some software allows drivers to
record online all journeys made,
postcode to postcode, giving the
mileage driven and reason for the trip.
Ross Jackson, CEO of independent
fleet vehicle management and
administration firm Fleet Operations,
says: ‘There are new devices which you
plug into the car and they log every
journey made. This is then downloaded
onto a computer and the driver marks
business and private mileage.’

▌▌▌TELEMATICS HAS BEEN USED ESPECIALLY IN
VANS WITH A COMPANY LOGO WHERE DRIVER
BEHAVIOUR BECOMES A MATTER OF REPUTATION
The returns on this data alone can
be huge. ‘We introduced something
like this into one organisation and, over
12 months, they saw an increase in
personal fuel capture of 288% – that
is £16,000, which suggests companies
are right to be suspicious of this issue.’
Mileage data capture takes on
particular significance where a
company pays a mileage allowance to
those who have taken a cash alternative
to a car. ‘A cash allowance is supposed
to cover everything except fuel, but
45p per mile is meant to include the
whole cost of running the car and
typically fleet managers are not getting
involved in this kind of discussion,’
says strategic fleet consultant for
Alphabet Nigel Trotman.
There is software for gathering all
data relating to whole-life costs but

the problem is less how to capture it
than what to do with it once you have
got it. Unless information is entered
accurately and maintained, it quickly
becomes out of date and loses value.
But with assiduous upkeep, a fleet
manager can quickly pick out, for
example, that of two identical cars, one
is costing £5,000 a year and the other
£7,000. ‘People silo data and a big part
of what we do is pull it together to see
what a car is costing and the component
elements of the cost,’ says Jackson.
This can highlight that problems may
lie with just one or two drivers.
Dealing with such thorny matters
invests in the employee, and if drivers

»

▲ ECONOMIC VIEW

Fuel efficiency has become so pivotal that
it is displayed on this car at an auto show
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▲ VEHICLE TOOLS

Most drivers welcome satellite navigation,
though telematics can be less popular
understand that, they will be more
receptive to training, either online or
behind the wheel. This applies as much
to points on a licence as accidents,
which also have a high collateral cost.
The demise of the fleet manager may
have contributed to these problems,
as responsibility for fleets has been
moved from dedicated managers to
procurement. This means fleet expertise
and its attendant insight is often
missing, which has led to outsourcing;
but the job does not run itself. ‘It needs
a purposeful attitude on both sides of
the outsource,’ says Trotman. ‘The most
effective way is to work in partnership.
We need to be proactive in giving advice
– anyone can fund vehicles, we need to
do more than that.’
This intervention can be as simple as
helping drivers choose a car. ‘There are
7,500 car models available in the UK
and that can be quite bewildering,’ says
Chris Chandler, principal consultant
for Lex Autolease, whose Lex Autolease
interactive software makes the task
more manageable by allowing drivers
to classify their choice by petrol/diesel,
manual/automatic, 4WD, etc. The
system also provides What Car? reviews,
vehicle prices defined by company
policy and online quote authorisation.
‘This frees up management time at
the customer company,’ he says. Fleet
managers can also download reports
and other management information.
The type of technology that can elicit
cries of ‘Big Brother’ is telematics,
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which gives organisations the ability
to track the whereabouts of cars and
therefore employees (the sticky bit);
it also measures speeding, aggressive
acceleration/braking and general driver
performance and efficiency.
This has been used in vans,
especially those marked with a company
logo where driver behaviour becomes
a matter of reputation and brand
image. However, there are arguments
for using telematics in company cars
and although limiting a vehicle’s revs or
speed might sound bossy, it can also be
a matter of duty of care – it is risky to
overlook aggressive driving. ‘Telematics
has not had much impact in the past
five to 10 years but it will in the next five
to 10,’ says Chandler.
Other areas of risk assessment
include use of hands-free mobiles while
driving. ‘Hands-free is not illegal but if
you have an accident while you are on
the phone, there is a high probability
you will be convicted for driving without
due care and attention,’ he says.
‘That includes all hand-held electronic
devices and it is worth companies’
making sure their policies are up to
date with the latest legislation.’
Benchmarking performance against
peer fleets is an effective technique for
keeping a weather eye on efficiency.
In Fleet200, Fleet News captures data
for the UK’s 200 largest fleets, which
companies can benchmark against
criteria in their sector. Trotman
highlights one salient area: ‘Do you
know how many miles drivers cover
between accidents? 50,000 is not
particularly good but some fleets only
manage 30-odd thousand,’ he says.

Similarly, if there are a lot of hits while
parked, he suggests fleet managers can
motivate drivers to park more carefully:
allow one hit, a £300 fine for two hits,
£600 after three.
Pressure to cut costs has also meant
companies have reduced the generosity
of their remuneration package, often
to limit redundancies. ‘So drivers
may have moved from a mainstream
four-door car to a smaller vehicle with
a more prestigious badge and more
efficient emissions such as an Audi A3
or BMW 1 Series,’ explains Chandler.
Changes in emissions legislation
have also had an effect. In 2012, the
government moved the threshold for
lease rental restriction and writing down
allowances from 160g to 130g/km. In
January 2012, 22.7% of the fleets of
Lex Autolease corporate customers with
500 or more vehicles had emissions in
excess of 130g/km. By January 2013 it
had dropped to 15.7%. ‘This is for new
vehicle orders and the legislation came
into force in April 2013, so this was
pre-emptive,’ says Chandler.
Fleet managers are under increasing
pressure to keep costs down against
a barrage of rising prices; a canny
combination of well-chosen technology
and techniques ensures they are able
to do this without compromising
drivers’ aspiration. ■
Catherine Chetwynd, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

‘Anatomy of a company car’,
AB.UK, July 2013:
www.accaglobal.com/ab10
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A career with fizz
Continuing our series looking at the working lives of ACCA members inside big-name
businesses, we meet Amanda O’Reilly and Awais Khan from Coca-Cola Enterprises
Laughing and chatting beneath the
iconic red and white logo, Amanda
O’Reilly and Awais Khan embody
what life is like working for one of the
world’s largest Coca-Cola bottlers.
Khan is up against a tight deadline to
provide some figures for his senior
managers, but is still happy to smile
for the camera. With the pictures
taken, he dashes off, returning later to
talk about what it means to be part of
this huge international machine.

CCE manufactures and distributes.
‘I always felt part of the team, always
felt really appreciated,’ she says.
But with the fun comes the hard
work. Leading a team of 14, O’Reilly
evaluates CMAs worth hundreds of
millions of pounds – a significant part
of CCE’s P&L.
‘They are high-volume, high-value
transactions, so it’s an extremely
controlled area,’ she says. ‘It gets a
lot of focus from internal and external

▌▌▌‘I’VE ALWAYS LOVED COKE, BUT WHEN I
JOINED I FOUND IT WAS SO MUCH MORE. THERE
IS A REAL BUZZ, EVERYONE IS SO PERSONABLE’
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auditors so that we can understand
the risks.’
At the same time, she views the
CMAs through a commercial lens,
such as understanding how different
promotions will impact the P&L.
‘Because we sit within the commercial
finance team, we work very closely
with the channel finance teams, which

COCA-COLA ENTERPRISES

BASICS

Fun and fast-paced is how O’Reilly
and Khan sum up their time at CocaCola Enterprises (CCE), where they work
within the finance team of the Great
Britain arm of a company that makes,
sells and distributes some of today’s
most popular soft drink products.
O’Reilly is senior manager
of planning and performance
management with responsibility for
customer marketing agreements
(CMAs), while Khan is finance manager
for the ‘on premise’ and ‘on the go’
teams. O’Reilly has been with the
company for nearly seven years;
joining in January 2007, she first
started as a ‘multiple retail’ business
analyst supporting the ‘impulse’ and
grocery sales team, before taking on
roles within the customer marketing
agreements process, which she now
leads within the UK. Khan, meanwhile,
has nearly two years’ experience at
CCE, having joined in November 2011
as a grocery business analyst.
‘As you can imagine, being a
business partner in the marketing
team is really exciting: they are such
a bunch of characters – they work in
an entirely different way. Everything
is urgent, but fun,’ says O’Reilly. Her
remit has included attendance at
festivals sponsored by the brands that

include Awais’ team.’ Part of the work
has included training the sales team
on the CMA processes and rationale,
which has improved understanding
and built stronger relationships with
the teams – a classic example of
business partnering at work.
Prior to being promoted to her
current role, O’Reilly led the CMA
team through a series of successful
internal and external audits, while also
handling an SAP Vistex implementation
and upgrade. ‘It was a steep learning
curve,’ she admits. ‘A lot of hard work,
but very rewarding.’
O’Reilly grew up in Trinidad, and
came to the UK after studying finance
and administration at the University of
Western Ontario, Canada. CCE was her
first position in London: ‘I had come to
London when I was 15 years old, and
I remember standing in Oxford Street,
thinking that one day I was going to
live here.’ When O’Reilly did come to
the capital, she had nothing apart from
a 12-month working visa, but held on
until she was offered a position with
CCE. ‘They gave me a real break, which
has made me feel so loyal to them,’

Coca-Cola Enterprises is the world’s third-largest independent
Coca-Cola bottler and is the sole licensed bottler for products
of the Coca-Cola Company in Belgium, France, Great Britain,
Luxembourg, Monaco, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden.
In 2012, CCE distributed 12 billion bottles and cans.
In Britain, CCE employs around 4,400 people at six
manufacturing sites and a number of other offices and depots.
One-third of its net sales of more than $8bn are made in Britain.
It has 13,000 employees across Europe.
In Britain the company makes, sells and delivers Coca-Cola, Diet
Coke, Coke Zero, Fanta, Dr Pepper, Sprite, Lilt, the Schweppes range,
Schweppes Abbey Well, Glaceau Vitaminwater, Relentless, Powerade,
Oasis and 5 Alive. It also makes, distributes or delivers Appletiser,
Monster, Ocean Spray and Capri-Sun for other brand owners.
The Coca-Cola Company produces concentrate, which is then
sold to licensed Coca-Cola bottlers, such as CCE, throughout the
world. The exact formula of Coca-Cola’s natural flavourings (but
not its other ingredients, which are listed on the side of the bottle
or can) is a trade secret.
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she says, recalling how difficult it was
to find work due to her lack of UK
finance experience.
After joining, O’Reilly was able
to study for her ACCA Qualification,
qualifying in 2009, supported by a
generous study package from the
company. The qualification has, she
says, allowed her to progress from
junior to senior management positions
to the point where she now sits on the
finance leadership team, discussing
the big ticket items such as the
company’s transition to a financial
shared service centre in Bulgaria, as
well as softer issues such as talent
management and succession planning.
O’Reilly adds that the ACCA
Qualification has a strong reputation
back in Trinidad. ‘Other qualifications

are not as well recognised,’ she
says. ‘It gives you a very broad
understanding, including tax, and gives
you greater choice and the chance to
move around the world.’
Khan hasn’t had to travel as
far, having grown up in Berkshire.
He joined CCE in November 2011
from Kerry Foods, where he was an
assistant management accountant.
The Brunel University graduate took
it upon himself to study for the ACCA
Qualification, which he began towards
the end of 2009, sitting his final exams
in December 2012. ‘I chose ACCA as it
had the elements of tax I was looking
for, and I felt it would give me more
breadth and more opportunities.’
Now reporting to the commercial
finance manager, who in turn reports

to the UK finance director, Khan leads
a team of four analysts supporting
the CCE teams for the ‘on premise’
and ‘on the go’ sales channels, which
include outlets such as Boots, Subway,
Nando’s and pub chains. ‘We deal a lot
with winning new business,’ he says.
‘There are tight deadlines and you need
to be accurate. It’s challenging, but I
thrive on it.’
These challenges include not only
providing his sales teams with the
numbers, but explaining them to a
non-financial audience. ‘I need to
challenge the teams while explaining
why I’m challenging them. Business
decisions need all the right numbers,’
he explains, adding that the current
economic conditions mean that there is
a greater need to scrutinise the

»
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AMANDA
O’REILLY ACCA

CV

2012

Senior
manager,
planning and
performance
management, CCE.

2010–2012

CMA accountant, CCE.

2008–2010

Marketing finance
analyst/accountant, CCE.

2007–2008

Business analyst, CCE.

2004–2006

Brand and sales
manager, Vemco.

1999–2003

University of Western
Ontario, Canada.

figures, providing ad hoc reports to his
senior management team.
Khan is keen to stress he sees
himself and his team as being very
much part of one single, larger team.
‘We have good relationships with the
sales teams,’ he says, ‘and focus on
being a business partner.’
Prior to being promoted to his
current position, Khan worked with
CCE’s grocery business sales team
as an analyst (as did O’Reilly when
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she joined), aligned to the teams
that looked after a number of large,
well-known supermarket chains.
‘I interacted closely with the sales
managers – for instance, working on
sales promotions, understanding how
they will work.’
It was the strength of the Coca-Cola
brand that drew both O’Reilly and Khan
to CCE, but once on board both have
found other benefits through working
there. ‘I’ve always loved Coke,’ says
O’Reilly, ‘but when I joined I found
it was so much more. There is a real
buzz. When I moved from Trinidad, I
didn’t have anything, but now I have a
very strong support network.’
Khan agrees: ‘It is such a diverse
organisation. You can make some
good friends.’ There are, of course,
other benefits – Coca-Cola was a major
sponsor of the London 2012 Olympic
and Paralympic Games, and O’Reilly
was lucky enough to win some tickets.
Both accountants also appreciate
the investment that the organisation
is prepared to make in their careers.
While helping them through their
ACCA Qualification, CCE has also
been able to offer training in areas
such as influencing skills and people
management, in addition to supporting
them with their continuing professional
development (CPD) needs.
There are also opportunities for
lateral moves that, as Khan explains,
allow you to gain experience within the
UK business. At the same time, Khan
is able to help with training other parts
of the organisation: ‘As finance people,
we run training for non-financial staff,
which helps them to understand the
world of finance,’ he says. Online
modules ensure that the staff are able
to always get the training they need.
Outside work, Khan finds time to
go to the gym and play cricket, while
O’Reilly is a keen foodie, having taken a
Cordon Bleu cookery course and set up
a catering business that is now run by
her brother. She also attends church to
‘restore my life balance’.
These two accountants have found
the right balance of fun and hard work
within the business. It was the brand’s
strength that brought them to the
company, but it has been the pace of
work and their colleagues’ good nature
that have provided the rewards. ■
Philip Smith, journalist

AWAIS KHAN
ACCA
2013

CV
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Finance
manager,
‘on premise’ and
‘on the go’ sales
teams, CCE.

2011–2013

Business analyst,
grocery sales team,
CCE.

2010–2011

Assistant management
accountant,
Kerry Foods.

2009–2010

Commercial finance
assistant, General
Mills UK.

2005–2009

Brunel University, UK.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.cokecce.co.uk
Inside American Express,
AB.UK, May 2013:
www.accaglobal.com/ab8
Inside easyJet,
AB.UK, October 2012:
www.accaglobal.com/ab9
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PIPELINE RUNNING DRY

Finance leaders at large companies are increasingly concerned about their
ability to recruit, retain and develop finance talent. According to Deloitte’s
Global Finance Talent Survey, 39% think they are either ‘unable’ or ‘barely
able’ to meet their organisation’s need for talent.
When asked about how important talent management is to their overall
finance strategy (see graphic), 34% of the CFOs questioned say it is now
their top concern. Many recognise that the business now wants a more
hands-on collaborative approach from finance and that the finance function
needs to rebuild itself to meet this demand.

34%

58%

Top concern

Important

6%

1%

Neutral

Unconcerning

1%

Unimportant

THE GLOBAL FINANCE TALENT SURVEY

PERCEPTION
PROBLEM

59% Hires the right talent

The graphic on the
right shows what
finance leaders
think about their
department’s
approach to talent
management.
Barriers to
recruitment were
identified as poor
opportunities for
career advancement,
the greater attraction
of non-finance roles,
and uncompetitive
salaries.

56% Deploys finance talent to key assignments
55%

Retains the right finance talent

54%

Recruits the right talent

54%

Connects finance talent with other professionals in the company

54%

Develops future finance leaders

42% Plans in advance for my talent needs
41% ‘Markets’ finance as attractive career option
40% Deploys talent to key external assignments

SUCCESSION WORRIES

UNMET NECESSITIES

The graphic below shows how respondents
ranked the importance of experiences for
staff – and the opportunities provided for
those experiences by the organisation.

OPPORTUNITIES
PROVIDED

ESSENTIAL
EXPERIENCES

1 Communicating 5
2 Partnering 2
3 Strategic planning 4
2% Other

7% Government and non-profit

8% Small business and startups

16% Companies outside sector

21% Public companies

22% Private companies

29% Mid-size firms

37% Competitors

38% Professional firms

40% Internal talent

Most CFOs have not identified a successor and the chances
of one emerging internally are diminishing. The graphic
below shows where businesses have found their future
finance leaders from over the last three years.

58% Large companies and multinationals

TRENDS IN TALENT

The survey polled 312 CFOs, treasurers and controllers in finance
departments in large companies from North America, Europe, the Middle East
and Africa, and Asia Pacific. Access the report at tinyurl.com/qfmaz85

4 Leading special projects 1
5 Financial systems 3
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ON TRACK

IASB chairman Hans Hoogervorst explains how US tardiness over IFRS adoption will not
have a big impact on the rest of the world, and how the board is listening to everybody

I

nternational Accounting Standards Board chairman
Hans Hoogervorst was in Hong Kong for the seventh
Regional Policy Forum in June. He spoke exclusively
to Accounting and Business about the progress being
made to the global adoption of International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS).
Q: A lingering issue over the past decade has been if and
when the US will accede to the requirements of IFRS.
How will the delay by the US in making a decision on IFRS
affect the global use of IFRS?
A: Obviously, the US Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) said it was supposed to happen last year, which did
not take place. But the fact that the US still needs more time
will not have a big impact on the rest of the world.
Recently [at the seventh IFRS Regional Policy Forum],
we presented research in Hong Kong suggesting that the
worldwide adoption of IFRS is proceeding unabated. What
we have concluded is that the uptake of IFRS around the
world is spreading very quickly and being adopted without
modification globally. In economies like Japan and China, we
see a strong momentum towards IFRS.
Q: Is IFRS even relevant to the US, given that it has the
largest economy on earth?
A: Even in the US, the use of IFRS is still very significant
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because a number of foreign issuers that have been
allowed listings there have done so using IFRS. For example,
450 non-US companies listed in the US already use
IFRS to report their financial information. Additionally,
Paul Beswick, the SEC’s chief accountant, has said that for
that reason alone, IFRS remains important to the US, so
financial companies will need to apprise themselves of
IFRS developments, despite a general US apathy towards
such standards.
Even though the US has not decided to go for full-fledged
IFRS, it is still an important part of the IFRS community. In
the longer run, we expect further initiatives to promote the
use of IFRS domestically within the US.
Q: How is the IASB addressing the need for input from
developing countries such as India and Indonesia, who
often say their voice isn’t heard by the board when they are
formulating new standards?
A: It [national sovereignty] is an issue in many countries and
understandably so. I understand jurisdictions are reluctant
to blindly accept our [IFRS] standards. They [nation-states]
have the opportunity to refuse our standards if they do not
like them. But most of our standards have been accepted
around the world without modification.
The sovereignty issue can be addressed through having
a proper endorsement process in place. That will comfort
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▌▌▌’EVEN THOUGH THE US HAS NOT DECIDED
TO GO FOR FULL-FLEDGED IFRS, IT IS STILL AN
IMPORTANT PART OF THE IFRS COMMUNITY’

them and give us a chance to listen
to them, which we do. It [the IASB] is
not just the standards-setter for the
industrialised world, but elsewhere too.
For example, the ruling Liberal
Democratic Party of Japan recently published a proposal
suggesting the Financial Services Authority encourage the
voluntary use of IFRS nationwide as quickly as possible.
Additionally, the Keidanren [Japanese business association]
estimates that within the next few years, 20% of Japan’s
market capitalisation will be issued in accordance with
IFRS. The momentum of IFRS in the rest of the world is
still very strong.
Yet an important issue in Asia is IAS 31’s application to
agriculture. Under current standards, a palm oil plantation,
for instance, would be forced to adopt ‘fair value’ accounting
for their crops each year. A better idea would be to treat
their plantations like machinery, which has the benefit of
amortised costs. It is an issue that requires fixing and we
will do so soon and it is a clear example of the fact that we
do listen to our constituents.
We are also fixing a widespread problem in many Latin
American countries with the equity method and separate

financial statements. We are also working on revenue
recognition standards by providing application guidelines for
large-scale real estate projects. It is a big problem in Asia
and we think it makes for better accounting of revenue on
big construction projects.
Q: What do you think about integrated reporting and how it
fits with IFRS?
A: Investors clearly see a future in integrated reporting and
we are following it very closely. We support the initiative
as we have a memorandum of understanding with the
International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC). We work
constructively with them, but we do not claim to have
expertise on the topic of sustainability reporting. There are
other people taking care of it and it is a ‘different cup of
tea’, but we are a participant in the process. ■
Ajay Shamdasani, journalist based in Hong Kong

Your professional development
is important to us
To help you maintain your competitive
edge we direct you to ACCA’s learning
hub – My Development. It is designed
to be the central access point for all
your learning and help you meet your
CPD requirement as well as progress
in your career. You can find local
face-to-face events, technical articles,
e-learning and lots more.

Visit My Development today at

www.accaglobal.com/cpd
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THE NEW
INVESTORS
Less trusting and increasingly short-termist – investors have
changed since the financial crisis and this has consequences
for the future of corporate reporting, says ACCA’s Ian Welch

I

nvestors should be at the heart of standard-setting
and financial policy-making, but too often their voice
is not heard as rules are being made or proposals
formulated. But what is that voice? The reality is that
many different constituencies are often lumped in together
under the blanket term ‘investor’, oversimplifying their
complex and differing needs.
In an initiative designed to contribute to the debate over
the future of corporate reporting, ACCA is undertaking a
four-stage project examining the investor landscape, postglobal financial crisis. It will look at what investors want
from corporate reporting, and in what format. We will then
reflect on how this may change the approach taken by
companies in reporting their activities and engaging those
investor groups. The first two stages of the project were
completed in the first half of 2013, with the final two to
follow in the second half of the year.
The first stage analysed the current investor scene in
the UK and Ireland, and examined how the financial crisis
has affected investors’ asset allocation and investment
strategies. It was clear that the trends identified were of
far greater international application.
Firstly, the trend towards short-termism was clear. The
change in the nature and behaviour of investment players
has had a fundamental effect. The traditional domination
of markets by pension funds and insurance companies has
been eroded both by greater international ownership of
companies, and by the emergence of other players such
as hedge funds and private equity firms, with shorter-term
investment horizons. And even the traditional players have
switched much of their investment from equities to bonds,
as a result of the financial crisis.
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Added to this, the hugely increasing proportion
(estimated by some to be 80%) of trades that take place via
computer in nanoseconds has left a question mark over who
the owners of companies actually are. It has been estimated
by the BlackSun reporting consultancy that the average
share of FTSE 100 companies is held for 27 seconds – given
this, how can they meaningfully engage with investors? We
have already seen international policymakers, such as the
G20 and EU, responding with measures to enhance longterm finance and address the ‘ownership vacuum’, and
given the extent of hyper-trading, more may be needed.

Riskier investments
Another notable factor influencing investor behaviour is ultralow interest rates. Central bank activism, leading to loose
monetary policy, historically low interest rates and currency
wars throughout Europe and the US, has been a major
response by the authorities to the global financial crisis. This
has had a clear effect on investors, making them search for
yields in riskier investments. But investors also mentioned
fears about governance and reporting in some emerging
markets, which counter-balanced the drive for yield.
Other issues include heavier regulation, which many
thought would be a continuing response to the global financial
crisis. We have already seen this with the Basel capital
requirements for banks and the Solvency II requirements for
insurers. Asset managers are tipped to be next.
Finally, the proliferation of new technologies such as
mobile and social media has led to a lot more corporate
information being available, much of it on a real-time basis.
How much of it is useful and how do investors prevent
themselves being overwhelmed?
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This analysis of the investor landscape in 2013 revealed
challenges in terms of corporate governance, regulation,
accounting, assurance and other areas, all of which ACCA
will be considering in future research. But the immediate
follow-up – stage 2 – looked in further detail at the issue of
what the changed investor universe outlined in this study
meant for the future of corporate reporting.

Lack of trust
This took the form of a survey of 300 UK and Irelandbased investors. Half of the survey’s respondents
represent institutions with more than US$500m in assets
under management. There was a good spread across
sectors: 38% represented pension funds, 30% insurance
companies, 10% private banks and family offices, and
11% other asset management firms. A further 9% were
investment advisers or analysts, and the remaining 2%
corporate treasurers.
The most important finding was a clear decline in
trust in corporate reporting, post-global financial crisis:
70
Which of the following sources
of information are most valuable
for you as an input for decisions
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more than two-thirds of investors say they have become
more sceptical about the information that companies
provide since the crisis began. Almost two-thirds believe
management has too much discretion in the financial
numbers they report and, as a result, a similar proportion of
investors say that they place greater value on information or
commentary that has been generated outside the company
than on traditional corporate reporting. This took the form
of social media and online news, as well as more traditional
sources like analysts’ presentations. Some of this was
sparked by a natural desire to get additional information to
give them the edge, but the fall in trust is worrying.
To keep this in perspective, it should be noted that the
annual report remains the number one information source
for investors – 63% said it was the most important. Yet there
remains a significant minority of investors who express
reservations about the quality and relevance of corporate
reporting, with 45% arguing that the annual report is no
longer a useful tool. A key concern is clutter – almost twothirds of respondents say that corporate reporting is now
too complex. Asked about where they would most like to see
improvements to the annual report, respondents emphasise
the cashflow statement, with information on the balance
sheet and income statement coming second and third.

Quarterly quandary
One of the most intriguing findings concerned quarterly
reporting, on which opinions are sharply divided, even
within individual investors. Three-quarters of respondents
say that the quarterly report remains a valuable input to
their investment decision-making. Yet, at the same time,
almost half said mandatory quarterly reporting should
be abandoned, while almost two-thirds think the increase
in information has encouraged ‘hyper-investment’. Many
investors interviewed for this report expressed strong views
that quarterly reporting drives short-termism in the market
and consumes management time. This suggests a ‘tragedy
of the commons’ effect, whereby individual investors want
to consume quarterly reporting for their own self-interest,
despite recognising that this focus on shortening time
horizons is damaging for the overall market’s long-term
interests. It surely leaves policymakers in a quandary.
Given all this gloom for the current state of corporate
reporting, there was one area of hope for the finance
profession and, perhaps surprisingly, this concerned
auditors, under much regulatory fire of late. Investors viewed
assurance high on their list – timeliness of information may
be important, but respondents stressed that assurance
is just as critical – if not more so. Only in areas such as
profit warnings and emerging risks and opportunities did
investors opt for speed over assurance. And 41% wanted
to see auditing being extended to quarterly reports.
The decline in trust in corporate information since the
financial crisis suggests there is a bigger role for audit
to play in rebuilding trust in company statements.

»
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▌▌▌WHILE INVESTORS FIND QUARTERLY
REPORTING USEFUL, THEY ACCEPT THAT IT
LEADS TO A SHORT-TERM APPROACH

In terms of future directions,
investors indicate a strong interest in
integrated reporting. More than 90%
of respondents believe it would be
valuable for companies to combine
financial and non-financial information
into an integrated reporting model,
which would enhance their understanding of the long-term
outlook of a company. But there is still a strong element of
uncertainty as to what exactly integrated reporting would
involve. And almost half of investors are using XBRL, with
another 40% considering it. The main benefit of using
XBRL, say investors, would be to compare performance
between companies more easily, although detractors worry
that there remains a lack of standardisation in taxonomies.

Time for reflection
So what do all these findings mean for policymakers and
other players? There is much to consider and reflect on
here for various constituencies.
Accounting standard-setters and regulators must surely
be concerned over the clear decline in trust in corporate
reporting since the financial crisis. The fact that 44%
find nothing of use in the annual report is a particular
worry, and shows that initiatives such as the UK Financial
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Reporting Council’s ‘cutting clutter’ campaign need to
be reinvigorated. Investor concerns over the amount of
management discretion in the numbers suggests accounting
standards need to be reviewed, or considerably more
engagement by standard-setters with investors is required.
ACCA itself is trying to help this process.
For policymakers and governments, the issue of quarterly
reporting surely needs to be addressed. While investors find
it useful, they also accept that it leads to a short-termist
approach by companies, with management more concerned
with the next three months’ numbers than proper planning.
In Europe, there are moves to remove it as a requirement –
there might be some logic in leaving it as an option, given the
mixed feelings on the individual company and market effect.
For the audit profession there is good news in that only
external assurance seems to give corporate reporting much
validity in the eyes of investors, and that people mostly
value assurance over speed. But would auditors be geared
up to doing quarterly audited accounts? Or auditing of realtime information?
For the International Integrated Reporting Council, the
survey shows a promising level of interest in integrated
reporting, but still a considerable degree of uncertainty.
So the onus is on the IIRC to explain much more clearly –
in terms investors understand – what integrated reporting
is all about.
But there is also an onus on investors themselves –
the only way that long-lasting solutions to many of the
problems raised in the course of this research will be
found is if the investor community engages more with the
corporate reporting process, both at an individual company
level and more widely with the standard-setting process.
Following the age-old mantra that ‘decisions are made by
those who show up’, it is crucial that wider engagement –
assisted by developments like the UK Stewardship Code,
which sets out investor obligations – takes place, so that
the views of the end users of accounts are fully considered.
And if they are truly prepared to pay extra to have realtime information externally assured, they need to make that
point clearly to auditing standard-setters and policymakers,
given the various current international proposals on the
future of audit. ■
Ian Welch is ACCA’s head of policy
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

ACCA’s report, Understanding investors, is at
www.accaglobal.com/investors1
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DIGITAL DRIVER

Accountants worldwide use Wolters Kluwer products. CFO Kevin Entricken explains how
the company is dealing with the challenging demands of an increasingly digital profession

F

»

2013

Entricken takes over as group
CFO and executive board member

2010

CV

or a 177-year-old publisher, Wolters Kluwer has a
surprisingly youthful feel. Its Manhattan branch is
located in New York’s trendy Meatpacking district
and it shares a building with internet newcomers
like Google and Spotify. Equally, the office on loan to
globe-trotting CFO Kevin Entricken is a largely paperless
affair with few signs of the company’s 19th-century roots
as a textbook publisher.
This is symbolic of the company’s swift adjustment to the
digital age, says Entricken, also a member of the company’s
executive board. Over the past decade the share of
revenues generated from print has shrunk from half to just
a quarter. ‘The accounting, medical and legal professions
are becoming increasingly digital and so we had to adjust
quickly,’ he says. ‘Our customers wanted more than just
information, but rather software solutions that would enable
them to perform their tasks more accurately and efficiently.’
That also meant adjusting to the iPad generation.
‘Accountants aren’t always behind their desks,’ he says.
‘We’ve needed to design products that could be used on
mobile devices that professionals can take out into the field.
Many of our customers are always on the move and need to
access our information and software on a host of devices.
As a result, we always have to be innovating.’
The demands from the accounting profession are likely
to be especially acute. Accounting is facing a demographic
shortfall globally, with three-quarters of current
professionals on track to retire over the coming decade.
‘That will make efficiency even more important since there
will be fewer people around to do the work,’ Entricken
says. ‘It’s not just about giving our clients what they
explicitly ask for. We also spend a lot of time watching
how accountants work and find ways to make everything
faster and easier.’ One example is technology that
scans documents – like W2 tax forms in the US – and
automatically populates software. ‘That means less time
wasted on mundane data entry and more time left over for
higher value-added activities,’ Entricken says.
The growing complexity of tax rules around the world and
the globalisation of companies mean that tax professionals
have a voracious appetite for technology that helps them
cope, according to Entricken. Another instance is CCH
Axcess, specially designed to help accountants set up their
diary, track time spent on a project and bill clients as well
as store common client data. ‘By automating more of

Takes over as CFO of Wolters Kluwer
Health division

2003

Joins Wolters Kluwer

1987

Graduates Magna Cum Laude from
Montclair State University, New Jersey
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‘Make yourself indispensable.
Think of yourself as an enabler,
making executives more effective.’

Number of years Wolters Kluwer has been
in business. The company was founded by
Dutch publishers Æbele Kluwer and Jan
Berend Wolters and aimed to improve the
quality of educational material.

210,000

Number of accounting and tax firms
worldwide that use Wolters Kluwer products.

78%

Share of revenue that now comes from
online, software and services.

€3.6Bn

Revenue for fiscal year 2012.

these functions we can lessen the administrative burden,’
says Entricken, himself a professional accountant.
As a complex multinational, Wolters Kluwer is a big
consumer of its own accounting products. That, Entricken
says, makes it acutely aware of its customers’ needs.
Meanwhile, many of the company’s employees are also
former accounting professionals, which helps to ensure that
products are attuned to the way accountants work.
Demand for healthcare products is also flourishing.
‘Aside from ageing populations in many nations, medicine
is facing a lot of change – including extra regulation,’ he
says. ‘That makes it ever more necessary to get the best
information on treatment and diagnosis.’ In addition, like
accountants and lawyers, doctors and nurses are making
greater use of digital devices. ‘Medicine has been a bit
slower to adjust to new technology than accounting, but
more doctors and nurses are carrying iPads on their rounds.’

New opportunities
Aside from focusing on growth sectors, Wolters Kluwer has
also been chasing new markets. Currently the company
is strongest in rich nations. Half of its revenue comes
from North America and about 40% from Europe. But the
company is expanding aggressively in developing nations.
The share of business coming from Asia-Pacific has
doubled since 2003 to 6%. This is just the start, Entricken
says. ‘China is a particularly exciting opportunity,’ he
believes. ‘There is a determination to live up to the best
international standards and make sure that accounts are
reliable.’ Malaysia and Singapore are also potential highgrowth markets. Wolters Kluwer has been in these countries
for about 20 years, but is focusing more on cloud-based
applications for accounting firms to enable them to interact
with smaller business clients. Expanding in Asia poses
new challenges in terms of language and new business
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TIPS

BASICS

177

‘Don’t be afraid to take on the
toughest assignment. You don’t want
to jump on a sinking ship, but you
can get on one that is in turbulent
waters. Here, you can make the biggest
difference.’

*

‘Be flexible both in terms of sectors
and geography. Diversity of experience
can really help to prepare you for the
top jobs.’

*
*

‘Focus first on doing a good job in your
current assignment and this will open
up doors to other opportunities.’
‘Surround yourself with the best team
possible.’

environments and, as a result, Wolters Kluwer has focused
on partnering with local firms, forming joint ventures or
simply hiring local talent.
‘That’s exactly where our products can help,’ says Entricken.
‘Even in markets were growth has been disappointing, such
as Brazil, there can be lucrative possibilities.’ Wolters Kluwer
recently purchased ProSoft, a tax and accounting software
company. ‘The weakness of Brazil’s economic growth figures
are well known. However, the ferocious complexity of the tax
system still makes this a promising market for us.’
Of course, the company cannot afford to neglect its oldest
market in Europe. The continent’s sluggish economic growth
has been a drag on parts of its business, especially journals
that still rely on advertising and training, which can be cut
in hard times. Businesses that thrive on strong merger and
acquisition activities have also been less lucrative on the
continent, in contrast to the more robust activity in the US.
Still, Entricken says that Wolters Kluwer is far less
vulnerable to the region’s weakness than most other
businesses. ‘We are not concentrated in cyclical sectors.
You have to fill out your taxes in good times and bad. Law
and medicine are also not too badly affected by downturns.’
The fact that many of the company’s products are based on
multi-year subscriptions also helps to insulate the company.
‘Once customers get the products and integrate them into
the business they are very reluctant to let them go,’ he says.
It is in challenging times that an efficient finance function
really shows its worth, Entricken believes. Wolters Kluwer
has something of an obsession with financial discipline and
oversight. Each of the company’s businesses has a CFO and
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▌▌▌’CHINA IS A PARTICULARLY EXCITING OPPORTUNITY. THERE IS
A DETERMINATION TO LIVE UP TO THE BEST INTERNATIONAL
STANDARDS AND MAKE SURE THAT ACCOUNTS ARE RELIABLE’
internal control officer. ‘Finance is part of every decision we
make,’ he says. ‘We need finance chiefs in all parts of the
world to make sure we understand the local model and to
provide good business insights. There is also a checks and
balances aspect to our work. We need to avoid financial slipups and wasting money and make sure that our customers
have a good experience when we bill them.’
As a member of the executive board, Entricken recently
took on broader responsibility for helping shape strategy
for the group. ‘It is very exciting to take a broader view of
the company’s strategy, capital allocation, acquisitions and
divestitures,’ he says.

Route to the top
Entricken took a circuitous route to the top finance job. After
graduating from Montclair State University, New Jersey, and
qualifying as a Certified Public Accountant, he worked for
several years at KPMG. ‘It was a great launchpad,’ he says.
Jobs followed at large media companies, including Reed
Elsevier and EMI Music. After joining Wolters Kluwer a decade
ago he worked in various roles, including investor relations.
His ascent to the group CFO role followed three successful
years as the CFO at the company’s healthcare division, which
was struggling at the time. ‘It was an opportunity to take a
lead in transforming a unit that was facing challenges. The
division suffered from shrinking margins and was dilutive
to the group. We took some tough decisions and divested
some businesses that were not core, while speeding up the
migration away from print products. By the time we had
finished, we had helped to reverse the situation.’
This was a pivotal point in Entricken’s career. ‘It is

important to be willing to take on a really tough assignment
and believe that you can make a difference,’ he says.
‘Nobody should jump on a sinking ship, but it does often
make sense to get on one that is in turbulent waters.’ He has
also been willing to be flexible, taking roles in all parts of
the company, as well as shifting locations.
Since his promotion in May 2013, Entricken has returned
to Wolters Kluwer’s HQ just outside Amsterdam, taking his
wife and two small children with him. With clients in 150
countries, his job involves plenty of international travel. ‘This
is a truly global company and the role of the CFO reflects
that,’ he says. As Wolters Kluwer continues to beef up its
operations in Asia, it seems likely that Entricken will be
racking up even more air miles.
The trend towards digital content is also expected to
continue. ‘I don’t think print will die out altogether,’ he
predicts. ‘But it will likely shrink even further. Professionals
in accounting, law and medicine are increasingly demanding
content that can be constantly updated, that is embedded in
software and that can be portable.’
The transition from print to online content may have been
decimating profits in the newspaper industry across the
world, but Wolters Kluwer has made the shift seem relatively
effortless. Entricken and his colleagues in finance have
helped to make this successful metamorphosis possible. ■
Christopher Alkan, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.wolterskluwer.com
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Career boost
Kicking off our new regular pages on tips for enhancing your career, we introduce our
talent doctor, Dr Rob Yeung, and offer advice on getting the most out of meetings

TALENT DOCTOR: NETWORKING
What does it take to get ahead at work? Both strong
technical skills and hard work help, of course, but
neither guarantees success. After all, I’m sure you
can think of colleagues who got promoted despite
having only modest technical skills and never seeming
to work that hard.
I work as a consulting psychologist in business,
which means that I get asked to coach individuals, run
leadership development programmes for organisations
and speak at business conferences all over the world.
But rather than base my recommendations only on my
personal experience, I prefer to draw upon published
research. There are clever studies being done by
psychologists, economists and other scientists at top
universities and business schools. So what do they tell
us about success at work?
Studies conducted in the past few years led by
researchers such as Florida State University management
professor Gerald Ferris suggest that people with both
more and deeper relationships at work tend to be more
successful. Such individuals understand that good
ideas don’t always get turned into successful products
or projects – it often takes the support or outright
sponsorship of colleagues, bosses and people from
other departments to get things done.
The implication is that we could all think more
consciously about building stronger relationships with
business associates, customers and suppliers before
needing them. It’s no good going to people and asking
them for advice or support if that’s the first time we’re
speaking to them. But if we’ve been chatting and sharing
the occasional joke together already, of course they are
going to be more likely to help out when we need it.
People matter more than the numbers. So don’t
focus solely on the day-to-day duties of your work.
Think about networking a little more. Invest a couple of
hours every week meeting a few people outside of your
usual circles. Find out what they do and what would
help them do their jobs better. Get to know colleagues’
and customers’ opinions and interests outside of work.
Try to build friendships where you can.
Be wary of the potentially false promise of online
networks, though. Researchers at Brigham Young
University have found that the most frequent users of
the MySpace social network report being less involved
in real communities than the least frequent users.
If that is true of other social media, the finding
highlights a risk that online networking could become
a solitary substitute for engaging with real people.
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It’s easy to believe that we are well-connected when we
have hundreds of online contacts. But how many of
them could we truly depend upon if we needed a favour,
career advice or an introduction to a dream employer?
I suspect that a dozen real friends or business
contacts that we meet occasionally may have much
more power than several hundred Facebook or LinkedIn
friends and contacts. So get out there and connect. But
do it in person, when you can look people in the eye,
shake hands, hug, celebrate and commiserate together,
and form real relationships.
Dr Rob Yeung is a psychologist at leadership consulting
firm Talentspace and author of over 20 bestselling career
and management books, including E is for Exceptional:
The New Science of Success (Pan Books); he also
appears as a business commentator on the BBC and CNN.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.talentspace.co.uk
Twitter: @robyeung
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GOING BACK TO WORK

Earlier in the year, Ireland’s
health service refused
a reported 80% of
applications to a three-year
career break scheme – an
initiative that was conceived
to support a staff-reduction
drive in the organisation.
But while some people
are struggling to leave work,
what about those who have
taken some time off and
are now looking to re-enter
the workforce?
Many professionals take
career breaks, often to raise
a family or to travel. People
who have taken a significant
amount of time off can find
themselves on the back foot.
An article on ACCACareers.
com offers some help.
Build a CV that highlights
your transferable skills. Make
the most of the qualities you
discovered about yourself
during your break. Don’t
downplay the time off you
took – try to use it to your
advantage. Keep your options
open. If your previous career
no longer interests you, shop
around for job diversity.
Why not consider
temporary work? Roughly
two-thirds of finance leaders
intend to use temps in 2014.
Temping is a great way to
get your foot in the door
and demonstrate your skills
on the job. Such a post can
often turn into a full-time
position, even a dream job.
Be as realistic and honest
with yourself as possible.
Be prepared to accept that
you may not be able to slip
back in at the same level as
when you left.
To read the rest of
these top tips, visit www.
accaglobal.com/ab7.

BECOME A MENTOR

ACCA workplace mentors
perform a hugely important
role, supporting ACCA
trainees to progress through
the qualification and to
develop into complete
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THE PERFECT MEETING
Meetings are not universally loved. Economist
Thomas Sowell said people who enjoy meetings
should not be in charge of anything, while American
educator Peter F Drucker described them as
symptoms of bad organisation.
Often the reaction to a meeting invite is ‘how
can I get out of it?’ And while filter coffee and snazzy
presentations can be pleasant, successful meetings can
be reduced to a few core elements.
So if it’s your meeting, plan it well and communicate
your goals. If you’re attending, you’ve been invited for
a reason; provide your skills, experience and insight.
Clearly set out your objectives. What would be a good
outcome from the meeting? Communicate this and
manage people’s expectations. Show that thought
has been put into the process. Create an agenda,
stay on topic, keep the meeting flowing, get
everyone involved, note points for further
discussion, and allow feedback afterwards.

THE BIG BREAK
EVGENIYA MIRONOVA ACCA
As deputy CFO of Rolling Stone magazine’s Russian
publisher, Mironova, now a manager in EY’s performance
improvement advisory services department, achieved
a degree of rock-star status not often afforded to
accountants. ‘After graduation I joined EY,’ she says,
‘before moving to a private equity fund. I was then
appointed deputy CFO of a portfolio company, and in
March 2012 I came back to EY.’ Search for Mironova’s
full interview at ACCACareers.com
Mironova’s top five soft skills:
1 Networking. People matter. Developing your network
and making friends can help your career. At senior
levels most career moves are due to recommendations.
2 Constant learning and development. It’s crucial to our
profession. Our brain is our tool so we have to train it to stay on trend, to be aware
of all the new approaches.
3 Initiative. Being proactive can help you a lot in your career. Behave as if you already
have a managerial position. Sometimes it’s called self-motivation when a person
doesn’t require constant telling what to do.
4 Positive attitude. Sometimes we are overloaded with work or personal problems, but
every problem is an opportunity, so think in a positive way and success will find you.
5 Have interests outside of your work. Sports, for example. As we say in Russia:
‘A healthy body equals a healthy mind.’

finance professionals. Being
a workplace mentor can
also contribute towards
verifiable CPD. ■
This page is compiled
by Neil Johnson, editor,
ACCACareers.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Search on ‘workplace mentor’ on our YouTube
channel www.youtube.com/user/ACCAOfficial to
watch existing mentors talk about both the
personal and professional benefits you can gain.
www.accacareers.com
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Knowledge-based theories CPD

Get verifiable CPD units
by answering questions
on this article at:
www.accaglobal.com/abcpd

In the third article in his series about management theories,
Dr Tony Grundy looks at knowledge-based approaches
Knowledge-based theories
that deal with corporate
performance include:
scientific management;
brainstorming and mind
maps;
systems thinking;
evidence-based
management.

*
*
*
*

Scientific management
In my earlier days I was
fascinated by scientific
approaches to management
such as ‘management
science’ and ‘operational
research’. These approaches
go back to the Second World

and retail; the use of
multichannel service points
fed by a single queue in
banks and post offices is an
example of it in action.
Much of this work was
focused on identifying,
testing and getting around
or minimising constraints.
The other big focus was
on optimising the physical
environment – for example,
in delivering low/no stock
control, popularised under
the title of ‘just-in-time’.
These theories appear
to provide logical solutions
to problems that deliver

criteria decision tools such
as the strategic option grid
described in my first series
of articles.
Building more complex
business and financial
models through scientific
management has been
with us a long time. When I
was a consultant at KPMG
some 27 years ago, we
were building Lotus 123
spreadsheets for business
plans and to raise capital.
Back then we were doing
P&Ls and cashflow forecasts
driven by market and
operating assumptions that

▼ LESSONS OF WAR

As far back as the Second World War, armed forces
were using statistics and modelling to optimise their
military and logistical activities

market size, gives ‘sales’)
may be a quantified
percentage, but this variable
is derived in turn from:
relative competitive
advantage;
relative investment in
marketing, advertising
and specifically relative
price;
the effectiveness of that
investment and of others.
It also means building
up a complicated and
quite detailed picture of
competitors and the relative
fit of each to different
segments of the market.
All the strategic
modelling software that I
have come across faces
a tough challenge in
integrating the financial,
operating, marketing and
strategic worlds.

*
*
*

Brainstorming

War when the Allies sought
to optimise military and
logistical activities using
statistics and modelling.
Linear programming was
applied to manufacturing
constraints and offered an
elegant mathematical model
that optimised two variables
– for example, price and
cost. Queuing offered a
statistical way of simulating
queues to improve flows
in manufacturing services
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better performance, and
they can work well in many
operational situations as
long as the definition of the
problem and the variables is
clear-cut and simple.
But in many business
situations the problem
involves many variables and
is much more ambiguous
and fuzzy. This is where
softer modelling of the
problem can work better: for
example, by using multi-

we could flex under different
scenarios and for different
strategies in order to create
new business models, test
different combinations of
resources, and play with
market size, growth rate and
relative market share.
Many of these models
are still relatively simplistic
in modelling the economic
source of the assumptions.
For instance, relative market
share (which, times the

A softer way of dealing with
these kinds of challenges
is brainstorming, which is
about generating ideas by
association. Brainstorming
is a great way of generating
lots of ideas in a short
time. It stimulates team
energy and is generally
found enjoyable and fun.
One of the key rules is
not to criticise ideas as
they emerge, since they
might lead on to other
ideas. It’s important not
to interrupt the creative
process and its flow.
The brainstorming term
was popularised by Alex
Osborn in his 1953 book
Applied Imagination. It was
succeeded by Edward de
Bono’s work on ‘lateral
thinking’, which involves
looking at problems from
different perspectives.
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The downsides of the
brainstorming/lateral
thinking approach are:
most of the ideas are
disconnected and need
quite a lot of sorting out
(this is mitigated if there
are some categories that
the ideas can be put into
as they are generated);
many of the ideas are not
of very high quality but it

*

*

My own optopus,
which I described in my
first series of articles, is
a semi-structured form
of brainstorming/mind
mapping.
Problems the accountant
could use this for include:
understanding any
decline in performance;
the drivers of economic
profit for a new area of

*
*

brainstorming some of the
key systems affecting the
UK do-it-yourself market,
which was in a slump. I
came up with 29, including
economic growth, house
prices, house moves, etc. I
clustered these on Post-its
on a flipchart and drew in
causal interdependences,
their direction and whether
they were strong or weaker.

▌▌▌ I HAVE OBSERVED THAT THE QUALITY OF THE
THINKING CAN DOUBLE OR TREBLE AS A RESULT OF
USING EVIDENCE-BASED MANAGEMENT
can be difficult to discard
them as people may be
precious about ‘that was
my idea’;
it is very easy to lose
sight of the original
objective and it can
become an end in itself.
I remember a Father Ted
episode where someone
puts a bomb in a milk
float that will go off if the
vehicle stops. Father Ted
responds to the crisis by
brainstorming the options
with a flipchart. Hours pass
as the brainstormers become
engrossed in their ideas and
eventually they hit on the
idea of putting a brick on the
accelerator because it’s less
effort than driving the float
around in circles!
To provide a little more
structure, brainstorming
can extend into mind
mapping. Here you draw a
picture of the components
of an issue or problem
and then draw lines to
represent interdependent
relationships. It’s a useful
technique with the proviso
that as it is a causal map
from the perspective of a
particular person or group
it may not make as much
sense to others. A fair bit
of work may be needed to
draw out the tacit reasoning
behind a mind map.

*

*

strategy development;
post-acquisition
integration issues.

Systems thinking
Systems thinking is the
visualisation of cause and
effect relationships using
mind mapping. It is a
process of mapping complex
and interdependent causal
chains to visualise the future
behaviour of a system.
Peter Senge formalised
the theory in The Fifth
Discipline. He highlights
the interdependent nature
of organisations and their
issues. Whereas scientific
management works to a very
engineering and physical
type of model, Senge takes a
far more organic approach.
Systems thinking is also
useful in conjunction with
scenario story-telling –
covered in the first article of
this series.
For example, some years
ago I spent half an hour

Finally I assumed a
transitional event – renewed
economic growth.
I then used the picture
to visualise what might then
happen, along with any
feedback loops. The insight
was that this market could
easily take off again – as
indeed it subsequently did.

Evidence-based
management
Evidence-based
management is a discipline
that comes from the
scientific and legal worlds.
Much decision-making is
done in many organisations
by instinct, intuition and
gut feel. This may be a
necessary process for
moving forward but can
pose a huge danger in that
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decisions may be taken
without a solid grounding
in the issues and the facts.
While evidence can be
time-consuming to collect,
mistakes can be even more
time-consuming – plus very
expensive – to correct.
As a strategy consultant/
facilitator, I am very familiar
with the need to assemble
and evaluate data on, for
example, ‘where we are
now’ via management
workshops. Sometimes
you even have to go out
specially to collect data on
markets and competitors
as well as operational and
financial data. This data
has to be handled efficiently
and effectively and I often
recommend doing a short
‘position paper’ to assemble,
interpret and evaluate it.
Another reason I find
evidence-based management
appealing comes from my
experience of supervising
MBA projects. Part of
an MBA project involves
conducting systematic
empirical work on a
particular, challenging topic
and I have observed that the
quality of the thinking can
double or treble as a result
of using evidence-based
management. ■
Dr Tony Grundy is an
independent consultant
and trainer, and lectures at
Henley Business School
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.tonygrundy.com
See Grundy on video at tinyurl.com/q92h7xb

TONY GRUNDY ARTICLES ONLINE
This is the third article in a series by Tony Grundy on management theories. Due to
steps we have taken to streamline our processes, readers in some parts of the world
will not have seen the first two articles in the series – ‘Theoretically speaking’ and
‘Evaluating performance’ – but both are available at www.accaglobal.com/abcpd.
His series of articles on strategy and economic value added, published in previous
editions of Accounting and Business, can also be found at the same URL.
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The magic of marketing
Starting a new series on improving the performance of the finance function,
David Parmenter kicks off by looking at how to pitch more persuasively to the board
It is no good moaning that
the finance team is not
properly appreciated by
the organisation. Working
hard into the night, day
after day, does not enhance
reputations. To succeed,
you need to manage the
perception of the finance
team’s contribution.
It is important that
corporate accountants
undertake a marketing
programme that puts
the finance team on the
map. As a starter, I would
recommend the following.

Selling change
It is through your audience’s
emotional drivers, and not
through logic, that a story
is sold. Failure to appreciate
this has undermined many
an accountant’s pitch to
the board.
All major projects
need a public relations
machine behind them. No
presentation, email, memo,
or paper related to a major
change should go out
unless it has been vetted by
your PR expert. Do not get

offended when they rewrite
most of your content. Just
admire their genius and
claim the credit when the PR
process works – that’s what
everybody else does.
A sales pitch to the senior
management team and the
board should go as follows:
Make sure you have a
good proposal and
one with a sound focus
on the emotional drivers
that will matter to
your audience.
Focus on selling to the
thought leader on the
senior management
team and board before
presenting your proposal.
This may take months
of informal meetings,
sending copies of
articles, telling better
practice stories, and so
on, to awaken interest.
Remember that the
thought leader may
not be the CEO or
chairperson.
Make sure you prime
the thought leader to
speak first after your
presentation has been

*

*

*

CELEBRATE SUCCESS
Many staff across an organisation notice accountants
working into the night and often wonder what they
are doing as it never appears to be anything of
value – otherwise they would surely be celebrating
those activities.
A celebration is a great communicator of success.
It tells others you have performed well. In going from
one deadline to the next, often deferring a celebration
to the never-ending future, corporate accountants are
missing a vital PR trick. Let’s face it, the marketing
team celebrate all the time, telling everyone how
good they are.

delivered. This gives your
proposal the best chance
of a positive vote.

Many mentors
Have a cluster of mentors.
Over the past 10 years,
I estimate that fewer than
10% of all accountants
at my seminars and
workshops have mentors –
it is no wonder corporate
accountants are so isolated.
In his book, Winning,
Jack Welch, ex-CEO of
General Electric, says that
one mentor is never enough.
Anyone who feels they have
arrived and do not need a
mentor is like a matador
who turns away from the
bull to the adoring crowd to
show how brave they are –
a gesture of stupidity that
will ultimately bring about
a painful end.
Mentors have many
functions from advising
you on tricky stages in your
career and managing work

NEXT STEPS
1 Take more care
with your next
pitch to sell change
2 Find yourself a
mentor or two to
help you on your
journey
3 Read Jack Welch’s
book, Winning
4 Organise that
finance team
celebration
you have been
deferring
5 Celebrate some
success, no matter
how small, at every
team meeting

relationships to getting great
career opportunities. ■
David Parmenter is a
writer and presenter on
measuring, monitoring and
managing performance
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.davidparmenter.com
www.davidparmenter.com/courses
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by answering questions
on this article at:
www.accaglobal.com/abcpd

Work on a new accounting
standard for insurance
contracts started in 1997.
Since then, there have been
many obstacles in the path
of a finalised accounting
standard. IFRS 4, Insurance
Contracts, was issued
in 2004 as an interim
standard that largely
permitted the continued
use of existing accounting
standards. In July 2010, the
International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB)
published an exposure
draft (ED) built around
a current measurement
model with all of the effects
of measurement changes
recorded in profit or loss.
One of the main
criticisms of the 2010 ED
was that it would force
insurers to measure both
assets and liabilities using
a current balance sheet
measurement approach
with the effects of remeasurements reported in
profit or loss. A significant
concern was that earnings
volatility would occur
because changes in
market conditions would
affect financial assets
and insurance liabilities
differently. The long-term
performance of the insurer
would not be reflected,
but instead short-term
market fluctuations would
be highlighted.
Another key comment on
the ED was the presentation
of the statement of
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Seeking solutions
Are we nearer an accounting solution to the problem of insurance
contracts, asks Graham Holt
comprehensive income,
particularly as regards the
non-disclosure of such
information as premiums
and claims as a result of
the focus on summarised
margin information. The
comment letters also
raised other concerns such
as the unbundling and
identification of individual
components of an insurance
contract and the treatment
of reinsurance.
In June 2013,the IASB
released an ED to replace
IFRS 4, which would apply
to all insurance contracts.
The IASB’s intent is to
provide a single principlebased framework that would
eliminate inconsistencies
and weaknesses in current
accounting practices. The
IASB and US Financial
Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) have worked towards
a joint insurance contracts
standard, but there are
a few areas where there
are differences in opinion.
The insurance contract
measurement principles are
similar to those in the 2010
ED as it still uses a current
measurement model, a risk
adjustment and a residual
margin, which is renamed
‘contractual service margin’.
A simplified measurement,
the premium-allocation
approach is permitted for
short-duration pre-claims
liabilities and is similar to
existing unearned premium
approaches. Although

aspects of the revised
measurement
model may not
appear to have
changed, the
IASB has made
key changes
relating to
addressing
earnings volatility and
the presentation of
the statement of
comprehensive income.
The IASB has asked
for comments on five key
areas, which are to
be submitted by 25
October 2013.
The liability component
that represents the
unearned profit as
adjusted for future
assumption changes.
A new definition of
insurance revenue
and expenses.
Interest expense
to be presented
separately
between profit
or loss and other
comprehensive
income.
Insurance
contracts where
cashflows are
contractually linked to
underlying items.
A modified full
restatement approach on
transition.
At the date of recognition
of the insurance contracts,
the contractual service
margin (CSM) is determined.
This represents

*
*
*

*
*

»

▌▌▌THE IASB’S INTENT IS TO PROVIDE A SINGLE
PRINCIPLE-BASED FRAMEWORK THAT ELIMINATES
INCONSISTENCIES IN CURRENT ACCOUNTING PRACTICES
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the unearned profit on the
contract(s) at a portfolio
level. It is the excess of
the expected present
value of the cash
inflows less outflows
plus any adjustment
for risk. Any excess
of outflows over inflows is
recognised in profit or loss
as an expense. The CSM is
recognised in profit or loss
in a way that best reflects
the insurance coverage
under the contract.
The CSM should be
revised for any subsequent
changes in the cashflow
estimates as long as the
CSM can absorb any

unfavourable changes. If the
margin is exhausted and the
contract becomes onerous,
all changes in estimates
are recognised in profit
or loss as they occur. The
decision to adjust the CSM
for changes in estimates of
future cashflows effectively
allows the impact of
updating assumptions to be
spread over the remaining
life of the contracts. This
is consistent with the
IASB’s approach to
revenue recognition.
The unlocking of the CSM
will have a significant impact
on performance indicators
and will raise the question
as to how the margin should
be released. The release
of the contractual service
margin should be on a
systematic basis consistent
with the pattern of transfer
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premium’ approach aligns
itself with the revenue
recognition project. The
‘earned premium’ for
a period represents
the sum of the latest
estimate of the expected
claims and expenses for
the period excluding any
recognised in profit or
loss, any change in the
risk adjustment, the amount
of contractual service
margin released, and an
allocated portion of the
premium for the recovery of
acquisition costs.
The proposals on the
presentation of revenue will
significantly affect life

CPD
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premium’ is a new concept,
which may not be fully
understood and therefore
misinterpreted initially
by users.
Another significant
change is requiring the use
of Other Comprehensive
Income (OCI) and not profit
or loss to present the impact
of changes in interest rates
on the measurement of
many insurance liabilities.
Under the proposed
approach, the statement
of financial position would
always show a current
measure of insurance
liability. The income
statement, on the other
hand, would reflect the
historical time value of
money locked in at inception
with changes in discount
rates reflected in OCI.
The difference between

▌▌▌GIVEN THE SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING CHANGES
PROPOSED, AN ENTITY WOULD NEED THIS PERIOD OF
TIME TO ENSURE THAT IT COULD APPLY THE STANDARD
of services provided. The
2013 ED says that the
release should be sufficient
to determine that all margin
has been released to profit
or loss by the end of the
coverage period. Changes
in the uncertainty or
riskiness of the cashflows
are measured separately by
the risk adjustment and flow
directly to profit or loss.
The IASB has decided
that premium revenue
information should be
presented in the income
statement, as is common in
current reporting for nonlife business. The ‘earned

business, as the ‘earned
premium’ approach is
completely different to the
‘premiums due’ approach
used by many entities.
Insurers will still need to
disclose margin information.
The extraction of the
required ‘earned premium’
from underlying systems
will be challenging and the
volumes reported would
need additional explanation.
The insurance revenue
figure reported in profit or
loss would most likely not
correspond to the amount
of premium received in
the period. Thus ‘earned

discounting the cashflows
in the insurance contract
using a current discount
rate and the discount rate
when the insurance contract
was initially recognised,
is shown in OCI. This
is helpful for contracts
where backing assets are
measured in a similar
manner. However, there are
several types of business
where this decision could
cause a material accounting
mismatch, with changes in
backing assets having to
be measured through profit
or loss. Some observers
feel that if the use of OCI
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were optional, it would give
companies greater flexibility
to minimise accounting
mismatches. It is
unlikely to be an option
supported by the IASB.
The requirement for
insurance contract
liabilities to be determined
using both interest rates
locked in at inception and
current rates will increase
workloads.
The 2010 ED proposed
that when the cashflows
arising from an insurance
contract depend to some
extent on the returns
from specific assets, the
dependency should be
reflected in the discount
rate used to measure the
insurance contract.
Different types of
insurance contracts
have cashflows that
vary with the returns on
underlying items either
through a contractually
specified link or indirectly.
These are referred to as
‘participating’, ‘with-profits’
and ‘index-linked’ contracts,
along with many other
variants. This principle is
retained, but the ED sets
out criteria to be met.
The insurer is required
to hold the underlying
assets, and an underlying
pool of insurance contracts,
or the assets and liabilities
of an insurer as a whole.
Secondly, the contractual
terms need to include a
link between the payments
to the policyholder and
those underlying items.
This approach will reduce
accounting mismatches,
but in a number of markets
it will be challenging to
implement and interpret the
resulting profit.
As a result of the ED,
some of the effects of
discount rate changes where
contract cashflows vary with
underlying items would be
reported in OCI and other
effects in profit or loss.

This mirroring approach
would likely require a
breakdown of cashflows
between those that vary with
returns and those which
are fixed. The resulting
profit from this approach
is unlikely to have a link
with the bonuses being
declared and indeed it may
be difficult to understand
what the profit actually
represents. In markets
where there are sizeable
terminal bonuses on ‘with-
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profits’ policies, this could
lead to an acceleration
of ‘accounting’ profits
relative to ‘distributed’
profits, which may lead
to some unintended
consequences.
The 2013 ED
proposes to allow preparers
approximately three years
from the date of the
standard being published
to the date of mandatory
implementation.
Early application would be
permitted and the entity
would be required to
restate comparatives.
Given the significant
accounting changes
proposed, an entity
would need this
period of time to
ensure that it could
apply the standard.
The standard will
apply retrospectively,
which means that on
transition entities would
have a current measure of
their insurance liabilities
still outstanding which
would include a contractual
service margin to the extent
that the coverage period has
not yet expired. The impact
of changes in the time value
of money from inception of
contracts to the transition
date would be reflected in
accumulated OCI. In order
to help transition, the IASB
has proposed a number of
simplifications. ■
Members will find the
illustrative examples in
the 2013 ED of assistance
when tackling MCQs.
Graham Holt is associate
dean and head of the
accounting, finance
and economics
department at Manchester
Metropolitan University
Business School
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

2013 ED illustrative examples: tinyurl.com/p6j4bfo
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The IP basics
Accountants advising businesses about their intellectual property
rights have a new source of help, says the IPO’s Paul Storer
The Hargreaves review,
Digital Opportunity: A
Review of Intellectual
Property and Growth,
reported in 2011 that UK
small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) are
among the most innovative
in the world and that
innovative firms ‘grow twice
as fast, both in employment
and sales, as firms that fail
to innovate’.
It added: ‘The more
contestable their market is,
the faster productivity grows
in that market. At the same
time, innovation creates
and grows new markets for
things that have not been
seen or done before. These
factors combined indicate
that innovative firms are
key to the UK’s future
economic growth.’
Intellectual property
(IP) is at the heart of
innovation. Evidence shows
that the use of a registered
trademark is associated
with better innovation,
growth and productivity.
These benefits apply to

they would be interested
in better access to advice
for startup businesses,
including initial basic advice
on IP. Two-thirds said that
what they really needed was
access to an intermediary
that could provide basic
advice on IP issues, rather
than the detailed advice
offered by a patent attorney.
As one SME told
the review: ‘I need to

that are or that may be
protected by IP rights;
provide sound but basic
advice around those assets;
suggest where business
can access further
information, support or
advice if required.
Whereas most businesses
may not have contact with
more generic business
advisers, many do have close
ties with and seek advice

*
*

▌▌▌THE E-LEARNING TOOL AIMS TO DEVELOP A
SOUND UNDERSTANDING OF BASIC IP RIGHTS
small, young companies as
well as large, established
ones – a registered
trademark can help an SME
to compete effectively within
a market. Similarly, the use
of patents is associated
with greater knowledge
creation and the better
use of knowledge within
businesses.
However, three-fifths
of SMEs surveyed by the
Hargreaves review indicated
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understand enough of it
correctly so I know when
I need to get a lawyer and
what the associated costs
and implications of not
doing so would be.’
This month the
Intellectual Property
Office (IPO) will launch an
e-learning tool with the
objective that, at the end
of the training, business
advisers will be able to:
identify business assets

*

from specialist advisers
such as accountants,
banks and even tax
authorities. The
IPO’s e-learning
tool is accordingly
designed to assist
all professionals
who routinely have
contact with business
to help their clients
recognise their IP assets
and how best they might
protect and develop them.

Get verifiable CPD units
by answering questions
on this article at:
www.accaglobal.com/abcpd

As the most frequently
used source of business
advice for small firms,
accountants are uniquely
placed to have sight of
their client’s current and
planned business activities,
and to help to identify
opportunities to protect and
exploit their IP. ACCA’s own
research has shown that
accountants are extremely
well positioned to develop
IP awareness among their
clients and to convince them
of the commercial value of
IP management.
The importance to
the business of an early
interaction around IP
assets should not be
underestimated. With only
a basic understanding of
how IP management can
add value to a business,
accountants can act as a
crucial catalyst in helping
their clients protect the
future competitiveness of
their business.
For instance, since the
internet is or could be key
to a business’s brand, it is
a sensible and potentially
cost-saving move to consider
the company name,
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trademark and desired
internet domain name at
the same time.
In addition, tax incentives
such as the patent box
or the broader research
and development tax
credits that are designed
to encourage innovation
make IP increasingly and
directly relevant to a range
of professionals, and in
particular accountants.
Finally, many
accountancy firms are
themselves small or
medium-sized businesses
and can benefit their own
as well as their client’s
business through having
and providing a basic
understanding of IP.
The IPO recognises that
many professionals hesitate
to discuss even basic IP
issues with their clients and
do not feel confident when
IP issues are raised. To
address this, it established
a working group made
up of potential users of
the e-learning tool and IP
professionals. It included
representatives from the
banking, business adviser
and SME sectors, as well as
an IP attorney and Glenn
Collins, ACCA UK’s head of
technical advisory.
Based on the working
group’s input as well as
research on preferred
learning styles and personas
and an ongoing user-centred
approach, the e-learning
has been designed as an
interactive experience. There
are short multiple-choice
tests, brief videos and four
short modules about the
business’s assets. The tool
is not designed to make
anyone an expert and the
whole experience can be
completed in a little over
an hour.

Each module begins with
a key ‘identify’ question – for
instance, ‘Does the business
have a name or branding?’.
This leads into sections
on protecting the asset (in
this case with a registered
trademark), the costs and
benefits, planning and a
final summary.
There are similar short
modules on protecting the
way the products look (by
using a registered design),
how their technology works
(by using a patent), and
any literary or artistic work,
including software (by
effectively using copyright).
The tool also addresses
the issue of potential
infringement through a
free-standing section on
resolving disputes.
The modules aim
to develop a sound
understanding of basic IP
rights and to overcome any
confidence issue the user
may initially have.
On completing a
module, the user will be
rewarded with access to
a library that includes
bespoke consultancy
checklists (among them, a
risk register) and tools to
enhance and further support
the adviser in discussions
with clients. It will also
provide references for the
business adviser to direct a
client to relevant sources of
further information and/or
an IP specialist.
On completing all four
modules, users will receive
certification from the IPO,
which is working with
representative bodies to
secure CPD accreditation
for the short course. ■
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QUALIFICATIONS
TECHNICAL
ADVISER

QUALIFICATIONS
TAX ADVISER

ACCA seeks to recruit
a technical specialist
to fill the QTA position
in London or Glasgow.
The main purpose
of this job is to ensure
the quality control of a
set of exam papers in
our qualifications.
ACCA’s vision is
that all exams will
be delivered online,
and moving existing
exams to an online
environment will be
a new and exciting
challenge.
For this
challenging, highprofile role you need
experience of working
in an educational
environment, either
teaching or preparing
materials, and
excellent stakeholder
relationship skills
as well as your
professional
qualification.

ACCA seeks to recruit
a tax specialist to fill
the adviser position in
London or Glasgow.
Their main purpose
is to ensure the
quality control of all
the tax papers in the
ACCA qualifications.
Occasional travel to
the Far East is likely.
Additionally, the
adviser will play an
important role in
shaping the syllabus
for Taxation and for
moving exams online
for e-assessment.
To meet the
demands of this
challenging role,
you will:
be ACCA-qualified
with post-qualifying
tax experience or
possess the CTA
qualification; AND
have experience
of working in
an educational
environment.

To apply
Please forward a copy
of your CV together
with a covering letter
to jobs@accaglobal.
com quoting
‘Technical’ in the
subject line.
A more detailed
description of the post
is also available via
this email address.

*
*

To apply
Please forward a copy
of your CV together
with a covering letter
to jobs@accaglobal.
com quoting ‘Taxation’
in the subject line.
A more detailed
description of the post
is also available via
this email address.

Paul Storer is a policy
adviser at the Intellectual
Property Office
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

More about the IPO e-learning tool at
www.ipo.gov.uk/ip4b.htm
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CPD

Charities SORP 2015

Get verifiable CPD units
by answering questions
on this article at:
www.accaglobal.com/abcpd

UK-Irish GAAP changes offer an opportunity to shape charity
accounting, says the Charity Commission’s Nigel Davies
When preparing accounts
following UK-Irish generally
accepted accounting
practice (GAAP), a sector
or subsector can look
for guidance to one
of the statements of
recommended practice
(SORPs) that has been
developed in accordance
with the code of practice
issued by the Financial
Reporting Council (FRC).
The FRC approves SORPmaking bodies and clears
each SORP prior to its
publication.
The Charities SORP
is one of three public
benefit entity (PBE)
SORPs; the others
are for further and
higher education
(FEHE) and
registered social
landlords (RSLs).
Whenever GAAP
changes, a new SORP
is required. Since
new UK GAAP becomes
mandatory for reporting
periods beginning on or
after 1 January 2015,
the Charity Commission
and Office of the Scottish
Charity Regulator (OSCR),
the joint SORP-making body
for the charity sector, have
issued proposals for a new
Charities SORP. The SORP
and the accompanying
invitation to comment
document can be accessed
via the dedicated microsite
listed at the end of this
article. The consultation
closes on 4 November 2013.
New UK GAAP is
made up of four financial
reporting standards (FRS):
FRS 100, Application
of Financial Reporting
Requirements;

*
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entity should state in its
financial statements the title
of the SORP and whether
its financial statements
have been prepared in
accordance with the SORP’s
provisions that are currently
in effect’.
It follows from this that
any charity preparing its
accounts to give a true and
fair view under GAAP must
follow the SORP unless a
more specific SORP applies.
FRS 101 applies to
certain entities preparing
their accounts in accordance
with EU-adopted IFRS.
Charities cannot report
under IFRS and so
FRS 101 does not
apply – section
395 (2) of the UK
Companies Act 2006
and regulations made
under charity law in
the jurisdictions of
Scotland, England and

The proposed SORP provides
application guidance to
charities reporting under FRS
102 or FRSSE.

New SORP structure
The proposed new SORP
sets out the form and content
of the trustees’ annual
report and the three primary
accounting statements:
a balance sheet
(modelled on company
reporting);
a statement of financial
activities (SoFA);
a statement of cashflows;
the notes to the accounts.
It has been rewritten to
take a ‘think small first
approach’. It has a modular
format with the scope and
application section followed
by 14 core modules that
are to be followed by all
charities preparing their
accounts on an accruals
basis.

*
*
*
*

▌▌▌THE PROPOSED NEW SORP TAKES A ‘THINK SMALL
FIRST APPROACH’. IT HAS 14 CORE MODULES AND A
FURTHER 15 SPLIT ACROSS FOUR THEMES
FRS 101, Reduced
* Disclosure
Framework –
for eligible subsidiaries
and the entity accounts
of an eligible parent
entity reporting under
International Financial
Reporting Standards
(IFRS);
FRS 102, the Financial
Reporting Standard
applicable in the UK and
Republic of Ireland;
FRS for Smaller Entities
(FRSSE).
According to FRS 100,
‘when a SORP applies, the

*
*

Wales prohibit charities from
preparing their statutory
accounts under IFRS.
FRS 102 and FRSSE
are the two options that
are available to charities
preparing their accounts
under new GAAP. FRS 102
includes the following
PBE-specific accounting
treatments:
accounting for income
from non-exchange
transactions;
public benefit entity
combinations;
concessionary loans.

*
*
*

A further 15 modules are
split across four themes:
special transactions
relating to charity
operations;
accounting for special
types of assets held;
accounting for
investments;
accounting for branches,
charity groups and
combinations.
It is intended that charities
select those modules from
the theme(s) relevant to
their circumstances when
preparing their accounts.

*
*
*
*
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Changes from
SORP 2005
All charities prepare a
trustees’ annual report
and the main changes
to that report are:
charities with no
reserves policy
must disclose this
fact;
larger charities must
explain their approach
to risk management;
where there is doubt
as to going concern,
a charity must explain
these uncertainties;
the names of all trustees
must be disclosed.
A concession under new
GAAP allows entities,
including charities, preparing
their accounts under FRSSE
to continue with their
existing accounting policies
at the time of changeover
to new GAAP. In these
circumstances the main
changes resulting from the
new SORP are the new SoFA
and, if prepared, a new
statement of cashflows and
FRSSE-related disclosures.
Charities that report
under FRS 102 or prepare
their accounts in accordance
with FRSSE for the first time
must follow the guidance in
the SORP and report using
the new SoFA. Any charity
reporting under FRS 102
must also prepare the new
statement of cashflows.
There are also a number
of changes to accounting
policies compared to SORP
2005. Disclosures depend
on whether FRS 102 or
FRSSE is followed.
In the SoFA, a number
of expenditure headings are
now combined in
a new ‘cost of
raising funds’
heading and
governance
costs are not
shown separately
on the face of the
SoFA but treated as a
separate component of
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Next steps

*
*
*

where settlement is
delayed by more than
12 months and the
effect is material;
where practicable,
donated goods for
sale or distribution
are measured
at fair value on
receipt;
properties with
a mix of investment
and functional use are
normally apportioned
between tangible fixed
assets and investment
asset classes on the
balance sheet;
internally generated
databases cannot
normally be capitalised;
a new category of ‘mixed
motive’ investments is
introduced;
charities independently
governed by a separate
body of trustees cannot
be treated as branches;
joint venture entities are
normally accounted for
on an equity rather than
gross equity basis;
the definition of related
parties has been aligned
with the definitions set
out in FRS 102 and
section 118 of the
Charities Act 2011.

*

*

*

support costs. Investment
gains and losses now
count as a component of
net incoming resources/
resources expended.
However, the form and
content of the balance sheet
are unchanged.
The changes to
accounting policies and
definitions are more fully
explained in two helpsheets
available via the microsite;
in summary these include:
single-sided transfers are
not allowed in the SoFA;
the basis of going
concern must be
considered;
clarification that income
is first recognised when
its receipt is ‘probable’;
a more extensive
requirement for
discounting for the time
value of money for both
income and expenditure

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

Once the consultation on
the exposure draft SORP
closes, the responses will be
analysed and the findings
discussed by the SORP
committee in January 2014.
After the FRC has approved
it, the new SORP will be
published and take effect for
financial years beginning on
or after 1 January 2015.
In the jurisdictions of
Scotland and England and
Wales that require accounts
prepared on an accruals
basis to follow the SORP, the
affected charities will not be
able to report under SORP
2015 until new regulations
have been made.
In those jurisdictions
where the regulations do
not specify the SORP to be
followed (Northern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland),
charities will be able to
adopt SORP 2015 early. ■
Nigel Davies is technical
secretary to the UK
Charities SORP Committee
and a member of the
Charity Commission’s
accountancy policy team
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

The Charities SORP is
at www.charitysorp.org
A podcast on the SORP
2015 proposals is at
www.accaglobal.com/
ab11
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a monthly
round-up of the latest developments in financial reporting, audit, tax and law
2008) to accounting
standards that have
been withdrawn.
Where an entity applying
the FRSSE undertakes
a new transaction for
which it has no existing
accounting policy it
should have regard to FRS
102 – not as a mandatory
document but as a
means of establishing
current practice.
The introduction of
a requirement that
is consistent with EU
Directives, that if an
entity is unable to make
a reliable estimate of the
useful life of goodwill or
intangible assets, the life
shall be presumed not to
exceed five years.
Clarification that an entity
shall assess annually
whether there is any
indication that an asset
should be written down.
You can access the new
FRSSE at www.accaglobal.
com/uk/members/technical

*

REPORTING
FRSSE

Financial Reporting
Standard for Smaller
Entities (effective January
2015) updates and
supersedes the Financial
Reporting Standard for
Smaller Entities (effective
April 2008). It should
be regarded as standard
for financial statements
relating to accounting
periods beginning on or
after 1 January 2015. Early
adoption is permitted.
It can be adopted by
small companies or small
groups as defined by
sections 382 and 383 of the
Companies Act 2006.
The changes are
highlighted with explanation
in the new FRSSE. They are:
Withdrawing existing
financial reporting
standards and
supplementary literature
from 1 January 2015
and replacing them with
revised financial reporting
requirements, based on
International Financial
Reporting Standards. The
FRSSE (effective April
2008) was amended
as a consequence of
these changes.
Updating references in
the FRSSE (effective April

*

*
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*

PBEs

There are currently no
international standards
designed for not-for-profit
entities, including public
benefit entities (PBEs). The
Consultative Committee of
Accountancy Bodies (CCAB)
is commissioning research to
identify if there is a need for
an international accounting
standard for not-for-profits.
Details at www.ccab.org.uk

CHARITY SORP

The Charity Commission
and Office of the Scottish
Charity Regulator (OSCR),
the joint body for making the
statement of recommended
practice (SORP), have

»

◄ HERE TO HELP
ACCA’s head office
in London

PREPARE FOR GAAP WITH ACCA
New UK general accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) become mandatory for reporting periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2015, comprising:
FRS 100, Application of Financial Reporting
Requirements
FRS 101, Reduced Disclosure Framework (for eligible
subsidiaries and the entity accounts of an eligible
parent entity reporting under IFRS)
FRS 102, The Financial Reporting Standard Applicable
in the UK and Republic of Ireland
Draft FRS 103, Insurance Contracts, Consolidated
Accounting and Reporting Requirements for Entities in the
UK and Republic of Ireland Issuing Insurance Contracts
The Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller
Entities (FRSSE 2015).
ACCA will provide guidance on the changes and
their impact, concentrating on FRS 102 and FRSSE.
Factsheets, guides and articles are already available
on the website. They include comparisons and
summaries of potential tax differences.
ACCA will also publish a video podcast on topical
issues relating to the implementation of the new UK
GAAP framework, available this month.
In addition, ACCA will publish individual model
accounts for a small company voluntarily applying FRS
102 and for a company applying the FRSSE 2015, so
that it could be easy to draw comparisons. These will
be available to members only and will be ready by the
end of this month.

*
*
*
*
*
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INSURANCE CONTRACTS
Draft FRS 103, Insurance Contracts, Consolidated
Accounting and Reporting Requirements for Entities in the
UK and Republic of Ireland Issuing Insurance Contracts
joins the suite of UK generally accepted accounting
(GAAP) standards FRS 100, FRS 101, FRS 102 and FRSSE
2015. It has been issued as an exposure draft alongside
supplementary guidance and is open for comment until
31 October. The overriding objective is ‘to enable users of
accounts to receive high-quality understandable financial
reporting proportionate to the size and complexity of the
entity and users’ information needs.’
The standard can be adopted early but entities will
need to, as with other early adoptions of ‘New UK GAAP’,
comply with disclosure requirements. The standard
states that ‘Early application is permitted for accounting
periods ending on or after 31 December 2012. If an
entity applies this FRS before 1 January 2015 it shall:
A also apply FRS 102 from the same date and is not
subject to the transitional arrangements in paragraph
1.14 of FRS 102 relating to entities within the scope
of a SORP; and
B disclose the fact that it has applied FRS 103 before 1
January 2015.’
As with the other standards in the New UK GAAP suite
entities will need to apply the standard for accounting
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2015.
FRS 103 is relevant to entities applying FRS 102 that
have insurance contracts that fall within the standard
and so is not for general application. The FRC states that
the draft FRS consolidates the existing requirements
for insurance contracts, highlighting that the standard
is based on IFRS 4, Insurance Contracts, as amended by
IFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement, FRS 27, Life Assurance
and ‘elements of the Association of British Insurers’
Statement of Recommended Practice on Accounting for
Insurance Business’.
Because the new standard may have a short life it
allows entities to continue with their current accounting
practices for insurance contracts ‘but permits entities
the same flexibility to make improvements as entities
in the UK and Republic of Ireland applying IFRS 4 have,
because the FRC does not want the draft standard to be
more onerous to apply than IFRS 4’. However, it is also
highlighted that ‘some of the requirements of FRS 102
and of this draft FRS in relation to financial instruments
will lead to changes for insurers’. All entities will therefore
need to consider the impact of the standard.
The disclosure requirements are also highlighted, with
the standard setting out both the broad aim and specific
requirements. The broad aim is for disclosure that:
1 ‘identifies and explains the amounts in an insurer’s
financial statements arising from the insurance
contracts (including reinsurance contracts) it issues
and reinsurance contracts that it holds;
2 relates to the financial strength of entities carrying on
long-term insurance business; and
3 helps users of those financial statements understand

▲ FULL SPEED AHEAD

The iconic Lloyds of London building. FRS 103 joins the
suite of UK GAAP standards

the amount, timing and uncertainty of future cash
flows from those insurance contracts.’
The FRC has also issued an Exposure Draft of
Implementation Guidance, split along the same lines as
the standard:
Section 1: Guidance for entities with long-term
insurance business
Section 2: Guidance for entities with general insurance
business or long-term insurance business. It contains
in an appendix a useful table that ties in the standard
references with UK and Republic of Ireland legal
references.
Section 3: Guidance on capital disclosures for entities
with long-term insurance business.
Draft FRS 103 and the draft guidance can be found at
www.accaglobal.com/uk/members/technical

*
*
*
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issued an exposure draft
for comment which can
be accessed at www.
charitysorp.org. The
consultation closes on 4
November 2013.
Nigel Davis, secretary
to the SORP Committee,
highlights proposed changes
to the SORP in a podcast you
can find at www.accaglobal.
com/uk/members/
technical. This complements
the article on page 54,
which also highlights the
potential changes.

ACADEMIES

31 August is the year end
for all types of academy
trust. Guidance is available
for trusts and auditors
preparing annual reports for
accounting periods ending
31 August 2013, including
new engagement letters.
The Academies accounts
direction 2013 applies
to all types of academy
trust, including:
single and multi-academy
trusts;
traditional sponsored
academies;
converter academies;
free schools;
studio schools;
university technical
colleges;
special school
academies.
The trusts have reporting
obligations that include
submitting a copy of the
audited accounts to the
Education Funding Agency
(EFA) by 31 December
2013. The accounts must
include a trustees’ report;
a governance statement;
a statement on regulatory
propriety and compliance;
a statement of trustees’
responsibilities; an
independent auditor’s report
on the financial statements;
an independent auditor’s
report on regularity; and a
set of financial statements
and supporting notes. The
EFA also requires a copy of

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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the auditor’s management
letter. More details at
www.accaglobal.com/uk/
members/technical

AUDIT
HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS
Proposed Practice Note
14 (Revised), The Audit
of Housing Associations in
the United Kingdom, has
been made available and
comments are invited with a
closing date of 25 October
2013. The changes reflect
areas of risk, changes in the
way housing associations
operate and changes in the
regulatory environment.
The note makes specific
reference to changes in the
pattern of financing with
increased use of the bond
market. It also reflects
that housing associations
now have complex
corporate structures.
The note can be found at
www.frc.org.uk

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Practice Note 23: Special
Considerations in Auditing
Financial Instruments, applies
for audits of entities of all
sizes that may be subject
to the risks associated with
using financial instruments.
It is based on International
Auditing Practice Note
1000 and its purpose is to
provide:
A background information
about financial
instruments; and
B discussion of audit
considerations relating to
financial instruments.
The note can be found at
www.accaglobal.com/uk/
members/technical

AUDIT REPORTS

International Standard on
Auditing (UK and Ireland)
700, The Independent
Auditor’s Report on Financial
Statements (Revised June
2013) and a supporting
illustrative example of a UK

◄ RIGHT DIRECTION
The IAASB’s ED is ‘a
great step forward’ for
the audit profession,
says Sue Almond, ACCA
technical director

IAASB MEETING UPDATE
The June 2013 meeting of the International Auditing
and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) was
almost entirely devoted to finalising the exposure
draft (ED) package on auditor reporting, which was
formally issued on 25 July. This is the latest stage
in IAASB’s response to the global financial crisis
and specifically to requests from investors for more
informative audit reports.
The ED draws on the results of the 2012 Invitation
to Comment, where there were some mixed views –
especially on auditor commentary, with concern that
auditors should not be providing original information
about the company within the auditor report. The ED
looks to reconcile some of these views and moves into
‘operationalising’ the concepts.
Commentary by the auditor remains, but is rebadged
‘key audit matters’ to emphasise that the discussion
relates to the audit. The ED considers the ‘filtering’
process to highlight key matters without overburdening
the report with detail or boilerplate language, and asks
auditors to pilot this during the consultation period. The
examples – deliberately drafted to illustrate different
approaches – will likely draw much attention.
The other key area where the ED proposes more
reporting by auditors is going concern, even though
auditors are largely limited in what they can say
because of the way accounting standards are drafted.
This ED is a great step forward for the auditing
profession, aimed at auditors’ reports that provide
more transparent and relevant information. The
consultation period is until 22 November 2013.
In addition, the IAASB approved a report describing
the findings of the Clarity ISA post-implementation
review and received initial feedback on the responses
received from the exposure of a revised ISA 720
(Other Information).
Sue Almond, ACCA technical director
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auditor’s report reflecting
the requirements have been
issued and apply to audits
of financial statements for
periods commencing on
or after 1 October 2012.
The example provides a
quick view of the change,
highlighting the three new
paragraphs applying to a
publicly traded listed group.
The paragraphs to include
in the auditor’s report on
group financial statements
prepared under International
Financial Reporting
Standards, as adopted by
the European Union, are:
Assessment of risks of
material misstatement
Application of materiality
An overview of the scope
of the audit.
Further details at www.
accaglobal.com/uk/
members/technical

*
*
*

AUDIT TENDERING

The Financial Reporting
Council has issued PN067:
Audit Tenders: Notes on
best practice, which offers
suggestions to improve
the tendering process.
It is aimed at FTSE 350
companies but could equally
be used as guidance for any
tender. The best practice key
steps highlighted are:
Establish clearly the
objectives for the tender,
why it has been initiated
and engage with major
investors on these points.
Choose which firms to
invite to tender based
on clear criteria and the
views of investors.
Ensure that the process
is led by the audit
committee chairman.
Provide audit firms with
adequate information for
them to understand the
company’s needs.
Make the decision based
on audit quality, not
price, and do not rule out
the incumbent auditor
without good reason.
Manage an orderly

*
*
*
*
*
*
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transition to ensure a
seamless handover.
Ensure that regulatory
requirements such as
independence rules
are met.
Make use of audit
inspection reports.
You can find the guidance
at www.accaglobal.com/uk/
members/technical

*
*

TAX
R&D

Revenue & Customs Brief
21/13, VAT: withdrawal of the
VAT exemption for supplies
of research between eligible
bodies – announcement on
transitional arrangements
states that ‘for supplies of
business research where
the written contract was
entered into before 1 August
2013, whether or not work
has already commenced,
the exemption will continue
to apply to services within
the scope of the contract’.
It also discusses the
withdrawal of the exemption
for all new contracts.
HMRC has also issued VAT
Information Sheet 11/13,
VAT: supplies of research
between eligible bodies. It
provides guidance on when
the provision of research
between eligible bodies may
still be treated as exempt
from VAT.

GIFT AID

HMRC has published
detailed guidance on the
Gift Aid Small Donations
Scheme (GASDS). The
scheme applies to small
donations collected from 6
April 2013. It’s important
that taxpayers, agents and
charities understand that
this scheme does not allow
higher and additional rate
individual taxpayers to claim
tax relief on their GASDS
donations. The guidance
states that ‘Individual
donors who want to claim
tax relief on their donations

▲ FAIR PLAY?

HMRC has issued warnings on some schemes that obtain
VAT exemption for sporting supplies

TAX SCHEMES
HMRC, as part of its ‘Spotlights’ updates, has issued
warnings on two types of tax schemes:
Non-profit-making bodies schemes to obtain VAT
exemption for sporting or educational/training
supplies
Business premises renovation allowances schemes
The non-profit-making bodies schemes are based on
exemptions for VAT that are available where certain
sporting and educational/training supplies are
provided by a non-profit-making body. The schemes
are not new and generally profits made via the scheme
are extracted from the non-profit-making body by an
associate of the non-profit-making body. HMRC states
that it will continue to pursue users of schemes that
use this method of extraction of profits.
Business premises renovation allowances (BPRA)
support the regeneration of deprived regions of the
UK. They allow investors to claim a tax allowance
for 100% of the amount they invest in converting
or renovating empty business premises. HMRC is
undertaking a technical review that will look at ways to
stop manipulation of BPRA.
Details at http://tinyurl.com/hmrc-avoid

*
*

should continue to make
donations under Gift Aid.’
Further details at http://
tinyurl.com/hmrc-gasds

CREATIVE INDUSTRY
TAX RELIEFS

Creative industry tax reliefs
allow qualifying companies
to claim a larger deduction
or, in some circumstances,
claim a payable tax credit
when calculating their
taxable profits. The four

reliefs are film, animation,
high-end television and,
subject to state aid
approval, a relief for video
games development. You
can find further information
at www.accaglobal.com/uk/
members/technical

UPDATED HMRC NOTICES
The following updated
notices have been issued:
Notice 700: The VAT
Guide. The notice applies

»
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now and replaces the May
2012 version. There are
changes and amendments
to a number of the sections,
including: clarification of
when you can rely on advice
from HMRC; an update on
the changes to registration
of Non-Established Taxable
Persons; an update,
including examples, to take
account of changes to VAT
invoicing requirements;
and a rewritten Section 29:
‘Zero-rating, reduced-rating
and exemption’.
Notice 700/45: How to
correct VAT errors and make
adjustments or claims. The
notice applies now and
replaces the October 2012
version. It highlights and
explains the treatment of
errors and provides examples.
Notice 700/62: Self-billing.
The notice applies now and
replaces the December 2003
version. It highlights that the
changes ‘reflect the changes
to the rules for VAT selfbilling introduced by Council
Directive 2010/45/EU, in
particular – the requirement
for VAT self-billed invoices to
include the reference ‘SELF
BILLING’.’
Notice 275: Customs: export
procedures. The notice
applies now and replaces
the January 2013 version. It
brings the customs export
procedures into one area
and provides links to GOV.UK
Further details can be
found at www.accaglobal.
com/uk/members/technical

SAO GUIDANCE

Revenue & Customs Brief
19/13: Senior Accounting
Officer guidance updates
highlights HMRC’s
interpretation of the SAO
rules. In its guidance HMRC
states that a ‘UK company
will fall within the SAO rules
if it is a 51% subsidiary of
another company, provided
that it meets all the SAO
qualifying criteria, even if its
shares are held on trading
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account’. The updates
include: clarification of
‘turnover test’; examples of
balance sheet aggregation;
clarification of HMRC’s
view that the SAO for the
representative company
in a VAT group must carry
out his or her SAO duties in
relation to the group’s VAT
liabilities; and the penalties
regime and how this applies.
It can be found at http://
tinyurl.com/hmrc-sao

LAW
CHARITY TRUSTEES

New guidance on decisionmaking for charity trustees
has been issued. It’s Your
Decision highlights key
principles that the courts
and the Charity Commission
expect trustees to apply
when they are making
significant or strategic
decisions about their charity.
It states that trustees
must: act within their
powers; act in good faith
and only in the interests
of the charity; make sure
that they are sufficiently
informed; take account of
all relevant factors; ignore
any irrelevant factors;
manage conflicts of interest;
and make decisions that are
within the range of decisions
that a reasonable trustee
body could make. It also
states that trustees must be
able to show how they have
followed these principles.
You can find the guidance
at www.accaglobal.com/uk/
members/technical

PATENTS

The Intellectual Property
Office publishes a monthly
update, IP Insight. A recent
article, entitled ‘What
are the advantages of a
European patent?, highlights
that the European Patent
Convention makes it
possible to obtain patent
protection in multiple
European countries on the

basis of a single application.
It’s also noted that the
applicant selects the
countries in which they want
protection. Key questions
are posed and answered in
the article. They are:
When is it worth filing
a European patent
application?
How do you get a
European patent?
What can you patent
in Europe?
What does a European
patent cost?
Details at www.accaglobal.
com/uk/members/technical

*
*
*
*

BUSINESS WITH CHINA

In addition to the EU
SME Centre support, as
highlighted in the July/
August issue, the China
IPR SME Helpdesk has
a number of articles
providing guidance on IP
protection. The following
new or updated guides
are available:
How to Remove Counterfeit
Goods from E-Commerce
Sites in China
Guide to Trade Mark
Protection in China
Guide to Patent Protection
in China
How to Conduct a Trade
Mark Search
Protection of Online IPR in
China – Domain Names
Guide to Using Contracts
to Protect your Intellectual
Property Rights in China
Guide to R&D in China for
European SMEs
IP Strategies for EU
‘Cleantech’ SMEs in China
Details at www.accaglobal.
com/uk/members/technical

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CONSUMER CREDIT

Responsibility for regulating
consumer credit will be
transferred from the Office
of Fair Trading (OFT) to the
Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) from 1 April 2014.
Currently ACCA has a
Consumer Credit Group
Licence in place for its

members but in its current
form this will no longer be
available under the new
regime. You can find out
more about this changes at
www.accaglobal.com/uk/
members/technical

EXPORT

Look out on our website
in mid-September for
a competition we are
supporting run by online
export community Open
to Export that offers SMEs
an amazing package
of support to develop
and accelerate their
international ambitions.
Open to Export brings
together expert information
and advice from across the
private and government
agencies, and is a great
resource for those starting
out on their international
growth plans. More at
www.accaglobal.com/uk/
members/technical

SCOTTISH INDEPENDENCE

The Office of the Scottish
Charity Regulator has
now finalised its draft
guidance on the referendum
(see June issue, page
54). The guidance sets
out the legal principles,
explains key issues that
charities must consider,
and provides supporting
examples to illustrate
situations that charities
may encounter.
More at www.accaglobal.
com/uk/members/technical

COPYRIGHT

The Intellectual Property
Office has launched the
copyright notice service,
providing basic guidance
on an area of copyright
law where there is
particular confusion or
misunderstanding. It’s
aimed at SMEs but will
also help schools and
educational institutions.
Details at http://tinyurl.
com/ipo-notice ■
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DATA PAGE
Bank Base Rates

Date
7.8.97
6.11.97
4.6.98
8.10.98
5.11.98
10.12.98
7.1.99
4.2.99
8.4.99
10.6.99
8.9.99
4.11.99
13.1.00
10.2.00
8.2.01
5.4.01
10.5.01
2.8.01
18.9.01
4.10.01
8.11.01
6.2.03

Rate
7.00%
7.25%
7.50%
7.25%
6.75%
6.25%
6.00%
5.50%
5.25%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%
5.75%
5.50%
5.25%
5.00%
4.75%
4.50%
4.00%
3.75%

Rate
7.00%
6.75%
6.50%
6.25%
5.75%
5.65%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%
6.25%
6.50%
6.75%
6.50%
6.75%

Figures compiled on 2 August 2013

Retail Prices Index

Date
10.7.03
6.11.03
5.2.04
6.5.04
10.6.04
5.8.04
4.8.05
3.8.06
9.11.06
11.1.07
10.5.07
5.7.07
6.12.07
7.2.08
10.4.08
8.10.08
6.11.08
4.12.08
8.1.09
5.2.09
5.3.09

Rate
3.50%
3.75%
4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
5.50%
5.25%
5.00%
4.50%
3.00%
2.00%
1.50%
1.00%
0.50%

Source: Barclays

Mortgage Rates
Date
1.6.01
1.9.01
1.10.01
1.11.01
1.12.01
1.3.03
1.8.03
1.12.03
1.3.04
1.6.04
1.7.04
1.9.04
1.9.05
1.9.06

September 2013

Date
1.12.06
1.2.07
1.6.07
1.8.07
1.1.08
1.3.08
1.5.08
1.11.08
1.12.08
1.1.09
1.2.09
1.3.09
1.4.09
4.1.11

Rate
7.00%
7.25%
7.50%
7.75%
7.50%
7.25%
7.00%
6.50%
5.00%
4.75%
4.50%
4.00%
3.50%
3.99%

Existing Borrowers - Source: Halifax

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1998
159.5
160.3
160.8
162.6
163.5
163.4
163.0
163.7
164.4
164.5
164.4
164.4

1999
163.4
163.7
164.1
165.2
165.6
165.6
165.1
165.5
166.2
166.5
166.7
167.3

13th January 1987 = 100

2000
166.6
167.5
168.4
170.1
170.7
171.1
170.5
170.5
171.7
171.6
172.1
172.2

2001
171.1
172.0
172.2
173.1
174.2
174.4
173.3
174.0
174.6
174.3
173.6
173.4

2002
173.3
173.8
174.5
175.7
176.2
176.2
175.9
176.4
177.6
177.9
178.2
178.5

2003
178.4
179.3
179.9
181.2
181.5
181.3
181.3
181.6
182.5
182.6
182.7
183.5

2004
183.1
183.8
184.6
185.7
186.5
186.8
186.8
187.4
188.1
188.6
189.0
189.9

2005
188.9
189.6
190.5
191.6
192.0
192.2
192.2
192.6
193.1
193.3
193.6
194.1

2008
4.1%
4.1%
3.8%
4.2%
4.3%
4.6%
5.0%
4.8%
5.0%
4.2%
3.0%
0.9%

2009
0.1%
0.0%
-0.4%
-1.2%
-1.1%
-1.6%
-1.4%
-1.3%
-1.4%
-0.8%
0.3%
2.4%

2010
3.7%
3.7%
4.4%
5.3%
5.1%
5.0%
4.8%
4.7%
4.6%
4.5%
4.7%
4.8%

2011
5.1%
5.5%
5.3%
5.2%
5.2%
5.0%
5.0%
5.2%
5.6%
5.4%
5.2%
4.8%

2012
3.9%
3.7%
3.6%
3.5%
3.1%
2.8%
3.2%
2.9%
2.6%
3.2%
3.0%
3.1%

2013
3.3%
3.2%
3.3%
2.9%
3.1%
3.3%

Source: ONS

HM Revenue & Customs Rates
“OFFICIAL RATE”*

Effective Date
6.3.99
6.1.02
6.4.07
1.3.09
6.4.10

Rate
6.25%
5.00%
6.25%
4.75%
4.00%

*Benefits in Kind: Loans to employees
earning £8,500+ - official rate of interest.
Official rate for loans in foreign currencies: Yen:
3.9% w.e.f. 6.6.94; Swiss F: 5.5% w.e.f. 6.7.94
(previously 5.7% w.e.f. 6.6.94).

INTEREST ON UNPAID / OVERPAID
INHERITANCE TAX

Effective Date
27.1.09
24.3.09
29.9.09

Rate
1.00%/1.00%
0.00%/0.00%
3.00%/0.50%

INTEREST ON LATE PAID
INCOME TAX, CGT, STAMP DUTY
AND STAMP DUTY RESERVE

Effective Date
6.12.08
6.1.09
27.1.09
24.3.09
29.9.09

Rate
5.50%
4.50%
3.50%
2.50%
3.00%

INTEREST ON OVERPAID
INCOME TAX, CGT, STAMP DUTY
AND STAMP DUTY RESERVE

Effective Date
6.11.08
6.12.08
6.1.09
27.1.09
29.9.09

Rate
2.25%
1.50%
0.75%
0.00%
0.50%

w.e.f. 6.3.09
0.00% (0.00%)
0.00% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)

w.e.f. 6.2.09
0.00% (0.00%)
0.00% (0.00%)
1.00% (0.50%)
1.00% (0.50%)
1.00% (0.50%)
0.75% (0.25%)

w.e.f. 9.1.09
0.00% (0.00%)
0.00% (0.00%)
1.50% (0.75%)
1.25% (0.50%)
1.25% (0.50%)
1.25% (0.50%)

Encashment rates shown in brackets. Above rates are paid gross but are liable to tax.

Late Payment of Commercial Debts
From
1.1.12
1.7.12

To
30.6.12
31.12.12

Rate
8.50%
8.50%

From
1.1.13
1.7.13

To
30.6.13
31.12.13

Rate
8.50%
8.50%

The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998
For contracts from 1.11.98 to 6.8.02 the rate applying is the Bank of England
Base Rate that was in place on the day the debt came overdue plus 8%.
The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Regulations 2002
For contracts from 7.8.02 the rate is set for a six month period by taking the
Bank of England Base Rate on 30 June and 31 December and adding 8%.

LIBOR
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2010
0.62%
0.64%
0.65%
0.68%
0.71%
0.73%
0.75%
0.73%
0.74%
0.74%
0.74%
0.76%

2011
0.77%
0.80%
0.82%
0.82%
0.83%
0.83%
0.83%
0.89%
0.95%
0.99%
1.04%
1.08%

2012
1.08%
1.06%
1.03%
1.01%
0.99%
0.90%
0.74%
0.68%
0.60%
0.53%
0.52%
0.52%

2013
0.51%
0.51%
0.51%
0.50%
0.51%
0.51%
0.51%

3 MONTH INTERBANK - closing rate on last day of month

2008
209.8
211.4
212.1
214.0
215.1
216.8
216.5
217.2
218.4
217.7
216.0
212.9

2009
210.1
211.4
211.3
211.5
212.8
213.4
213.4
214.4
215.3
216.0
216.6
218.0

Courts
ENGLISH COURTS

2009
-1.7%
-5.7%
-1.1%
1.7%
0.9%
1.1%
0.3%
0.3%
0.9%
0.7%
0.8%
0.7%

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2010
217.9
219.2
220.7
222.8
223.6
224.1
223.6
224.5
225.3
225.8
226.8
228.4

Whole GB economy unadjusted
*Provisional

2010
0.6%
5.2%
6.6%
0.4%
1.1%
2.1%
1.8%
2.1%
2.3%
2.1%
2.1%
1.3%

2011
229.0
231.3
232.5
234.4
235.2
235.2
234.7
236.1
237.9
238.0
238.5
239.4

2012
238.0
239.9
240.8
242.5
242.4
241.8
242.1
243.0
244.2
245.6
245.6
246.8

2013
245.8
247.6
248.7
249.5
250.0
249.7

Source: ONS

2011
4.3%
1.0%
2.4%
2.5%
2.4%
3.4%
3.1%
2.1%
1.8%
2.1%
2.1%
2.0%

2012
0.1%
0.5%
0.9%
2.4%
1.8%
1.4%
1.6%
2.3%
1.8%
1.3%
1.3%
1.3%

2013
1.1%
0.7%
-0.7%
4.4%
1.6%*

2011
522.6
523.3
524.8
525.3
525.4
529.6
533.1
524.6
525.5
531.8
520.4
510.7

2012
514.2
514.3
528.9
521.7
523.6
528.3
526.3
518.5
519.3
517.2
521.1
524.0

2013
519.8
524.3
530.6
540.6
543.2
550.8

Figures include bonuses and arrears
Source: ONS

House Price Index
2009
517.2
515.3
508.3
508.6
520.7
514.0
520.1
524.1
533.5
535.4
536.0
541.3

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2010
535.7
537.2
543.1
552.7
547.6
538.5
544.8
546.6
529.6
534.9
528.4
522.7

All Houses (January 1983 = 100)

Exchange Rates

Certificates of Tax Deposit
up to £100K
£100K+ 0-1 mth
£100K+ 1-3 mth
£100K+ 3-6 mth
£100K+ 6-9 mth
£100K+ 9-12 mth

2007
201.6
203.1
204.4
205.4
206.2
207.3
206.1
207.3
208.0
208.9
209.7
210.9

% Change Average Weekly Earnings

% Annual Inflation
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2006
193.4
194.2
195.0
196.5
197.7
198.5
198.5
199.2
200.1
200.4
201.1
202.7

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

YEN
233
198
142
142
133
132
143

MARCH
US$ SFr
1.97 2.39
1.99 1.97
1.43 1.63
1.52 1.60
1.60 1.47
1.60 1.44
1.52 1.44

Source: Halifax
on last working day

€
1.47
1.25
1.08
1.12
1.13
1.20
1.18

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

DECEMBER
YEN US$ SFr
222 1.99 2.25
130 1.44 1.53
150 1.61 1.67
127 1.57 1.46
120 1.55 1.45
139 1.62 1.48

€
1.36
1.04
1.13
1.17
1.20
1.23

Income Support Mortgage Rate
Effective Date Rate

Effective Date Rate

Effective Date Rate

17.12.06
18.2.07
17.6.07

12.8.07
13.1.08
16.3.08

18.5.08
16.11.08
1.10.10

6.58%
6.83%
7.08%

7.33%
7.08%
6.83%

6.58%
6.08%
3.63%

From 1.10.10 the standard interest rate will be the BoE published
monthly avge mortgage interest rate. Can claim mortgage interest
on, up to £200,000 of the motgage. Waiting period 13 weeks.

SCOTTISH COURTS

Judgment Debts: High Court (& w.e.f. 1.7.91 County Courts) 8% w.e.f. Decrees: Court of Session & Sheriff Courts 8% w.e.f. 1.4.93 (previously
15% w.e.f. 16.8.85).
1.4.93 (previously 15% w.e.f. 16.4.85).
Funds in Court: Special Rate (persons under disability) 0.5% w.e.f.
NORTHERN IRISH COURTS
1.7.09 (previously 1.5% w.e.f. 1.6.09). Basic Rate (payment into court) Judgment Debts: High Court: 8% w.e.f. 19.4.93 (previously 15% w.e.f.
0.3% w.e.f. 1.7.09 (previously 1% w.e.f. 1.6.09).
2.9.85). County Court 8% w.e.f. 19.4.93 (previously 15% w.e.f. 19.5.85).
Interest in Personal Injury cases: Future Earnings - none. Pain &
Interest on amounts awarded in Magistrate Courts 7% w.e.f. 3.9.84.
Suffering - 2%. Special Damages: same as “Special Rate” - see Funds
in Court above (½ Special Rate payable from date of accident to date ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES
of judgment).
England & Wales: Interest on General Legacies: 0.3% w.e.f. 1.7.09
Interest Rate on Confiscation Orders in Crown & Magistrates Courts: (previously 1% 1.6.09). Interest on Statutory Legacies: 6% w.e.f.
1.10.83 (previously 7% w.e.f. 15.9.77).
same rate as applies to High Court Judgment Debts.

All rates and terms are subject to change without notice and should be checked before finalising any arrangement. No liability can be accepted for any direct or
consequential loss arising from the use of, or reliance upon, this information. Readers who are not financial professionals should seek expert advice.

Data specially compiled for

by

the adviser’s portal

www.moneyfactsgroup.co.uk

The UK’s largest provider of savings and mortgage data

Tel: 01603 476 476
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Lease alert
The final proposals for the replacement standard for leases include putting all lease types
on the balance sheets of lessees as well as lessors, as ACCA’s Paul Cooper explains
▼ A HEAVIER LOAD

The proposed new standard
could add $100bn of
operating lease debt to
the balance sheets of the
top 20 global airlines,
according to KPMG

The latest proposals on
leasing, issued in May
2013, follow an earlier
draft and discussion
paper, and take account
of respondents’ previous
concerns.
The latest draft covers
leases of tangible assets,
and a lease is still defined in
terms of a right of use. The
distinction between finance
and operating leases will,
however, be replaced with
‘type A’ and ‘type B’ leases.
The former cover most
of the economic life and
fair value of an asset, so
property leases will mainly
be type B. Importantly, both
types will now be reflected
on the balance sheet of the
lessee as well as the lessor.
A lessee accounts
for a ‘right-of-use’
asset (based on lease
commitments) and a lease
liability (based on lease
payments). Alternatively,
the revaluation/fair value
methods of IAS 16, Property,
Plant and Equipment, or IAS
40, Investment Property,
can be used for applicable

▌▌▌THE CURRENT DISTINCTION BETWEEN FINANCE
AND OPERATING LEASES WILL BE REPLACED WITH
‘TYPE A’ AND ‘TYPE B’ LEASES OF TANGIBLE ASSETS
leased assets. The asset
is amortised while the
liability reduces due to
lease payments (net of the
unwinding of discount).
For lessors, type A
assets are derecognised
and replaced with an asset
for the present value of the
lease payments (reducing as
for the lease liability above)
and the residual asset (as
defined in the draft), with
any resulting difference
recognised in profit or
loss. Type B assets are not
derecognised, and lease
receipts are posted to profit
or loss.
Profit or loss accounting
reflects the lease type, but
additionally, type B lessees
will amortise the asset
in a way that produces
an even straight-line cost
when combined with the
unwinding of the discount

on the lease liability. Type
B lease costs will therefore
appear quite similar, over
time, to current operating
lease costs.
Where an arrangement
does not entail controlling
a specific asset, there is
no lease. Basic examples
of this situation would be
equipment that can be
substituted at any time
for something similar, or
where related essential
consumables must also
be bought from the
supplier. Not all cases may
be clear-cut.
Lease payments can
simply be posted to profit or
loss if a lease is short-term
(one year or less including

any option to extend, and
with no purchase option).
For other lease terms,
optional extensions are
taken into account, and
options to cancel ignored,
if it is realistic to do so due
to the ‘significant economic
incentive’ provided.
The latest draft is
open for comment until
13 September 2013, and
is a joint project with
the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) in
the US. Businesses will need
time to prepare, and this will
be reflected in the setting of
the implementation date. ■
Paul Cooper is corporate
reporting manager at ACCA
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

A CPD article ‘Lease accounting’ is available at:
www.accaglobal.com/abcpd
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TECHNICAL | AUDIT REFORM

Europe in a spin on rotation
The EU debate on mandatory rotation of audit firms remains unresolved, with differences
emerging within the Council of Ministers as well as between the other two bodies involved
Planned European Union
laws should set the
timing of auditor rotation
somewhere between
six years and 25 years,
the EU internal market
commissioner Michel
Barnier is arguing, as EU
ministers and MEPs grope
towards a deal on the issue.
During a debate in
May on the ongoing EU
audit reform, Barnier
told EU economy and

competitiveness ministers:
‘I don’t have any entrenched
view on duration, but we
must ensure we have an
opening up of the market
and effective audit.’
His comments were his
latest intervention in the
numerous debates on EU
audit reform, now continuing
for more than a year.
Back in November 2011,
Barnier had proposed a
revision of the EU audit

ACCA AND AUDIT REFORM
Sajjad Karim, member of the European Parliament
for North West England and rapporteur for the
legal affairs committee on the EU audit proposals,
addressed an ACCA roundtable on audit in April.
Much of the debate at the roundtable, held in New
York, focused on proposals such as mandatory auditor
rotation. The practical impact on global businesses
of potentially different rotation requirements between
jurisdictions was highlighted.
Karim published his final European Parliament audit
proposals just after the roundtable. They are very much
in line with ACCA’s position, supporting the adoption
of global standards and strengthening the role of the
audit committee on auditor appointment and approval
of non-audit services, as well as recognising the
critical role of professional bodies in maintaining audit
quality, particularly in the unlisted arena.

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

directive and a new
regulation on specific
requirements for statutory
audit of public-interest
entities. He proposed
mandatory audit firm
rotation after a maximum
engagement period of
six years and a four-year
cooling-off period before the
firm could audit the same
client again.
If the entity being
audited had appointed
more than one audit firm
– defined by the European
Commission (EC) as ‘joint
audit’ – then the maximum
engagement period could be
nine years rather than six.
Barnier also proposed
banning audit firms from
providing non-audit services
to their audit clients.
Finally, another element
of the 2011 proposals
focused on coordinating
the regulators’ supervision
of auditors. Brussels
proposed that the European
Securities and Markets
Authority (ESMA), currently
in charge of supervising the
functioning of securities
markets, should also oversee
national regulators and
ensure the new EU rules
were followed.

Clean-up
The aim of the reform was
to tighten up the rules for
the audit sector and open
the audit market to smaller
firms. It was part of the
clean-up after the financial
crisis, to which Brussels
believed that auditors had
indirectly contributed.
The EC continues to
have ‘concerns around
conflicts of interest that
have been expressed as

well as the potential for an
accumulation of systemic
risk as the market is
effectively dominated by
four companies (the Big
Four), namely Deloitte, EY,
KPMG and PwC’.
The EC and the EU
Council of Ministers are
now debating the proposals.
Both bodies have to agree
for them to come into force.
The European
Parliament’s legal affairs
committee, which is
in charge of drafting
parliament’s amendments
to the reform, unveiled
its position on the draft
legislation at the end of
April. It thought that the
EC had been overly tough,
and that an audit firm
should be able to inspect
a company’s books for a
maximum of 14 years –
extendable to 25 years if
safeguards to guarantee
the auditor’s independence
were put in place.
Sue Almond, technical
director at ACCA, said that
the European Parliament
had struck the right
balance between reinstating
stakeholder confidence
and fostering a competitive
environment for businesses.
She added: ‘The 25-year
backstop auditor rotation
position should provide
added impetus for audit
committees to exercise
their role without being so
intrusive that it undermines
their responsibility.’
The committee proposed
that only non-audit services
that could jeopardise
the independence of
the auditors should be
forbidden: ‘For instance,
auditing firms would be
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European Parliament, the
European Commission and
the Council of Ministers can
begin by late summer or
early autumn,’ said Kaoutar
Abousmir, parliamentary
assistant to Conservative
British MEP Sajjad Karim,
who is overseeing the audit
reform draft legislation in
the parliament.

Big Four opposition

► BRUSSELS TUSSLES
Different views within the
EU are making it harder
for Europe to reform the
audit market

▌▌▌THE COMMITTEE THINKS THE COMMISSION HAS
BEEN OVERLY TOUGH, AND THAT THE MAXIMUM PERIOD
OF AUDITOR ENGAGEMENT SHOULD BE 14 YEARS
able to continue providing
certification of compliance
with tax requirements, but
prohibited from supplying
tax advisory services
which directly affect
the company’s financial
statements and may be
subject to question by
national tax authorities.’
The European Parliament
has yet to vote on these
proposals and is waiting
for the Council of Ministers
to hold its own vote first.
The Council has had a
harder time agreeing than
MEPs. At the May meeting,
some countries – the Czech
Republic, Malta, Austria,
Hungary and Luxembourg –
did not support mandatory
rotation, believing that it
would bring extra costs
and administrative burdens
without guaranteeing the
EC’s goals.
Germany did not want
mandatory rotation for all
listed companies, although
the country’s economy

minister, Philipp Rösler, said:
‘We could accept mandatory
rotation for banks and other
financial institutions.’
Other EU countries
agreed with the compromise
proposal of the then Irish
presidency of the Council
of Ministers: a maximum
engagement of seven years,
which could be renewed on
the basis of criteria that
still have to be set.

Non-audit
The separation and possible
prohibition of non-audit
services for audited clients
was another hot topic.
Mirroring the stance of
the parliament’s legal
affairs committee, the
Irish presidency suggested
identifying services that
could not be provided at the
same time as audit; most
EU countries agreed to this.
The presidency also
proposed to limit a firm’s
charges for providing
allowable related financial

audit services to 70% of its
audit fees. However, some
ministers suggested that
it was up to a company’s
audit committee to decide
how many non-audit-related
services it wanted to
contract from an audit firm.
Finally, EU ministers
were split on who should
supervise audit networks
in the EU. Some agreed to
the EC proposal. Others,
led by Germany, wanted to
set up a European Board of
Auditors’ Oversight Bodies
(EBAOB) that would emerge
from strengthening the
European Group of Auditors’
Oversight Bodies (EGAOB).
If the legislation is to be
passed during the current
term of the European
Parliament, which ends in
May 2014, the EU Council
of Ministers will have to
agree a final position this
autumn so that they can
enter negotiations with the
parliament. ‘We hope that
negotiations between the

A source at one of the Big
Four told Accounting and
Business that withdrawal of
the draft legislation would
not be such a bad thing
‘because it’s bad legislation’.
However, the source
added there were some good
features that should not be
lost: ‘There are benefits,
not for the auditing firms
but for the capital markets.’
The source noted that a
proposed strengthening
of the role of a company’s
audit committee would
bring improved corporate
governance, for example.
Most of the other
measures proposed by
Barnier are not fit for
purpose, according to the
source. ‘Barnier has said
that it’s not healthy that
85% of the listed company
market is audited by
the Big Four and that he
would like to try to break
this perceived oligopoly,
and rotation is a big part
of that. But it is rare that
a company rotates from
a big auditing firm to a
smaller one.’ The source
cited Italy as having
mandatory rotation but
also one of the most
concentrated audit markets.
Mike Davies, PwC’s global
communications director,
said: ‘Placing too many
restrictions on the work of
auditors risks narrowing
their understanding of
what are often very big,
complex businesses.’ ■
Carmen Paun, journalist
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The view from

‘

CHARITIES ARE AN INSPIRATION. BEING A PART
OF THE WORK THEY DO IS A GREAT SATISFACTION’
NEIL STEVENS ACCA, CLIENT MANAGER,
BROMHEAD ACCOUNTANTS, PLYMOUTH
SNAPSHOT:
INSOLVENCY
There are a large number of
varied and interesting roles
in insolvency, with the more
specialist ones in London.
Sarah Wynn, associate
director, accounting and
finance, at Badenoch & Clark,
says: ‘The initial demand
caused by the financial crisis
has subsided and insolvency
and corporate finance roles
are merging as the focus
moves from to restructuring.
‘Low interest rates
combined with the imperative
from government for banks
to support small businesses
have reduced the number of
insolvencies. We have seen
banks taking direct control
of more companies, and
fewer companies getting into
trouble as financing debts has
become less onerous.
‘Accountants working in
insolvency can expect to earn
around £40–45k for a newly
qualified and significant sixfigure salaries for partners,
where the need for an
insolvency licence continues
to create a premium
for qualified insolvency
practitioners.’

3,619

According to The Insolvency
Service, there were 3,619
compulsory liquidations
and creditors’ voluntary
liquidations in England and
Wales in the first quarter of
2013, a decrease of 15.8% on
the same quarter in 2012.
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I usually get into work
at 7am. Arriving early
allows me to deal
with emails. These
are typically from
clients, partners and
contacts from potential
businesses. Once I have
dealt with my email
messages, I can then
concentrate on working
with the team for the
rest of the day.
As a manager in practice, I look after
a portfolio of clients and manage six
members of staff. My management
role might involve helping them deal
with their workloads, assisting with
their technical development and
inviting them to join relevant meetings
with clients. I also assist clients with
their day-to-day matters – everything
from planning, auditing, tax planning
and compliance to the preparation of
their financial statements.
A lot of my clients are charities. I
enjoy working with them – they are
an inspiration to work with. Assisting
them and being a part of the work
they do fills me with great satisfaction.
However, the ongoing difficult economic
climate continues to have a significant
impact on the ability of charities to
secure appropriate levels of funding
and to continue to provide their current
level of services.
I also look after farms, manufacturing
businesses, individuals and families
with large estates. The southwest
region can at times feel quite isolated
from the rest of the country and these
clients face particular challenges
around the cost of fuel, particularly
when they seek to conduct business
all over the UK and beyond. The poor

general infrastructure
is in need of
improvement, especially
our roads, and this has
an impact on small
businesses.
The ACCA Qualification
has assisted me in
the way I deal with
my clients’ concerns.
It has taught me not
only about accountancy
but also about how a
business works and what it’s like to
work in the real world. It has provided
me with business skills I can apply
every day.
My number one work objective is to
improve my business network. I see
many benefits in doing so, chiefly to
improve my ability to attract my own
clients to the practice. A wider network
of contacts could also be an advantage
to my existing clients. I plan to expand
my network by joining networking
groups and getting my face out there
more frequently. I find LinkedIn to be
very effective in this respect. I have
made a few contacts through it, and it
has become a fruitful tool to use.
When I am not at work I spend my
time playing basketball with the
Blindology Blinds, as a guard, about
three times a week, at a local league
in Plymouth. We haven’t won any titles
yet, but it certainly helps me to keep
fit. I also spend as much time if not
more planning my wedding, which is
in November this year. This is not only
taking time out of my already busy
schedule, but money too! ■
Interested in appearing on this page? If
so, please contact Eneritz Corral
eneritz.corral@accaglobal.com
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Close to the action
The first global Big Four chairman to be based in Asia, KPMG’s Michael Andrew explains
why it’s important to be close to the world’s fastest-growing economies
Before he took over as global
chairman of KPMG in 2011, Michael
Andrew had to give a presentation
to the global board and outline his
priorities and vision for the firm. He
recalls: ‘I talked a lot about emerging
markets and the importance of Asia,
and I said to them that at that point
in time the office of the chairman
should, in my view, be located in
Hong Kong. They accepted it.’ Not
long after, he became the first global
chairman of a Big Four accountancy
firm to be based in Asia.
Born in 1956 in the Australian
coastal city of Maryborough, 260km
north of Brisbane, Andrew has an easy
and forthright manner. He speaks a
lot about the benefits of being based
in Hong Kong, close to the fastestgrowing economies in the world. The
choice of location is fitting, given the
emphasis KPMG is putting on Asia.
In November 2012, for example,

it was the first of the Big Four
accountancy firms to open an office
in Myanmar. In May, it expanded
its practice in Mongolia. In 2010,
it created the KPMG Global China
practice. Even if profit growth last
year was smaller in Asia Pacific than
in the more developed markets of the
Americas, Andrew believes much of
the firm’s future is inexorably tied to
emerging markets.
‘The whole reason I am in the job
is emerging markets and high-growth
markets. This is where our future is
and getting it right in these markets
today is critical to our success in 10 or
20 years’ time,’ he says.

The 30-year journey
In some ways, Andrew’s three-decade
career at KPMG has been driving him
to this point. A gregarious Australian
tax specialist who studied law at
Melbourne University – he’s a qualified
barrister and solicitor – he had to learn
accounting as a sideline during his first
job. He guided KPMG through much of
its development in Eastern Europe and
was the author of the firm’s first Asian
strategy in 1993. ‘That is part of the
reason why I located to Hong Kong – it
is far more central to emerging markets
than New York or London,’ he says.
In the two years since he took over
the firm’s chairmanship, he has

»

▌▌▌‘YOU HAVE TO UNDERSTAND THE PULSE
OF THE COUNTRY. YOU HAVE TO BE THERE.
YOU HAVE TO BUILD LOCAL RELATIONSHIPS’
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BASICS

*

One of the Big Four
global accountancy
firms, KPMG operates
in 156 countries
through member
firms that employ
152,000 people.

*

2011

CV

Elected
chairman
of KPMG
International.

1995

Appointed KPMG’s
Asia-Pacific tax
chairman and, two
years later, managing
partner of KPMG
Australia’s tax practice.
From 2001 to 2007
deputy chair of
KPMG Australia, then
chairman until 2011.

1992

Named partner in
charge of the KPMG
international tax centre
and an executive of
the global tax steering
group.

1984

After six years at ICI,
stretching back to
1978, and faced with
a move to Papua New
Guinea with his young
family, he instead
joined Peat Marwick,
the firm that would
become part of KPMG.
He became a partner
four years later.
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spent 75% of his time travelling and
visited 73 countries. ‘You just can’t
imagine how a boy from Melbourne
can be in meetings with Vladimir Putin
and Angela Merkel and be learning so
much and, at the same time, in a very
Australian way, talk very specifically
about what needs to happen,’ he says.
‘The majority of my time I spend
in China, India, Asia. After that, it
would be Russia. After that, it would be
Africa. And after that, it would be South
America. We are running pretty well in
New York and London. I would not be
adding a whole lot of value there.’
Setting up the chairmanship of the
firm in Asia has set KPMG apart from
the other Big Four but the decision has
come at some cost, not least of which
is the distance from the regulators
in New York and London. On a more
positive note, setting up his office in
Hong Kong has allowed Andrew to take
a hands-on approach to his job.
‘You have to lead from the front,
particularly in emerging markets,’ he
says. ‘You have to understand the pulse
of the country. You have to be there.
You have to build local relationships.
It’s amazing. I go to an emerging
market and I can meet anyone, whether
it is the prime minister down. They all
want to meet.’
The result of this is good firsthand information that helps both the
network and clients, and makes the
global chairman more relevant to the
growth of the business.
All the travelling and relationship
building in emerging and established

For the fiscal year
to September 2012,
KPMG International
reported revenues
of US$23.03bn, up
4.4% on 2011. The
Americas reported
the strongest
revenue growth, up
7%, compared with
1.1% in Asia Pacific.
Revenues in Europe,
the Middle East and
Africa rose 4%.

*

In China, KPMG has
a combined total of
9,000 partners and
employees.

*

KPMG services 82%
of the Global Fortune
500 companies in
some capacity.

markets allows him to be deeply
involved in global policy-making issues.
He has also been heavily involved
in not-for-profit projects. In Australia
for example he was a member of the
Business Council of Australia, chairman
of the Dowd Foundation, chairman of
the Business Working with Education
Foundation, a council member of the
Australia Business Arts Foundation,
and a committee member for the Olivia
Newton John Cancer Centre Appeal and
the Prostate Cancer Foundation.
‘Part of my community involvement
has become sort of public policy
and trying to paint some options for
governments for the future,’ he says.

Giving back
He says community involvement has
become important for businesses in
the years since the global financial
crisis and that KPMG encourages a
high level of involvement among staff.
When he was chairman of KPMG
Australia, for example, he expected
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*
*

‘As accounting evolves and takes on a global
dimension, young professionals have to expand their
horizons if they aspire to meaningful levels of success.’

TIPS

every partner to have a not-for-profit
role. He believes such roles give those
in business a broader perspective as
well as making a positive contribution
and generating trust.
‘One of the things to come out of
the global financial crisis is that the
level of trust in business has fallen
to an all-time low,’ he says. ‘The only
way to address this is to demonstrate
creative engagement going forward.’
Andrew is gregarious, a fast-talking
man with a solid grasp of the issues
and a liking for cricket – he’s also a
golfer and an avid horse breeder. He
believes there are three priorities for the
firm and the profession going forward.
One is to shift the focus from
traditional markets to emerging markets.
‘The main thing is the thought
process around the high-growth
markets – recognising that the future
is shifting to these emerging and
developing countries, and focusing the
right investment and strategy around
these markets.’
A second priority is to go back
and ‘think about the lessons from
the global financial crisis and how we
should be responding as a profession
and as an organisation’.
A third is to streamline the firm’s
offerings and focus on a core set of
services that meet clients’ needs,
and are delivered with consistency
and quality around the world.
‘A mistake all of the accountancy
firms made in the 1990s was to build
these huge consulting businesses that
had 68 different products,’ he says.
Andrew’s position allows him to
introduce these priorities into KPMG
while giving him a front-row seat for the
ongoing efforts to introduce financial
reforms in emerging and developed
markets. And from KPMG’s office in
the Central district of Hong Kong, he is
particularly close to the reforms under
way in mainland China.
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‘There are three areas in particular for young
accountants to consider. The first is literacy in IT and its various
dimensions, like the ability to analyse and understand big data,
to communicate online and master the power of social media.
Technology literacy is going to be very important because it
changes the work profile of what you do and how you do it.’

*

‘A second area is the ability to think globally. This might be
particularly appropriate in a place like Hong Kong, where many
professionals are focused on China to the exclusion of other
places in the world. If you ultimately want to succeed, you are
going to have to work in several countries. You are going to need
a command of economic forces because very few businesses
operate domestically in a globalised, interconnected world.’

*

‘The third area is community involvement, going beyond the
boundaries of the work and into the communities themselves.
If you are in a position of authority you have to understand a
broader set of stakeholders.’

He believes a ‘genuine restructuring’
is going on there and that the country’s
new leadership is taking the most
advantage of a short window of
opportunity to deal with legacy issues.
‘That is going to require some tough
medicine on some of those issues and,
to their great credit, they are getting on
and doing it,’ he says.
In part, he sees his job as providing
insight for colleagues in New York,
London or Frankfurt who may not have
a solid grasp on what is happening in
China or other distant markets. And
he believes the path forward is one of
geographic diversity.
‘Most global companies will want
equity in the US, equity in Asia and
equity in Europe. You want a good
balance of shareholders,’ he says.
And there are a number of markets
that present great possibilities,
particularly outside of the BRICS

(Brazil, Russia, India, China, South
Africa), which are countries dealing
with a host of individual issues and
slowing growth.

Mexico top of the new wave
‘Among the countries that have really
impressed me, Mexico stands out,’ he
says. He believes it will grow rapidly
over the next decade and has also been
impressed by Nigeria, another country
where he has seen work ethic and
entrepreneurial spirit. Indonesia too
has huge potential, particularly given
its Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) role, although he
adds it needs strong leadership.
‘If I’m investing anywhere else in
the world right now, I’m investing in
Mexico and South East Asia. They are
the two that stand out to me.’ ■
Alfred Romann, journalist
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Time for a change
Kicking off a new series on building sustainable and successful practices, Kato’s Andrew
Jenner and Phil Shohet consider whether firms should change before they have to
It’s a fact: the marketplace for
accountancy services has changed.
It is not what it was pre-recession,
pre-downturn. Practitioners have no
excuse to ignore the influences at
work or to fail to adapt in order to
maintain profitability when faced by
regulatory, commercial, technological,
demographic and client expectation
pressures, among others.
With many independent practices
it is not self-evident that during the
last four years they have absorbed
the lessons and changed the way in
which they do business, adapting to
a different manner of working. Many
firms have simply decided to keep
expenditure under control and ride
things out; perhaps they have not yet
smelt the coffee, or cannot see how
to reinvent themselves as something
(even slightly) different. The terrain is
rougher out there now and this should
act as a catalyst for firms to make
changes that may be long overdue.
Strategic thinking for their own
business is not always the preserve of
the average partner, but what would
it take to persuade a firm to look at
itself? Would it be:
a crisis that could impact the
survival of the firm?
a changing market where existing
services will no longer be required
or be profitable?
competitors entering the firm’s
market?
a downturn in compliance or special
work?
key partners and clients leaving?
cash calls brought about by
poor financial management and
underperformance?
The reality check comes when partners
think hard about their business and
where it should be going and what
they collectively and individually want
to achieve for it and themselves. The
initial reaction may well be ‘we are at
a crossroads, how do we proceed?’
Ideally, they should focus on their
clients, the sectors the firm operates
in, the services those clients and

*
*
*
*
*
*
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sectors may require in the future, and
the service levels those clients expect.
Client satisfaction is fundamental to
the well-being of any professional
services firm, and the corollary of
this is for the firm to make a serious
effort to find out how its clients view it,
and compare the results with how the
partners see themselves.

more competitive). None of this is
unexpected, but all of it has to be
factored in.
To maintain a competitive edge,
the firm will need to keep close to its
clients and markets and constantly
review its approach in the light of
the feedback it receives. That way
the firm can review and reinvent

▌▌▌THE FUTURE FOR MANY FIRMS IS UNCERTAIN.
SURVIVAL WILL DEPEND ON HOW DETERMINED
THEY ARE TO GET THEMSELVES INTO SHAPE NOW
Be proactive
Those firms that are proactive in
their strategic approach are capable
of taking advantage of the market
opportunities that will inevitably
emerge. Clients will rethink their own
plans for the future, new markets
will emerge, the commoditisation of
compliance services will continue
to impact pricing and fees, and
technology and communications
will continue to develop (enabling
those firms that are innovative in
their use of technology to become

QUESTIONS TO
ASK YOURSELF
Are all partners hungry and
* prepared
to be managed?
Are they prepared to go the
* extra mile?
adequate investment
* inIs there
skills development to help
*
*
*
*

build future success?
How does the firm identify
potential new partners?
What coaching and training is
in place for them?
Is there an emphasis
on continuous partner
development?
Is there a clearly defined
career structure in the firm?

itself. Clients also expect partners to
engage with them to find out about
their needs. Good feedback about
their performance and using that
information to improve service can
come from asking clients:
What are your key objectives?
What challenges do you face?
What factors determine who you use
for business advice?
What are the strengths and
weaknesses of our firm in your
view?
How do we perform in client service
and delivery?
Which of these are the most
important to you?
The firm’s levels of performance are
a product of the clients and the
market. But if the majority of the
firm’s owners are lifestyle-driven
and put reward before risk, then
their working environment will be
inconsistent and they will be unable
to achieve the levels of performance
necessary to be truly competitive in the
market. Inevitably the firm will follow
an uncompetitive course.
Managing change is the art of the
possible. People problems are often
at the heart of a firm’s performance
issues and firms must be willing to
deal with them. It is essential that
every managing partner knows how
their colleagues think and what
they value and aspire to. They must

*
*
*
*
*
*
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understand how this is consistent with
delivering future client requirements.
They must also ensure all partners
understand what is required of them,
and are prepared to embrace a culture
that will require different and higher
levels of performance from those that
they are familiar with. And all the time,
they must ask themselves how partner

under-performance impacts staff
turnover, morale, management time
and recruitment.
The future for many firms is
uncertain. Survival will depend on how
determined they are to take action now
to get themselves into shape to meet
and overcome the challenges facing
them over the next five to 10 years.
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They need to concentrate on finding
and retaining the best people, building
quality management, and providing the
infrastructure and expertise to ensure
the high-quality services demanded
by the marketplace. Achieving change
requires communication, inspiration
and determination so that barriers
to progress are removed. Anything
less and those barriers will
continue to hold the firm back.
Without them, the managing
partner will be better able
to obtain agreement on the
changes needed to make
the greatest progress.
Providing all the
resources to successfully
compete against the
competition will mean, for
many, taking a quantum leap.
In this regard, organic growth
is unlikely to be sufficient for
some firms. Merger or acquisition
is always an option. Partner
demographics are a major
influence on this as well.
‘Change before you have
to’, said Jack Welch, author
and former chairman and
CEO of General Electric.
Could there be any more
appropriate words for a
managing partner to use
when looking at their firm or
talking to colleagues?
Spending the time
repays the effort,
allowing the firm to be the
type of practice that the partners wish
it to be. ■
Andrew Jenner FCCA and Phil Shohet
FCCA are directors, Kato Consultancy
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.kato.uk.com
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The view from

‘

THE PUBLIC SECTOR MUST EXPECT PRESSURE
ON BUDGETS WELL INTO THE NEXT DECADE’
TONY TRAVERS, PROFESSOR OF GOVERNMENT,
LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

SNAPSHOT:
ENGLISH LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
The gap between what
English councils need to
spend to maintain services
at existing levels and their
actual resources is widening
– at a rate of over £2bn a
year, according to the Local
Government Association.
The shortfall is caused by
a combination of reduced
government grant, inflation
and demographic pressures
– particularly on adult social
care. Council tax is providing
a rising proportion of council
funding, despite belowinflation increases.
LGA chairman Sir Merrick
Cockell has suggested that
councils should respond by:
improving democratic
processes to increase
citizen engagement;
transforming public
services to focus on
preventing rather than
resolving problems;
boosting economic growth
to generate income.

*
*
*

£7.4BN

Total English local government
income will fall by £7.4bn
from £51bn to under £44bn
between 2010/11 and
2019/20. If extra income
for new public health
responsibilities is excluded,
the fall is £10.5bn.
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We still have a long
way to go to reduce
the deficit, even if the
economy picks up. It
will take a number of
years. Even when that
is over, things will be
tough. There is very
little evidence that any
chancellor is prepared to
put taxes up very much,
so the public sector is
unlikely to get back to the
44–45% of GDP that we
have been comfortable with over the
years.
There is a continuing need to reduce
the deficit and sustain the public
sector, which will get smaller over
time. That will create considerable
pressure across the board unless and
until the NHS and schools share some
of the pain.
The UK’s demographics will make
things worse. There has been
excellent work by the Office for Budget
Responsibility on the dependency
ratio. If you align it with the fall in
immigration some politicians want, the
dependency ratio will worsen further.
I am reluctant to give advice to
practitioners, but the public sector
should expect continuing pressure
on budgets well into the next decade
and plan accordingly. The politicians
making decisions need to promise less
and not pretend to the public there
can be a bigger public sector than they
are willing to fund from taxation. They
need to talk down expectations.
My working day varies enormously. I
spend a lot of time at the LSE. I start
a new British government course in the
autumn. I have a lot of seminars and

committee meetings.
I like being around the
LSE, but I also like to
spend a fair amount of
time out and about. I
enjoy speaking at events
and spending time in
other cities and rural
areas to see what is
happening.
There has been an
extraordinary growth
in seminars, thinktanks, debates and talks. These are
enjoyable, but there can sometimes be
an enormous number of events.
Universities are the repositories of
an extraordinary amount of research
and that’s a source of analysis and
evidence that it’s good to disseminate.
Universities talk about engagement and
knowledge exchange to ensure what
goes on in universities is helpful for
what goes on in the real world. I enjoy
taking things back into the real world.
There is an opportunity to make this
analysis and research publicly available
and it is enjoyable to do that.
ACCA has been much more visible
in recent years in promoting public
debate. ACCA has clearly and
effectively broadened its interests and
provided its members with a more
detailed view of the public sector. I
have been to a number of ACCA events,
where there has been a seriousness of
intent from the people attending. ■
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Tony Travers is a headline speaker
at ACCA’s UK Local Government
Summit on 17 October
uk.accaglobal.com/uk/
members/events
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AME caps seek to rein in spending
Imposing limits on the government’s increasingly unbridled annual managed expenditure
is a step in the right direction but long-term planning is key, says ACCA’s Gillian Fawcett
In his June spending review, the
chancellor, George Osborne, announced
that he intended to introduce a cap on
a significant proportion of annually
managed expenditure and to bring real
control to areas of public spending that
had been out of control.
Historically, AME has been defined
by the Treasury as ‘spending that
cannot reasonably be subject to firm
multi-year limits’. Typically it consists
of large, demand-led programmes
and amounts to around half of total
public expenditure – £350bn. The
remainder of public spending, that is,
the spending that is not categorised as
AME, is known as being instead subject
to DEL (departmental expenditure
limits) – in other words, fixed budgets.
These are the budgets that are
devolved to Whitehall departments and
are scrutinised on a programme-byprogramme basis by select committees
and the NAO. A breakdown of AME
spending is shown overleaf.
By far the largest single item is
social security spending, accounting
for just over half of total AME
spending. Along with tax credits,
these are the items that are most
usually associated with AME spending.
However, a significant portion of
the total is spent on debt interest
on central government borrowing,
contributions to EU institutions etc.
The item ‘locally financed government
expenditure’ relates to expenditure
by local authorities that is financed
from council tax and business rates.
The VAT refund item is an accounting
adjustment from receipt of VAT refunds
from some public sector bodies.
Delving more deeply into the social
security budget shows that only a very
small proportion is accounted for by
the type of payments that would be
associated with automatic stabilisers,
namely unemployment benefits. The
single biggest proportion of social
security payments (around half) goes
to pensioners, either through pensions
themselves or through other age-related
benefits. It was of no surprise, however,
that the chancellor did not limit

»

▼ BUDGET PROTEST

Public civil servants and disabled rights
activists rally against the coalition’s
budget cuts outside Parliament

▌▌▌REGULAR BREACHES [OF AME LIMITS] SEEM
LIKELY, MUCH LIKE IN OTHER AREAS OF THE PUBLIC
SECTOR WHERE TARGETS ARE ROUTINELY MISSED
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expenditure through pension reform
– as it would not have been politically
expedient to do so at this point in the
political cycle. Of the remainder of the
social security budget, a significant
portion goes to working-age people
who are far from the labour market
due to ill-health. Jobseeker’s allowance
accounts for a mere 3% of the total
social security budget, or around 1.5%
of the overall AME budget.
Given that the total envelope of
government spending is fixed, in
accordance with the top-level fiscal
framework, and the AME budget
is (or at least has been) outside
government control, the way in which
the Treasury determines the overall
amount available for programme
(DEL) spending is the residual of total
spending once the AME forecasts have
been subtracted from this.
We know that the pressures on the
AME budget subsequently restrict the
amounts available for all other areas of
government activity – including health,
defence and education. Implementing
further cuts of £11.5bn imposes an
additional burden on already stretched
departmental budget resources, which
inevitably means the front-line services
cannot remain unaffected.
It was no surprise that Osborne used
the June Spending Review to announce
reforms to AME and rein in the ‘out
of control’ element of public-sector
spending. While he has made the first
tentative steps towards tightening the
purse strings on AME, there is still much
more to be done to make this part of
public finance more accountable.
The measures announced included
a cap on certain elements of AME,
including tax credits, welfare benefits
and a temperature test for the winter
fuel allowance of pensioners living
abroad. The chancellor also announced
that he would be expanding the role
of the Office for Budget Responsibility
to monitor AME spending and issue
a warning when the government is
reaching the agreed limit. While this
is a welcome move, he failed to offer
further detail on the consequences of
this limit being breached.
Given the demand-led nature of
AME and the right of every UK citizen,
and some non-UK nationals living in
the UK, to claim benefits and a state
pension, it seems unlikely that there
will be a hard cut-off point, As a result,
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BREAKDOWN OF AME BUDGET, JUNE 2013
More than half the AME budget is for social security: of this, the biggest
slice is state pension payments (48%), then housing benefit (15%) and
disability living allowance (8%); jobseeker’s allowance accounts for just 3%.
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regular breaches seem likely, much
like in other areas of the public sector
where targets are routinely missed.
To reduce the cost of the UK’s
welfare system in the long term,
Osborne needs to take a structural look
at AME expenditure and the drivers
behind every expense. A future focus
on investing in preventative services
is the best way to achieve long-term
savings and this can only come from
understanding local demographics and
implementing measures to tackle the
AME cost drivers in each local authority.
On a more strategic level, there
should be a greater emphasis on the
costs of life, from cradle to grave, in all
areas of public spending – something
the government has struggled with
for many years. The UK – and AME
itself – would benefit from longer-term
fiscal strategies similar to the US and
Australia, where fiscal policy is planned
out 50-75 years ahead.
In addition to capping AME, the
chancellor could have explored the
possibility of devolving some AME
spending decisions to government
departments or local authorities. These
would then be responsible for spending

Source:
HM Treasury

these budgets in the way they feel is
most appropriate for their local area –
making AME a more accountable part
of public expenditure. Currently there
is no accountability or scrutiny of AME,
despite its high expenditure.
AME was introduced to control public
expenditure and avoid arbitrarily cutting
public services. However, over the
years, its purpose appears to have been
lost and AME spending has spiralled
out of control. It is encouraging that
the chancellor is making some moves
to manage this unaccountable and
expensive section of the public purse.
But he may have missed a golden
opportunity to once and for all take a
radical approach to AME. Only time
will tell if the changes made in the
June Spending Review go far enough
to amount to a long-term reform. ■
Gillian Fawcett is ACCA’s head of
public sector
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

For more statistics on 2013
public expenditure, visit http://
tinyurl.com/2013expenditure
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Upcoming events
ACCA UK runs an exciting programme of events across the country, featuring high-profile
speakers and offering networking and CPD opportunities. Here are some of the highlights
MEMBERS’ NETWORKS
LAUNCH OF THE NHS
GOVERNORS’ REPORT

12 September, London
This launch event, organised
jointly with The Smith
Institute, will present the
Effective and Representative
– a Review of NHS Councils
and Governors report.
The Smith Institute is an
independent think tank
looking into policy and a
fairer society. The event will
provide you with the key
findings of this report as
well as give you a chance
to hear your questions
answered around this issue.

WOMEN IN EXEC ROLES
17 September, Edinburgh
Join ACCA to discuss the
role of women in executive
roles. This joint event with

the University of Edinburgh
Business School will be
led by Wendy Loretto –
professor of organisational
behaviour at the School –
whose knowledge and years
of investigative research into
age-based discrimination
in employment and
approaches to diversity and
equal opportunities will
ensure an interesting debate
on this topical issue.

THE BENEFITS OF
DIVERSITY

25 October, Northop
This joint event with the
Institute of Directors will
see Sally Hopsen, customer
and people director for
Pets at Home, talk about
the benefits of women on
company boards. Hopsen
was a member of the
Women in Work Commission

▲ BANK OF ENGLAND

The bank’s deputy agent will attend the Leeds event

STATE OF ECONOMY DEBATE
20 September, Leeds At this joint debate with CIMA
and CISI, a deputy agent of the Bank of England will
provide members with a presentation on the state of
the economy as it is today and what the outlook for
the next few years will be. Take part in this debate and
learn first-hand how this future outlook may impact
you and your business.

for four years, a body that
was set up to consider the
steps required to close
the equal pay gap. Having
worked in retail for her entire
career, starting at Habitat
as a graduate trainee, Sally
then moved to Asda for 14
years before joining Pets at
Home four years ago.

▲ AIR YOUR VIEWS

Margaret Hodge MP outside the Commons

DISCUSS KEY LOCAL ISSUES
17 October, London Join ACCA to discuss topical local
government issues at the ACCA UK Local Government
Summit. The all-day event will provide a great platform
for ACCA members to meet and network. This is your
chance to hear at first hand from Margaret Hodge
MP, Tony Travers, Dermot Joyce of Liberata and Mike
Burton of the Municipal Journal.
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PROFESSIONAL
COURSES
AUTUMN UPDATE FOR
ACCOUNTANTS

24-25 October, Manchester
This event provides a
relaxed environment in
which members from the
corporate and financial
services sectors can
update their skills and gain
CPD. You can network and
brainstorm, benefiting from
the experience of your peers

as well as from that of
ACCA’s expert speakers.

AUTUMN UPDATE FOR
PRACTITIONERS

22-23 November, Leicester
Maximise your time out of
the office by joining other
members from across
the country at ACCA’s
flagship autumn event for
practitioners. Learn from
expert speakers who will
cover nine topical sessions
tailored to the latest
topical issues affecting
practitioners and make
the most of networking
opportunities with likeminded practitioners and our
knowledgeable speakers. ■
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.accaglobal.com/
uk/members/events
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ACCA round-up
As well as recognising the efforts of members and flagging up the British Accountancy
Awards, ACCA UK has sent the new governor of the Bank of England some advice
SCOTTISH TRAINING
MANAGER OF THE YEAR

Elaine Cromwell FCCA, an
associate with Dunfermlinebased firm Thomson Cooper,
won the Training Manager
of the Year award at this
year’s Scottish Accountancy
Awards organised by
Business Insider and
sponsored by ACCA Scotland.
The event highlights
the profession’s vital role
across the public and
private sectors. The training
manager category celebrates
those who can demonstrate
scope and innovation within
their training initiatives.
Finalists also had to show
how they had added value to
their business.

▲ SPECTACULAR OCCASION

Last year’s ACCA Awards was held at Old Billingsgate (above).
This year, the ceremony is moving to the Tower of London

*

PANELLISTS AWARDS

ACCA UK’s Member
Engagement Conference
recognised the efforts of
members’ network panellists
during the past year when
the following Panellists
Awards were announced:
Most Influential New
Panel Member:
Mark Laine-Toner FCCA,

*

▲ AWARD WINNERS

*
*

West Yorkshire Members’
Network
Member Network
Contribution:
Russell Geary FCCA,
Nott’s Derby, Lincoln
Members’ Network
Outstanding
Contribution: Dona Skaife
FCCA, Northern Counties
Members’ Network
Outstanding
Contribution: Sharon
Critchlow FCCA, Bristol
Members’ Network

Panellists Award winners Sharon Critchlow (left) and Dona Skaife
(right) are pictured with ACCA vice-president Anthony Harbinson

Panel of the Year:
* Manchester
Members’
Network Panel.

CARNEY URGED TO
BRING IN NEW FACES

A change in culture at
Threadneedle Street will
help the Bank of England
gain a better understanding
of the finance sector, say
accountants, academics
and economists. A report
from ACCA, which has been
sent to Mark Carney, Bank
of England governor, urges
him to refresh the expertise
of personnel at the Bank to
make it less academic and
more attuned to the workings
of the financial sector.
An end to ‘bank bashing’
is also included in the
proposals, which emerged
from an ACCA UK Financial
Services Network roundtable
discussion with finance
professionals, academics
and economists about the
challenges facing Carney.
To view the report,
Advice to the new governor
of the Bank of England, visit
www.accaglobal.com/ab12.

BRITISH ACCOUNTANCY
AWARDS DRAWS NEAR

With the shortlist announced
on Friday 6 September,
you can reserve your table
early for this year’s British
Accountancy Awards and
get a prime position on the
night. The ceremony will be
held at the Tower of London
on Wednesday 20 November
and will be a great chance
to network with your peers
from across the practice
sector and enjoy fine dining,
first-rate entertainment and
a surprise guest host.
A range of packages are
available when making your
booking, including platinum,
gold and silver tables.
To discuss your options,
contact Charlie Liles on 020
7968 4529 or email charlie.
liles@incisivemedia.com.

EDIT YOUR ACCA DETAILS
ACCA seeks to send you
information as tailored to
your needs as possible. You
can edit your preferences by
logging into MyACCA (click
the link in the top-right of
www.accaglobal.com). ■
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Council highlights
Membership subscriptions, a mutual recognition agreement with IMA and preparations
for ACCA’s AGM all came under discussion at the Council meeting held on 15 June 2013
Council held a scheduled
meeting on 15 June 2013.
It was honoured to welcome
to the meeting Jörgen
Holmquist, chairman of
the International Ethics
Standards Board for
Accountants (IESBA). He
gave Council a wide-ranging
presentation covering:
the role of IESBA;
global developments;
IESBA’s outreach
activities;
IESBA’s work programme,
key challenges and future
strategy; and
how ACCA can support
the work of IESBA.
The Council meeting
featured a number of other
discussions on key topics.
Council met in break-out
groups to contribute to
the further development
of ACCA’s strategy
beyond 2015. This was
done through discussing
a number of scenarios
to 2025 which ACCA had
developed in order to
explore the environment
in which accountants
might have to operate and

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

the possible impact of
these on the accountancy
profession and ACCA
specifically.
Council approved ACCA’s
consolidated financial
statements, corporate
governance statement
and summary accounts
for the financial period
ended 31 March 2013.
It also approved the
content of ACCA’s annual
(integrated) report,
together with a related
CSR statement, which will
be published on the ACCA
website with the AGM
material. The reporting
suite of material is
available at:
www.accaglobal.com/agm
Council went on to
approve the notice of
meeting for the 2013
AGM. There will be one
item of special business
on the AGM agenda this
year, inviting members
to support a number of
bye-law changes designed
to ensure that ACCA’s
disciplinary bye-laws
remain fit for purpose

*

*

against the background
of developments in
case law and best
practice. In addition,
members will be asked
to approve the annual
report and accounts and
to re-appoint ACCA’s
external auditors. (The
AGM material will be
despatched by the end
of July and members are
encouraged to engage
with ACCA by submitting
their votes by the closing
date of 12 September.)
Council agreed
recommendations
from the Nominating
Committee regarding the
membership of standing
committees in the coming
Council year. It also
approved amendments
to Council’s standing
order for adoption at the
annual Council meeting in
September.
Council considered the
issue of the membership
subscription for 2014. On
a recommendation from
the Resource Oversight
Committee, and taking

into account all relevant
factors, Council agreed
that the membership
subscription for 2014
should be held at the
2013 rate of £205.
Council also approved
a mutual recognition
agreement with the
Institute of Management
Accountants (IMA) in the
US. The agreement, which
was also approved by the
IMA Board of Regents, is
the next step in ACCA’s
strategic partnership
with IMA. For ACCA
members, the agreement
will provide direct access
to a US designation as
well as strengthening
ACCA’s place as a global
leader in the area of
financial leadership and
performance.
ACCA’s AGM will be held at
1.00pm (BST) on Thursday
19 September 2013 at
29 Lincoln’s Inn Fields,
London WC2. The AGM will
be followed by the annual
Council meeting, at which
ACCA’s officers for 2013–
2014 will be chosen. ■

*

CPD: IFRS GLOBAL WEBINAR SERIES
ACCA’s e-learning partner Kaplan Hawksmere continues its global webinar series
for ACCA members with IFRS for SMEs on 5 September. This latest live webinar is
designed as a refresher and update course.
The webinar will start at 10.00 or 16.00 (GMT) and a place can be purchased for £25
plus VAT. Don’t worry if you miss the live recording, as you can still watch this and any
previous webinars in the series at the post-event price of £20 plus VAT.
All the webinars last 90 minutes, with the first 45 minutes being knowledge-based and
the second 45 minutes spent working through practical examples with the presenter. The
course accordingly equates to 1.5 CPD units.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

To find out more about the IFRS webinars and to book your selection, please visit:
http://tinyurl.com/IFRSwebinars
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Putting women top of the agenda
An ACCA event looked at how to retain and develop women in finance while also
tackling how to improve male perceptions of what added value women can bring to roles
Research suggests that
women are more likely to
gain senior positions if they
have a professional finance
qualification or some
background in finance.
Nevertheless, employer
feedback to ACCA indicates
that while employers are
attracting women into the
accountancy profession,
retaining and developing
them in finance roles up to
mid-management level and
beyond is more challenging.
ACCA recently convened a
roundtable, bringing together
finance professionals and
diversity experts from various
organisations to examine
the challenges they face and
share ideas for action. What
more could be done, or what
could be done differently, to
encourage more women in
senior finance posts?
Among the issues raised
was a lack of representation
of women in frontline
roles, owning and driving
the P&L, and developing
the experience necessary
for promotion. In terms of
male perceptions, a lack
of appreciation by enough
very senior men of the
different skills that women
can bring to the table was
highlighted, along with the
fact that middle managers,
who do most hiring in some
businesses, tend to be male
and can be found to typically
hire in their own image.
Yet at the same time,
there appeared to be an
unwillingness among women
to take on senior roles
because they assume they
will need to play politics or
adopt aggressive behaviours.
Organisations seeking to
support female progression

▲ ROUNDTABLE IN PROGRESS

Among other topics, participants talked about what could be
done to encourage more women to aim for senior finance posts

◄ A BANKER’S VIEW

Jvoti Chopra, global head
of diversity and inclusion at
Bank of New York Mellon,
participated in the roundtable

► TECHNOLOGY FOCUS
Gayle Hares, CFO, Enterprise
Europe at IBM, offered an
IT perspective to the issues
under discussion

▌▌▌MIDDLE MANAGERS, WHO DO MOST HIRING IN
SOME BUSINESSES, TEND TO BE MALE AND CAN BE
FOUND TO TYPICALLY HIRE IN THEIR OWN IMAGE
into more senior roles need
to undertake interconnected
activities, embedding
diversity and inclusion
issues in all aspects of
talent management.
Leaders must also lead by
example, seeking to inspire
cultural change within their
organisations in order to
achieve real progress.
Several themes deserve
further investigation, such as:

the value of role models
* and
mentors for women

*
*

in finance. How can we
build more visibility?
the role and success of
female networking and
groups, and the benefits
of embedding them into
an organisation
how to build ‘good
news’ stories to share
with women in the early
stages of their careers

working solutions
* flexible
enabling women to access
pivotal roles from which
they can springboard to
the most senior roles. ■
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

ACCA’s report, How
to retain and develop
women in finance, is at
www.accaglobal.com/
transformation
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162,000

Worldwide membership
of ACCA increased
from 154,000 to nearly
162,000 over 2012/13,
with some 10,361
new members being
welcomed in the period.

ABOUT
ACCA
ACCA is the global
body for professional
accountants. We
aim to offer businessrelevant, first-choice
qualifications
to people of
application, ability
and ambition around
the world who seek a
rewarding career in
accountancy, finance
and management.
We support our
162,000 members
and 428,000
students throughout
their careers,
providing services
through a network
of 89 offices and
active centres.
www.accaglobal.com
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Businesses back ACCA
Global survey of business leaders confirms ACCA as a world-class
organisation that delivers complete finance professionals
Business leaders and
employers of professional
accountants have endorsed
ACCA as a global leader
in its sector in a survey
covering 35 countries.
Key figures show
that 89% of employers
who replied would
recommend ACCA to
another organisation,
93% agree that ACCA is
a respected brand, 90%
that ACCA is a world-class
organisation, 76% that
ACCA delivers complete
finance professionals, and
79% that ACCA ‘helps grow
my business by providing
accountants with the skills
and capabilities I need’.
ACCA chief executive
Helen Brand said: ‘We also
continue to see very high
ratings from employers for

▼ BRAND STRENGTH

‘ACCA is highly relevant to
all sectors’ – Helen Brand

the strength of our brand;
many have recommended
ACCA to others.
‘The ACCA Qualification
remains highly relevant to
all sectors, providing flexible
routes to entry that work for
school leavers and graduates

of all disciplines. It also
meets employer needs to
access a diverse, global
talent pool of complete
finance professionals. We
will keep investing in new
and existing markets and
sectors to meet demand.’

CUSTOMER SERVICE PLEDGE
Answering 80% of phone calls in 20 seconds and 80% of emails in two days are just
two of the commitments made in ACCA’s new customer service charter.
The charter also explains how ACCA Connect provides easy access to potential and
current students, affiliates and members to get answers to their queries.
Judith Bennett, ACCA’s director of service delivery, said: ‘As we grow as an
organisation, we have to ensure we are contactable when we are needed, and so we
have many avenues of communication – email, telephone, text message, social media.
To make sure we give the service our customers want, we welcome constructive
feedback to help us improve and hone it to what is needed.’
For more information go to www.accaglobal.com/ab6

ACCA ONLINE CONFERENCE
ACCA’s annual Accounting For The Future conference will run from 14 to 18 October
this year, bringing together finance professionals from around the world to discuss
the challenges and opportunities facing the accountancy profession.
Topics will include risk management, corporate culture, reporting for investors,
integrated reporting, finance transformation, the role of the CFO, future career paths,
technology trends, accountancy futures and supporting SME growth.
The event will be brought to you via live webinars and on-demand sessions.
For more information go to www.accaglobal.com/accountingforthefuture

NOT ALL COMPANY CARS
ARE CREATED EQUAL.
THE NEW 129 G/KM JAGUAR XF RANGE.
With over 100 international awards, including BusinessCar’s ‘Best Executive
Car’ and J.D. Power / WhatCar? ‘Best Executive Car 2013’, the Jaguar XF
clearly sets the class benchmark. Now, we’ve raised that benchmark higher
still, with a smooth, fuel-efficient 2.2 litre engine that achieves 57.7mpg and
129 g/km CO2. The XF 2.2 163PS also offers the exceptional standard
specification you would expect from every Jaguar, yet costs as little as
£379*per month on Jaguar Finance, or £199** per month in BIK for company
car drivers paying higher rate tax. The XF range starts at £29,945, for a
business car that’s equal to your highest expectations.
Contact us today to talk to a Business Sales Specialist.

W W W.JAGUAR.CO.UK/BUSINESS
0845 366 1574

DOWNLOAD BLIPPAR FOR AN EXCLUSIVE JAGUAR EXPERIENCE AND
BLIP THIS PAGE FOR YOUR CHANCE TO SET YOUR HEART RACING.

XF 14MY range fuel consumption in mpg (l/100km): Urban 16.7–48.7 (16.9–5.8). Extra Urban 32.8–64.2 (8.6–4.4). Combined 24.4–57.7
(11.6–4.9). CO2 emissions 270–129 g/km. Models shown are a 14MY XF 2.2 Diesel 163PS SE, priced from £29,945 and a 14MY XF Sportbrake 2.2
Diesel 163PS SE, priced from £31,945.
The figures provided are as a result of official manufacturer’s tests in accordance with EU legislation. A vehicle’s actual fuel consumption may differ from that achieved in such tests and these figures
are for comparative purposes only. On the road price is the manufacturer’s Recommended Retail Price, plus First Registration Fee and Delivery Pack. *Business users only. Based on a 36 month
Jaguar Contract Hire agreement on an XF 2.2 Diesel Luxury 163PS, standard specification, metallic paint, a mileage of 10,000 miles per annum (30,000 miles in total), non-maintained. Initial payment
in advance of 6 months rentals + VAT followed by 35 monthly rentals at rental shown + VAT. May be subject to further charges depending on the condition/mileage when vehicle returned. Finance
subject to status. Guarantees/indemnities may be required. This promotion cannot be used together with other manufacturer’s promotions and is subject to availability at participating dealers only
for new vehicles ordered by 30th September 2013, or while stocks last. Jaguar Contract Hire is provided by Lex AutoLease, trading as Jaguar Contract Hire, Heathside Park, Heathside Park Road,
Stockport SK3 0RB. Written quotations are available on request. All details are correct at time of publication and are subject to change without notice. **Based on an XF 2.2 SE 163PS with no options
for a 40% tax payer.
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